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Established Jane 23, 1862. Vol. 5. PORTLAND, TUESDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 20, 1866. Terms $8 per annum, in advance. 
THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS i# published 
every day, (Sunday excepted,)at 82 Exchange Street, 
Portland, N. A. Foster, Proprietor. 
Teems :—Eight Dollar? a year in advance. 
THE MAIN STATE PRESS, is published at the 
same place every Thursday morning at $2.00 a year,, 
invariably in advance. 
Rates of Advertising.—Une inch ol space, in 
length of column, constitute a ‘‘square.” 
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per 
week alter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continu- 
ing every other day after first week, 50 cents. Hall square, three insertions or less, 75 cento; one 
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week alter. 
Under head of “Amusements," $2:00 per square 
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50. 
“Special Notices,” $1.25 per square first inser- 
tion, and 25 ct«. per square for each subsequent in- 
sertion; naif a square, $1.00 first insertion, 15 eta. each subsequent insertion. 
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State 
Press” (which has a large circulation in every par- 
of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion* 
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent inser- 
tion. 
JOB PRINTING, ol every description, exe- 
cuted with dispatch; and all business pertaining to 
the Office or Paper promptly transacted on applica- 
tion as above. 
Business Cards. 
HENRY P. WORCESTER, 
GENERAL 
Commission &Forf arding Merchant 
Merchandise ol all kinds bought and sold on Northern account. 
Office—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf, 
_ Norfolk, Va. 
fjr Consignments solicited. 
Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell & 
Renter; Gerrish & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.; Clark Read & Co. Portland Me. no28dGm 
J. EDWARD GOVE & C0.f 
PRODUCE 
Commission Merchants, 
AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN 
Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beans. 
DRIED APPLES, <fcc. 
Ko. 3 Lim« Street, Portland, Me. 
Special attention paid to consignments of all kinds of Produce. sop20dlyr 
HOSS & FJEENY, 
~ 
PLASTERERS, 
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL 
STU000 AMD MASTIC W0BKEBS, 
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts., 
PORTLAND, ME. :l 
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompt- 
y attended to. Orders trom out ol town solicited. 
May 22—dtl 
J. E. FICKETT, 
Dealer In Photographic Goods, 
mirrors and Engravings. 
Mumfasturar of Mirror & Pioturo Frames. 
No. 28 MARKET SQUARE, 
Jmnolltf Pobtlavu, Ha. 
Deerinfg, Milliken & Co., 
Successors to G. L. Storer If Co., 
JOBBERS OF 
Dry Goods, Woolens, 
And Gents’ Furnishing Goods I 
Manufacturers of and Dealers in 
CLOTHING AN If CLOAKS, 
Agents for EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES for 
State of Maine. 
AS ndd 60 Middle St., PORTLAND, 
Sept 7—dtf 




POBTLAND, MB. OOtlGdt! 
CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER, 
Fresco and Banner Painter, 
NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET. 
Portland* Maine. 
Work executed in every part of the State. 
juneldtf 
WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD, 
COUNSELLOR AT LAW, 
Solicitor of Patents, 
No, 108 Middle Street, 
PORTLAND, MAINE. 
_Ang 25—dtf 
WILLIAM A. PEARCE, 
PLUMBE R! 
MAKER OF 
Force Pumps and Water Closets, 
NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET, 
PORTLAND, ME. 
Warn, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash 
Bowls, Bran ft Silver Plated Cocks* 
EVERY description of Water Fixtures for Dwel- ling Houses. Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops, Ac., arranged and Bet up in the best manner, and all 
orders in town or country faithfully executed. All kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Conetaifa lv on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER 
PUMPS of all descriptions._ aprDdtl 
DAVIS, MESERVE, HASKELL & 00., 
Importers and Jobbers qf 
T>ry Goods and Woolens, 
Arcade 18 Free Street,' 
F. DAVIS, 
l. ?.* h^kS PORTLAND, MR 
R. CHAPMAN. nov9’65dtf 
KING- & DEXTER. 
Successors to Chase, Littlefield & Co., 
Importer, of and Dealer, iu all kind, ol 
Hardware and Window-Glass, 
Middle and 118 Federal Sit. Oct 2, 60—dCio 
A. N. NOTES & SON, 
No- 35 Lxohanaa Street, 
PORTLAND .<% MAINE, 
Manufacturers of and Dealers m 
FURNACES, RANGES, 
Choking, Office and Parlor Stoves, 
And WORKERS OF HEAVY IRON. 
POMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and 
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet 
Iron, in quantities to suit. 
Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated 
Magee Furnaces and stoves. 
£3F* Orders from the Country respe> ftilly solicit- ed. Job Work done to order. augddtl 
BRADBURY & SWEAT, 
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, 




Mr. Sweat will be In Washington after the 1st of 
January, and will attend to any businesn entrusted to him, before the Supreme Court, Court ol Claims, 
or any of the Departments. dc20tf 
JOHN F. ANDERSON, 
SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER 
OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK, 
117 daw If_ Temple Street 
Dr. Fred A. Prince, 
Dentist, 
No. 11 Clapp’s Block, Congress St., 
PORTLAND, ME, 
Sept 28—eodtt 
Job work of every description neatly execut- 
ed at the Prew Office. 
Business Notices. 
Copartnership Notice. 
THE Copartnership hereto ore existing under the tiauicufs. K. JACKSON t&SON. 
will be continued aider this date under the style or 
FE1JKINS, JACKSON & CO., 
* 
Wholesale and retail dealers in LUMBER, COAL 
anil WOOD, Sawyer’s Wliari, foot of High Street. 
Dee 21,1865—dtf__ 
Copartnership Notice. 
THE undersigned have this day associated them* selves under the turn name of 
X»OW «fc LIBBY, 
for the transaction oi a general 
FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE BUSINESS. 
At 9(1 Exchange Street, Fort land. 
JOHN Dow, 
Portland, Jan.l, 1866.—2m Fkank W. Libby. 
Dissolution of Copartnership. 
THE copartnership heretofore existing under the linn and style ol 
STEVENS FREEMAN U CO., 
ia this day dissolved by muf ual consent. The-affairs 
of the late firm will be settled by either party, at the 
old stand on Grove St. 
NATH’L STEVENS, 
i, SAM’L FREEMAN, 
GEO. L. KIMBALL. 
Portland, Jan 22,1860. 
-:—--— 
Copartnership. 
The undersigned have this day formed a copartner- 
ship under the tirm and style oi 
FREEMAN & KIMBALL, 
For the purpose of continuing the Wool-Pulling and 
Tanning Business, heretoloro conducted by Stevens, 
Freeman & Go., on Grove St. 
SAM’L FREEMAN, 
GEO. L. KIMIJALL. 
Portland, Jan. 22,1866. ja22diw 
Copartnership. 
THE subscribers have this day formed a copartner- ship for the transaction of the Wholesale Crock- I 
ery and Glrss Ware business, under the firm name 
of 
C\ E. JOSE & CO. 
C. E. JOSE, 
K. S. MAXOY, 
J. C. SMALL. 
Portland, Jan. 1,1866. jaJSdilw 
-j-ft-j-[- 
Copartnership Notice. 
TRE undersigned have this day formed a copart- nership under the style ol 
Churchill, Hunt & Melcher, 
For ihe transaction of a GENERAL COMMISSION 
and 
Wholesale Flour and Grocery 
Business, 
NO. 81 COMMERCIAL STREET, 
(OPPOSITE TfiOMAB BLOCK,) 
where they hopo te receive a liberal share of the pub- 
lic patronage. G. L. CHURCHILL, 
W. H. HUNT, 
H. 6. MELCHER. 
Portland, Peb. 1,1866. dtf 
Copartnership Notice. 
THE undersigned have this day formed a copart- nership under the firm style ot 
COLBY & TWOMBLY, 
For the transaction of General Marine, Fire and 
Lila 
INSURANCE BUSINESS, 
At No. 25 Exchange St. 
W. W. COLBY, 
L. S. TWOMBLY. 
Portland, Feb 12,1866. felldlw 
COPARTNERSHIP. 
MR. A. J. PLUMMER was admitted as partner in our firm Feb. 1, 1866. 
LOW & PLUMMER. 
Feb 7—*12w* 
Advances Made. 
rTIHE undersigned are prepared to make LIBER- X AL ADVANCES on goods in transit, in store, 
for sale, or shipment. Also on vessels or any other 
good security, 
CHUROHILL, BROWNS & MANSON. 
Jan 19—dtf 
Dissolution. 
THE copartnership heretofore existing between the subscribers, under the firm name of 
N. A. FOSTER & CO., 
Is this day dissolved by mutual consent. The busi- 
ness will hereotter be conducted by N. A. FOSTER, 
who will pay all demands against the late firm, ana 
to whom all indebted will make payment. 
fc. A. FOSTER, 
J. T. GILMAN. 
Portland, Jan. 1, 1SC6. fc7dtf 
Dissolutionof Copartnership 
THE copartnership heretofore existing between the undersigned, under the fii hi name of 
3VT- GK HAYDEN Sc CO., 
isthls day dissolved by mutual consent. M. G, HAYDEN is authorized to collect all debts due to 
said firm and will pay all claims against the same. 
M. G. HAYDEN, 
A. L. EL WELL. 
Gorham, Feb. 8, 1866. 
Notice. 
The subscriber would inform bis triends and the 
public that be will continue the Boot and Shoe Man- 
niacture, and the sale of Dry Goods and Groceries, 
heretofore conducted by M. G. HAYDEN & CO., at 
the old stand in l orh&ni. 
Thankful for past favors so liberally bestowed, be 
still hopes to merit your approbation. 
M. G. HAYDEN. 
Gorham, Feb 8, 1866. lelOdtl 
Copartnership Notice. 
E RUSSELL BARBOUR ie admitted a member • of our Arm from Feb. 1st, 18CG. 
J. & C. J. BARBOUR. 
FeS 9—dim 
W. O. COBB, 
HAVING purchased the Retail Business of Messrs. PEARSON & SMITH, together with 
their City Carts, Intends to carry on the 
BAKING BUSINESS ! 
At No. 12 Willow Street* 
Where he hopes that by strict attention he may be 
favo; ed with the patronage of their former custom- 
ers. 
He would also respectfully invite all others wish- 
ing Bread to give him a call, as no pains will be 
Stared to till all orders for Bread with neatness and ispatch. 
Portland, Dec 12,1865. dcl4tf 
Dissolution of Copartnership. 
THE copartnership heretofore existing under the firm and style of 
S. y. BEALE & CO., 
Is this day dissolved by mutual consent. The liabil- ity of the late firm will be settled by either party at 
the old stand, No. o Commercial Wharf. 
S. N. BEALE, 
C. A. B. MORSE. 
Feb 1,1866 fe3d&wlmC 
--m- 
COPARTNERSHIP. 
The undersigned have this day formed a copartner- 
ship under the style and firm of 
BEALE & MORSE, 
For the purpose of continuing the Lime, Cement and 
Piaster business heretofore conducted by S. N. Beale 
& Co., at their old stand. 
S. N. BEALE. 
C. A. B MORSE. 
Feb 1,18GC. fcSdawlmG 
PRICE CURRENT 
-FOR- 
India Rubber Boots and Shoes, 
HALL’ S 
India Rubber Emporium, 
147 MIDDLE STREET. 
ALL FIRST QUALITY. 
Men’s Rubber Over-Shoes, $1.20 per pair. 
Women’s Rubber Over-Shoes, 1.00 
Misaes’ Rubber Over-Shoes, .80 “ 
Men's Rubber Boots. 5.00 11 
Women’s Rubber Boots, 2 40 
“ 
Misses’Rubber Boots, 2.00 “ 
Boys' Rubber Boot's, 3.25 “ 
Youths' Rubber Boots, 2.50 “ 
Also Rubber Goods repaired in a neat and subtan- tial manner. 
StST HTMiddfe S^CermlX!r 01 tLe nCW Rubber 
Feb 14—4V,Thrs,Fr,Sat,Tu,Th,Sa,Te, Th,S. lot 
Young Ladies’ Seminary. 
THE MISSES SYMONt)S, announce the openin'* of their Spring Seeaion, on Thursday. Feb 22d  
Addrees the Principals, 18 Brown St/ fel7diw 
IVII you are la want ot any kind ot PRINTING 
call at the Pally Prate Offioe. 
Miscellaneous. 
North Yarmouth Academy, 
YARMOUTH, MAINE. 
The Spring Term will Commence on 
February 26th* 
BOARD and Rooms can be had in “Russell Mall.** Book-Keeping in all its grades will be taught, 
besides the usual classes in Mathematics and the 
Classics. 
Classes in Chemistry and Philosophy will be formed 
with weekly Lectures. 
Address E. S. HOYT, A. M., 
or JAS. BATES, Sec’y. 
February Cth, 18C6. 3wd&w 
Fryeburg Academy! 
u» 
THE SPRING TERM of this InsUtution wilLttai* mence on 
Wednesday, February 21»t, 1866, 
And continue eleven weeks. 
CHARLES D. BARROWS. A. B., Pbincipal. 
A Classical Department has been formed especi- 
ally adapted to Students fitting lor College— syste- 
matic and thorough. 
Music and Drawing by competent teachers. 
Board can he obtained on reasonable terms. Also 
Rooms for Students wishing to board themselves. 
Application should be made in person or by letter 
to the Principal, or to 
D. B. SEW ALL, Secretary. 
Jan 2C—d4w 
GORHAM _SEMINARY ! 
TH®-Spring Term of this School will ccmmenoe on WEDNESDAY, Feb. 21. 
For full information apply to W. O. LOUD, A. M,, 
Principal, or to 
J. A. WATERMAN, Sec’y. 
Gorham, Feb. 8, 1866.—d2w 






L. B. FOLLETTE, 
HO SI EE T AND GLOVES, 
HOOP SKIRTS AND CORSETS, 
Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels, 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. 
Dec 1—d3m 
Selling at Reduced Prices! 
Having leased the magnificent ROOM known as 
LANCASTER HALL, 
From the first day of March next, we are prepared to sell our large, well selected and entirely new stock 
nunitiiue ! 
Atourjjresent store, No, 4 Free St root Block, 
AT REDUCED PRICES, 
Dnring the present month, In order to save time, 
trouble and expense in moving. We invite the at- 
tention of our friends and the public to the above. 
GEO. T. BURROUGHS & CO. 
Feb 1—dtf 
STEAM DREDGE. 
The dredge machine, constitution, which has been undergoing repairs in her Ma- 
chinery, and the addition of New Boilers, Ac., is now 
WHOLLY COMPLETED 
and ready as soon as the ice leaves the harbor to 
commence her work for the coming season, and tho 
undersigned desires a share of the public business. 
CHARLES F. MONTINE. 
Portland, Feb. 10.—d2m* 
Notice. 
Subscribers to the Stock of the Northern (Pacific 
Railroad Company, upon which ninety per cent, is 
still due, are hereby notified, in conformity with a 
vote of the board of Directors, passed on the six- 
teenth day of January, one thousand eight hundred 
and sixty-six, that an assessment of ninety per cent, 
upon Stock subscribed for by them is hereby levied 
in amounts and at times as hereinafter recited, to be 
paid at the office of the Company, No. 5 State street, 
at Boston, Mass.—to writ: twenty per cent, to be paid 
on the second day of April; thirty per cent, on the first day of May; and forty per cent, on the first day 
of June, oue thousand eight hundred and sixty-six. 
All Stocks, upon which assessments as above levied 
are not paid, will be declared forfeited absolutely,and all payments that have been made upon said Stock 
will be forfeited without condition or redemption. 
I. S. W1THINGTON, 
Treasurer N P. R. R. Co. 
Boston, Mass., January 24,1886.—dtawtmayl 
NEW PERFUME 
FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF. 
A Bloat Exqnisile, Delicnfc nn«l Fra- 
grant Perfaaiie, Dikii I led from the 
Hare find Beautiful Flower front 
which it takes its name. 
Manufactured only by P1IALON & SOW. 
CdF* Beware of Counterfeits. 
Aslc for Phalon’s— Take no other• 
Sold by druggists generally. 
For sale at wholesale by W. F. Phillips & Co. 
Jan. 1, 18G6—eod&eowGm 
Portland & Rochester Railroad Co. 
A LL persons entitled to Stock in the Portland and 
Xjl Rochester R. R. Co., are requested to eall at the office of the Company, No. 64 Middle St., and ex- 
change their Bonds, Coupons, and Trustee's Re- 
ceipts for certificates oi Stock. 
LEWIS PIERCE, 
Treasurer P. & R. R. R. Co. 
Dec 4, 1865. dc5tl 
PIANO ^FORTES. 
a L..J The undersigned begs leave to an- 
nounce that they are manufacturing and 
iJLw* CLkeep constantly on hand 
Piano Fortes, 
with all the modern improvements, which they can 
sell as LOW as can be purcliased elsewhere, o! the 
same quality. We have made arrangements, also, to 
keep an assortment of New York ana Boston Piano 
Fortes, among which are 
Steinway <6 Sons, of New York. 
AU instrument* told by us ore warranted to give 
satislaction. 
Pianos to be let, and tuning done by experienced 
Tuners. CALVIN EDWARDS & CO. 
March 8—dAwtt 
LOOK AlT THIS 1 
GREAT PRICES GIVEN 
-FOR- 
Second-Hand Clothing, 
Of all descriptions, by 
WM. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street. 
Clothing of all lrinds Cleansed and Repaired in 
good style, and at short notice. Second-hand Cloth 
Ingboughtand sold. sept20dU 
Dr. E. F. RIPLEY, 
Veterinary Surgeon, 
Office at H. L. TAYLOR k Co’s Stable, 
Temple St., Portland, Me, 
HAVING sold his Livery stock ton. L. Taylor & Co., would most respectfully inform bis old 
patron* and the public generally that he is now .nvlor. 
Ids whole attention to the treatment of Horses and 
other domesticated animals. n ra a 
At his residence in Westbrook, (across Tukev’s 
Bridge) may be found a good inttrmary for the ac commodation of those who may wish to have their 
Horses under his immediate attention. 
All orders left at Ills Office, on Temple Street 
will be promptly al tended to. 
Portland, Jan. It, 1888. Iel5 T,Th*83m* 
Miscellaneous. ' 
PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY, 
No. 36 Hanover St. 
LINEN of aU kinds WASHED and CLEANSED without injury to tbe finest fabrics. 
GENTS’ LnSTElSJ" 
Got up in the Best Possible manner, 
At Short Notice, 
And Satisfaction Guaranteed in nil Casco. 
C. PARKER. 
N. B.—Special attention paid to cleaning Bed and 
Mattress Ticks. 
Nov 4—dtf 
SEW STORE, NEW STORE! 
W. F. CHISAM, 
Merchant Tailor, 
HAS opened a FIRST CLASS CLOTHING STORE, at 
No. 96 Exchange Street, 
recently occupied by Messrs. MCCARTHY & BER 
BY, where may be found all the LATEST STYLES 
of 
Woolens, Foreign & Domestic, 
which will be manufactured into Garments which 
cannot be surpassed for style and make in the city. 
AJbq a Hue asssortment of 
Gents’ Famishing Goods. 
Particular at ention paid to BOYS’ CLOTHING— 
Cutting done to go out of the Store. 
By strict attention to wants of customers and prices 
reasonable, a share of patronage is solicited. 
Remember tbe place 
No. 90 Exchange Street, 
Nearly opposite Post Office. 
Portland, Nor. 9th, 1865. nol5ti 
U±* TOWN 
Boot. Shoe & Rubber Store, 
So. 353 Congress Street. 
AT SAMUEL, BELL’S 
CAN be found one of the best selected stocks ol BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS that can be 
found in this city, which will be sold at the lowest cash price, at 353 Congress Street, near Green St. 
Oct 24—dti SAMDELEKU* 
BUTTER, BUTTER! 
1000 lbs. FaSnlly Butter! 
FOE SALE BY 
THOMAS LYNCH, 
_ 
139 Commercial St. 
Feb 8—dlw 
It Has Come! 
PER Schr. Helen Marr, cargo genuine Georges Creek, or CUMBERLAND COAL, landed In 
vessel from cars, direct from the mines, consequently it Is clean and fresh mined. 
Also, various grades ANTHRACITE COAL—none 
bet term the market. 
JAM EM H. HA HER, Richardson’s Wharf. 
Portland, Feb. 1.18C6. fe2d3w* 
Button-Hole Machine 
YYTILL make your Button-Holes to order. Lambs, 
V V KNITTING MACHINE will do your Knitting. Florence SEWING MACHINE makes four different 
stichcs, and has tlie reversible feed. Tlie New Weed 
Machine. Shaw & Clark $20.00 Machines. MA- 
CHINES TO LET, and REPAIRED. 
All kinds of Machine Trimmings, at 
W. S. DYER, 1371 Middle St., 
Up Oue Flight Starts. Jan 16—eod lm 
COAL, COAL, COAL ! 
A TONS JOHN'S CHESTNUT COAL, at 
IOv SI 3,00 per ton. 
ALSO, 
450 tons John's Stove and Egg Coal. 
500 tons Lehigh Egg and Furnace Coal. 
200 tons Lehigh Stove Coal. 
300 tons Locust Mountain Stove and Egg Coal. 
200 tons Free Burning Stove Coal. 
W eli picked and screened; delivered to any part of the city at the lowest price for Cash. 
ALSO, 
200 tons Cumberland Coal for Smith’s use; and all kinds of hard and soft Wood, on hand and for sale by 
bard all, McAllister & oo., 
60 Commercial Street, 
Jan 12—dtf Head Maine^Wharl. 
Great Inducements 
FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD. 
fTIHE subscribers offer for sale a large quantity ol A desirable building lots In the West End of the 
olty, lying on Vanghan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomas, West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monu- 
ment, Dantorth, Orange and Salom Streets. 
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years, if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will 
build houses of satislactory character, they will ad- 
vance, yf desired, (me fourth of the cost qf building, on 
completion gf the house. From parties who bulla Im- 
mediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIRED. 
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten 
A. M., at tlie office of the subsenhors, where plans 
may be seen, and full particulars obtained. 
J. B. BROWN & SONS. 
Portland, May 3, 1865. mav4tf 
Proposals for Fresh Beef. 
OFFICE OF THE A. C. S., U. S. A., 1 
Portland, Ma.ne, FeVy 3d, 1866. J 
SEALED Proposals will be received at tliis office until Wednesday, Feb. 28th, 1866, at 12 M,, for the supply of Fresh Beef to all the troops in the vi- cinity or Portland. Maine, for one year (or such less time as the Commissary General shall direct.) The Beef to be of the best quality in quarters, with an 
equal proportion of fore and hind; necks, shanks and kidney tallow to be excluded. 
Each bid must be accompanied by a copy of this advertisement, and the names ot two responsible 
persons, (residents of Portland,) to enter into a suffi- cient bond as sorties for the taltnful performance of the contract. 
The A. C. S. reserves the right to rqiect any or all bids not deemed advantageous to the Government. 
Proposals must be endorsed “Proposals for lur- 
nisbing Fresh Beef, Box 1522, Portland Post Office.” 
The bids will be opened at the time specified, at 
my office, No. 292$ Morton Block, Congress Street.— Bidders are invited to be present. 
HENRY INMAN, Capt. and A. Q. M., and A. C. S., U. S. A. Feb 6—dtd 
ij 
| 
Is open Day and Evening, for a hill and thorough 
BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle St, No. 161. opposite H. H. Hay & Co,, Apothecaries. The Principal has had 21 years’ experience. I do not pretend an extension of Gold Linked Se- 
ries of Colleges into the other Continent; and that my Diplomas and full Scholarships, are good all 
over this great world ; but I do claim they will 
prove intrinsic to the Students (either LADIES 
or GENTLEMEN) n any part of the United States of America; and also, that our Counting Rooms 
for inductive training (without any copying,) both in Accounts and Native Writing, Mercantile Law, $c. 
tfc., offer as full, thorough, complete, practical and 
expeditious facilities for BUSINESS EDUCA- 
TION, as any College in the U. S. 
This is the only Commercial College In the State 
where a full and complete Scholarship in Book-keep- 
ing, Writing, <fcc., is taught without copying, so that 
uo one can pass through the course without ob- 
taining a thorough counting-room education. 
Mr. Brown would present to the Citizens 
•f Portland and vicinity, his warm gratitude lor 
their kindness and liberalpatronage (he past fifteen 
years; and with the promise of faithfulness, so- licits other favors ! 
^ 41 
N* BROWN* 
Portland, September 18,1865. seplOdcod&wly 
TO BE SOLD AT A BARGAIN* 
STORE and STOCK FOR SALE. 
Tlie .tore i.two stories, (dwelling overhead,) eligi- bly situated on Lisbon Street near the Post Office. 
The stock consists ot School Books, Stationery, Fan- 
cy Goods, &c. Store and Stock v ill be gold together, 
or will sell the Stock and let the Store. The above 
offers a rare opportunity for a young man with a small capital. The store is now doing a paying busi- 
ness which may easily be increased. 
Inquire at E. M. YATES, Bookstore, Jq?t>iow_>jie Post Office, Lisbon, St., Lewiston, Me. Feb. 16,1866.—d5t&w3t 
State Normal School, 
Farmington, Me. 
THE Spring Session will begin March T, under the direction of 
Mr. GEORGE M. GAGE, Principal. 
EDWARD BALLARD, 
_ Superintendent of Common Schools. Brunswick, Feb 16,1866. felGd2t&w2wS 
Choice Flour, Corn and Oats, 
-BY THE- 
C A. R LOAD, 
to arrive and in store. Also, a lot of 
EXTRA. HOGS AND CHOICE BUTTER, 
will be sold at the 
LOWEST MARKET PRICES. 
_ GEORGE F. FOSTER, E.b, 3,-dtf No. 2 Galt Blook. 
Miscellaneous. 
International Hotel, 
OPPOSITE CITY BUILniVe. 
This excellently located Hotel has been 
thoroughly refitted, and furnished In the 
I 
_most elegant style, 
Aual is Now Opened te the Public by 
8. B. BREWSTER, 
FORMERLY OF THE SKOWHEGAN HOUSE. 
Mr, BrcwRter would be happy to meet Ills old 
faiends and the public generally. 
Fortlmd, Feb. 2,1861. dtf 
Coal, Coal, Coal. 
JUatthcfr<WhI™ "*d 8410 by tb6 und6r*i2Ded 
Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial St, 
275 Tons Hazelton Lehigh, 
BBOKEN AND EGy SIZE. 
300 Tons LOCUST MOUNTAIN 
EGO AND SxbvE SIZE. 
900 TONS LOBERY, 
Free burning and VERY PURR, and all kinds ol 
White and Red Ash Coal. 
„T^0.C2?18 areo1 tho very best quality, and war- ranted to give satisfiictlon. 3 
SOCTWtum m vquali5„of HARD and f v which wo will sod at tho vei v 
short nStte. ttnd deUyet “ to “y P"t ot the city id 
us a call and try us. 
S- ROTNt)S * SON. 
________'<S 
THE FIRST 
New Crop Molasses 
For the Season. 
QOfl BHDS. PRIME NEW CROP MUSCO- ^ ^OO MOLASSES, now landing at Cus- {10m Schooner Emma G, from Matanxas, and for sale by 
ISAAC EMERY, 
Jan 20.1866. 
Bert of Lo^WMrf. 
CONDENSED STATEMENT 
-OF THE- 
Morris Fire and Inland Ins. Co., 
OP NEW YORK. 
January 1, 1800. 
Amount ol Capital, ------- $500,000 00 Amount of Capital paid in, 500,000 00 
ASSETS. 
U. S. 10-10 5 per cont. Gold-Bearing Bonds, 
tt $375,430 25 U. S. 7 3-10 Treasury Notes, (market val.) 219,422 60 Wisconsin War Bonds, 4 770 00 
Cash on hand, 4$,090 51 Cash due on premiums written at the office, 53,908 28 Cash in hands oi Agents, 50,3G0 59 Interest accrued and not due, 19,132 56 Amount of all other Investments, 9,550 00 
$781,670 68 
Amount ol losses claimed and unpaid, not yet due, and all other claims, $119,066 47 Amount of Fire losses paid the past year, 491,863 60 
E. A. STANSBURY, President. 
E. R, THOMAS, Secretary. 
J. W. Munger, Agent, Portland, 
Office 166 Pore Street. 
CHAS. HUMPHREY, Yarmouth. 
C. H. CRESSEY, Gorham. 
Feb 8—3weod 
ATLANTIC 
Mutual Insurance Company 
$1 Wall 81, cor. William, NEW YORK. 
January, 1865. 
Insures Against Marine and Inland Navi 
gation Bisks. 
The whole profits of the Company revert to tbs Assurkd, and are divided Annually, upon the Premiums terminated during the year; andtorwhioh Cortifioales are issued, bearing Merest until re- deemed. 
The Dividends In the Years 1863-4 and 3 were 40 
per eent eaoh. 
Tho Profits for 22 Years amount to the 
sum ot $19,691,020 Oi whioh here has been redeemed by 
Cash, 12,068,780 
The Company has Assets, over Eleven Million 
Dollars, viz:— 
United States and State of New-York 
Stock, City, Bank and other Stocks, $4,974,700 Loans scoured by Stoeks and otherwise, 2,187,960 Premium Notes and Bills Receivable, Rea! Estate, Bond and Mortgages, and other aeonritles, 8.140.680 
United States Gold Coin, $41,890 Cash in Bank, 288,430 
SU.1S3.600 
_ **w«tees: John D Jonoi, Wm Sturgb, Jr. 
£harh? Lteuaia, Henry K Bngert, WH H Moore, William B Dodge, 
Henry Coii, Dennis Perkins, W m CPbkersgiU, Joseph GeiUrd, Jr, Lewis Cartis, J Henry Burgy, Charles U Bussell, Cornelius Grinnell, Lowell Holbrook, C A Hand, 
B Warron Weston, Watts Sherman. 
Boyal Phelps, B J Howland, 
Caleb Barstow, BenJ Baboook, A P Pillot,. Fletcher Westxay, Danel 8 MlUer, Bob B Minium, Jr, Joshua J Henry, Gordon W Burnham, 
,eorge G Hobson, Fredortok Chao noey, isavid Lane, James Lew, 
mes Bryce, Chas H Marshall. 
John D. Jong, President. 
Charles Dennis, Vice-President. 
W. H. H. Moore, 2d Vice-Pros’t. 
J. H. Chapman, Acting Secretary. 
Application! rooeived by 
J. W. HUNGER, 166 Pore St. 
Feb21edlmllmeodfcw8w PORTLAND. 
Marine Insurance ! 
JOHN E. DOW & SON, 
Are prepared to issue binding certificates on 
FREIGHT AND CARGO RISKS, 
and to effect Insurance upon Hulls, in the following 
responsible Offices. Open Policies issued. 
Commercial Mutual of New York, 
Assets 81,100,000 
Metropolitan of New York, 1,640,000 
Manhattan 1,110,000 
Phenix, « 1,500,000 
Pire, Life, and Accident Insurance, 
TO ANY AMOUNT WANTED, 
AT THEIB BOOMS 
Vo. 29 Exchange Street, 
JOHN £. DOW k 80N. 
Portland, Feb 8, t868. fc9eod3m 
HATHAWAYS 
CELEBRATED SHIRTS 
WE would call the attention of persons who are particular to have a pertect fitting Shirt to our A®6 White Shirts which we are having man- ufactured to our own order, by Mr. Hathaway; they are made in the most perfect manner and from the best materials. We will warrant a fit to men of all 
sizes, from the smallest to the very largest size. Persons at a distance from the city can be supplied and a good fit guarantee d. by sending ns the meas- 
ure around the neck, ana the length ol arm; the measure to be taken from the center ol the back to 
fuckies* The prices are as low as possible. These goods are really of the most reliable charac- 
ter, being manufactured specially tor us for our own retail trade. 
MARR BROTHERS, 
jan is—d4w 179,181 and 183 Middle St, 
WARREN’S IMPROVED 




FOR FLAT ROOFS. 
E. MERSEY, Agent, 
Jan2(klti No 1C Union Street. 
Bags Flour and Meal l 
.O *-<> and 1-g BAGS EXTRA FLOUR. -L mmis Superior YeMow Meal lor Table Uee. ibr ale by CHASE BROTHERS, 
Deo 14—tb*t tt 
Head Long Wbarl, 
For Sale and to Let. 
Lease & Fixtures for Sale 
-OF THE- 
Augusta .douse. 
The undersigne-1 beta" compelled (on ac- count 01 ill health) to relinquish Hotel busi- 
ness, offers for sale the lea-e and a portion 
■. —of the fixtures of said house. 
This hotel ranks among the first in the country, and commands a large proportion oi the travel. It has one hundred twen^r-flvo rooms, perfectly venti- lated and substantially tarnished. Attached to the 
house are Bathing Booms, Shaving and Billiard Sa- 
loons, &c. In connection with tne house is a large aud convenient Stable, with a fine livery stock. To 
any one aesirous of entering the hotel business will 
find this a rare opportunity with comparatively a 
small capital. 
HARRISON BAKER, Proprietor. Jan 30—dti 
Fop Sale. 
ONE superior new Locomotive Boiler. One second-hand Engine and Boiler (10 horse 
power) all complete. 
Second-hand Shafting and Pallies. One new horizontal Engine (6 in. cylinder.) One new Oscillating Engine, (6 In. cylinder.) Also, second-hand Mill Gearing and Shafting. Trenail Machines; Jack Screws. 
IST" All kinds of Machinery promptly made and 
repaired. 
IRA WINN, Agent, fe8d2m No. 11 Union St., Portland, Maine. 
HOUSE LOTS, 
Fop Sale op to Lease! 
ON Franklin, Lincoln, Mayo, Smith, Frem-nt, Hammond, Winthrop, Walnut, North, Montre- 
al, Melbourne. Queooc, Merrill, Turner, Poplar, 
Congress, Atlantic, Munjuy, Monument, Willis Sts., and the Eastern Promenade, at prices from 10 to 30 
cent, per foot. 
BTAlso, 8 Houses from $1000 to $5000. 
MOSES GOULD, 74 Middle St. 
Jan 20—d3m 
Real Estate fox* Sale, 
In Cape Elizabeth. 
AVERY desirable residence in Cape Elizabeth, one mile from Portland Bridge. The house is 
two stories, containing IS rooms, closets, &c., all in 
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and out- 
buildings. The lot contains 50.000 feot, and for beau- 
ty of location is unsurpassed in this Ticinty. 
Term easy. For particulars enquire at 
a)9H Congress 
JnlygidtfPortland, Me. 
FOR SALE I 
The Desirable Residence 51 Spring Street 
Between Higb and Park Sts. 
Atfib The House is in good order, well arranged W*!' and convenient. Heated by Furnace. Piped for JScJLtia*. With an abundance of good water, and Is In all respects a very ddWrable location. 
Possession given first of Mareh. Terms reasonable. 
Apply to 
JOHN C. PROCTER, Lime Street. 
Jan 20—eodtf 
FOR _S A. L E! 
ONE second-hand HAND PRESS far sale cheap if applied for soon. Size ot Platen 20x28. 
Inquire In person at, or address by mall, 
PRESS OFFICE, Portland, Me. Feb 13—dtt 
House for Sale. 
npHE three-story Brick House No. 70, corner of X Danforth ana Tate Streets. It has all the mod- 
ern improvements and is in excellent condition. 
The house can be examined any day. 
For terms, Ac., apply to 
BUFUS E. WOOD, 
No. 10 Central Wharf. 
Portland, Nor. 8,1865.—istf 
For Sale. 
THE Two-story Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer X Street, at a obeat bargain. 
For particulars, enquire oi 
BENJ. KNIGHT, 
octlSdtt Atlantic Whirl. 
Store to Let. 
rTIHE Brick Store corner Commercial and Franklin 
X Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. Jeffer- 
son Coolidge A Co. Possession given Oct. 1st. 
A. & S. E. SPRING. 
Sept 27—dtf 
For Sale. 
A LOT in Evergreen Cemetery, on the main Are- nue. Said lot ia composed of two lots in one, and is very handsomely laid out. For particulars, address Box 596 P. O. 
Not 4—dtf 
For Sale. 
~i KAA TONS square Hackmatack Timber. 1 IvVaa/ Also, Ship Knees: Oak, Hackmetack and Hardwood Plank, tor sale by 
_ ... 
L. TAYLOR, 61 Commercial St. 
Oct 21—dtf 
For Sale. 
THE UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT for MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR. 
For farther particulars enquire of, or address 
GEO. L. KIMBALL, 




and convenient House, No. 15 
WatervUle St, suitable lor two families. Terms 
ol sale liberal. 
__ ly to W, No. 37) Middle St. Ja23<ltf 
For Sale. 
A LOT OF LAND, south-west corner of Cumber- land and Elm Sts.; 93 feet on Cumberland by 82) 
on Elm St. Apply on the premises er to 
HON. WM. WILLIS. 
Feb 12—dlw* > 
To Let. 
SINGLE and Salts oi Rooms famished or un- furnished to let, with or without board, at 77 Free Street. 




two story frame House, and about 3000 feet of Land, on the corner or Pearl and Cum- 
berland Streets. Plenty of hard and soft wa- 
the premises. Enquire ol 
C. RICHARDSON. 
Feb 12—Udtf 
House to Let 
MTo 
a small genteel family. Inquire of 
DR. W. R. JOHNSON Dentist. 
At No. 13) Free Street. 
Feb 19—dlw 
Wants, Lost and Found. 
Wanted. 
IMJKNISHED ROOMS in a central locality, suita- 
1; ble for a Physician. The first floor oi a private 
house preieired. Call upon or address 
PHYSICIAN, 
• -International House, Portland. 
Feb 1&—d4t* 
Help Wanted. 
AG1BL veil recommended, who can cook and do general housework In a family of three persons. 
An American preferred. Apply In person at the 
house south-east cor. Pine and Lewis Sts. 
Feb 16—dtf 
Wanted. 
AN Agent in every town In the State of Maine to •ell a new, convenient and useful patented arti- 
cle. Ladles or Gentlemen wishing for a rare chance 
to make money should call on, or addresss, 
J. HANKEBSON A CO.. 
ISO Middle Street, Nov 23—dtf Portland, Maine. 
Wanted. 
AGENTS in every County In New England:— steady employment and big pay. Apply to or address 
WABBEN A MOBTON, 64 Middle St, fedlfMw Portland, Maine. 
Stone-Cutters Wanted. 
WANTED Immediately, twelve good Stone-Cut- ters to cut abutment and pier stone. 
Apply to JAMES ANDBEWS, Dec 27—dtf Biddeford 
Trinidad Sugar and Molasses. 
HHDS. CHOICE MUSCOVADO SUG4B, 
v * vr 150 Hhds. Choice Muscovado MOLASSES. 
For tale by. 
H EAT O N, 
No. 1 Central Wharf. eh 13—d3w* 
Notice. 
TOHE Annual Meeting of the State oi m*»ha Oil Co~ X will be held at their office on Exchange St., on Wednesday, Feb’y 21st, at four o’clock P.M.. te act 
upon the following business:— * 
Ift-T® hear and act upon Reports of Directors and other officers. 
rector?0 ““®“d “Uola °f Br'L*w» relating to Di- 
3d—To choose a Board of Directors 
leJS7&°fc^m“,y ath*r that may com. 
Feb’y 12, 1666.—eodtd 
H" DEANE> Clerk. 
Floral. 
■^yE would call the attention of the public to our HeathsbAl»uUl ““.“‘ft*011 «* CameliM, (JaponicaJ come?nfwfiS? *n‘I ®°««* “ our new Greenhouse, rnCT of North and Montreal 8 treets. 
Flowers, Boquets an d Funeral Wreaths, ean be fhrnlshed at the shortest notice. 
Eebc-dSw 
A’ * * A- W BWANGE^lori»t. 
DAILY PRESS, 
PORTLAND. 
Tuesday Morning, February 20,1866. 
The. daily issue of the Press is larger than the com. 
Ved circulation of all the other dailies in the city. 
Terms — $8,00 per year its advance. 
£'£*' Beading Matter on all Pour Paxes. 
Character of Our Government. 
The doctrine of State Rights, as it has been 
understood and expounded by the leaders of 
the Democratic party, involves most singular 
iuconsistenices. It becomes, in fact, the doc- 
trine of State Sovereignty, making the indi- 
vidual States superior to the combined power 
of the whole. 1 
President Jackson ignored this doctrine of 
Calhoun in 1832, and not in theory only, 
put In practise and in fact, insisted that the 
Union must and shall he preserved. The 
Democrats insist that the Federal Union is a 
mere compact between the States, and there- 
fore that any State, at its own option, has the 
right to withdraw from the compact and to as- 
sume its asserted normal independence. 
The party opposed to this disintegrating doc- 
trine assert that the federal Union is an agree- 
ment, not of the States, but an ordination of 
the people, in their sovereign power, and that 
this ‘'bond of union” frtkned by them was in- 
tended to be perpetual, that no State or num- 
ber of States, as such, have power—short of 
revolution—to break it, and that, as no State 
can enter the bond without the consent of the 
whole,obtained through Congress, so no State 
once admitted can absolve itself from that re- 
lation except by the consent of the whole. It 
is on this ground that the Southern revolt 
was resisted and pnt down. 
xxeiore me war me view or state xugnts or 
of State Sovereignty to which we have re- 
ferred, was the prevailing view of the Dem- 
ocratic party. Mr. Buchanan went nearly to 
this extent. True, he denied the constitu- 
tional right of a state to secede, but then he 
denied the constitutional right of the federal 
government to prevent or put pown secession, 
thus making of our “bond of union” a mere 
rope of sand. It was on this doctrine that the 
rebellion was virtua iy justified by ail the Dem- 
ocratic Conventions of tbe North. They nev- 
er enunciated a single positive, unqaiified de- 
nial of the right of secession. They may 
have regretted the course of the South, they 
may have talked lugubriously of our “wayward 
sisters,” they may have complained of their in- 
gratitude in cutting away from their friends of 
the North, but in no case, that we can now 
call to min^, did they put forth a single ear- 
nest, emphatic protest against the doctrine oi 
secession, denying the right ot the thing, and 
asserting that a State had no power to absolve 
itself from the federal government. Uni- 
formly the doctrine enunciated by-a Southern 
Senator found favor in Democratic councils,— 
that allegiance was due to the state, but no al- 
legiance was due to the federal authority; be- 
cause no allegiance is worthy of the name 
which can be overruled by superior authority. 
Since the results of the war have been 
known and the attempts to establish a rival 
govemmont within the old Union have so sig- 
nally failed, we find the Democratic party con- 
verted to the most ultra federal doctrines, and 
tne magnates of the party, with a great deal 
of unanimity, now take the ground not only 
that a State cannot absolve itself from its al- 
legiance to the Union, but that it cannot even 
disturb its own relations so far as to work a 
forfeiture of any of its rights. Had the 
South succeeded in its attempt to break up 
the Union np such utterance would have been 
heard from any Democratic source. 
Since the South has tailed to ruin the coun- 
try, the Democratic expounders of constitu- 
tional law are disposed to give them a chance 
to rule it again as they had done for half a 
century before the rebellion. To this end it 
is insisted that they shall, after voluntarily ab- 
dicating their seats in the national councils, 
and following that abdication by a fearful and 
bloody war, not only be allowed to resume 
their old-time] positions, but even the right to 
do so is contended for, and the denial or re- 
sistance of such a preposterous claim isbrand- 
ed as an act of despotism and unwarranted 
usurpation. 
But while such utter federalism is charac- 
terizing the Democratic party, occasionally 
there win* crop out a tact which shows that 
the old doctrine of State sovereignty is not 
abandonedonly, we suppose, held in abey- 
ance until such a time as its practical asser- 
tion will promise better results for that party 
than the rebellion has yielded. A few days 
since a colloquy arose In the U. S. Senate be- 
tween Senator Clark of N. H., and Senator 
Davis of Kentucky. Mr. Davis is a Demo- 
crat, sound in all respects, and his definition 
is not to be disputed as the authoritative defi- 
nition of his party. In that colloquy Mr. Da- 
vis said: 
Government is a political partnership. No 
persons but the partners who formed the part- 
nership are parties to the Government Here 
is a Government formed by the white man 
alone. The negro was excluded from the 
formation of our political copartnership j he 
had nothing to do with it; be had nothing to 
do in its formation. 
Subsequently, in reply to a question, Mr. 
Davis said it “was a close corporation,” into 
which only a particular class of persons could 
be admitted as additional partners; Europe- 
ans but not Africans or Asiatics. 
In this article we shall not stop to consider 
the absurdity that an Egyptian, a Carthageni- 
an, a Tripolipolitanor a Persian is not as good, 
or as ghod material of which to build, a repub- 
lic, as a Neapolitan, a Portugee or. even an 
Irishman, but only wish to direct attention 
to tbe new illustration of the character of the 
Government aecordidg to the very latest Dem- 
ocratic definition. It is a partnerthip merely. 
Of course, it not being limited to any par- 
ticular term of time, It may be dissolved at 
the option of any one of the partners. This 
is the case with all business partnerships, not 
otherwise definitely provided tor. 
sucn, tnen, is our w»»crmueui; a mere 
partnership, from which each party has power, 
at any moment, to withdraw I and yet we are 
told by the same Democratic authority that, 
having withdrawn, solemnly and formally, and 
backed that withdrawal by a fierce and bloody 
conflict, the withdrawing parties have full 
power and right to come back into the firm, 
and there is no rightful power to prevent them 
from so doing 1 
What the next phase of Democracy may be 
we pretend not to predict It would require a 
bold man to map out the programme of that 
! party 
for the next six months; but it would 
be convenient for the purposes of controversy 
and discussion if they would have some little 
regard for consistency with their own posi- 
tions. We do not ask that their positions to- 
day shall be consistent with their acts of 
yesterday, or even of to-day, but simply that 
their theories should harmonise with them- 
selves and with their own illustrations. 
They can call the Government a partner- 
ship if they please, and, being a partnership, 
insist that any of the partners may withdraw 
from the firm, but, taking this ground, 
they have no right to insist that such with- 
drawal still leaves the parties at liberty to walk 
hack at will, or that the firm does not demand 
as luum: wuu v.ere eiigageu m puiung oui 
the fire yesterday were throwing water on, It 
was discovered that by so doing they were on- 
ly adding fresh fuel to the flames, and on clos- 
er examination a quantity of onr liquid green- 
backs was seen floating upon the water. A 
rash was made to the nearest pump from 
which water was taken, and there we found 
that a negro had pumped the well until all the 
water had been exhausted, and then oil and 
water flowed in liberal quantities. 
The pump was then handled very lively, the 
oil continued to come, and the fire lost ail in- 
terest except to losers. Many disbelieved the 
account, and would hardly credit their eye- 
sight, some thinking that the oil was put 
there for ‘a sell.’ liut it was found that two 
other water wells and some springs had also 
commenced spouting oil, and incredulity gave 
way to belief. 
The news then spread through the town 
like wildfire, aud every oue left his or her work 
and went to the spot. We are all accustomed 
to visit the flats to see oil come from deep, 
drilled wells; but it was something decideuiy 
novel for the oil to return the compliment and 
bring its liquid treasures to our back doors 
from water wells only some sixteen feet deep, 
to say nothing of the springs which were flow- > 
<ing last. 
The wells so far are thre^ In number, and 
there are some three or four flowing springs. 
The oil is accompanied by some gas, although 
not so much as the wells on the flats sLow. 
The water of all these wells and springs had 
been considered of a very good qua.lt/ until 
about last Sunday, when a disagreeable taste 
was noticed, which has been increasing ever 
since. 
Not the least strange thiog is that these 
new oil wells are all at least one hundred and 
fifty feet above the flats. 
Perhaps the first discoverer of oil In quan- 
tity in Pit Hole city, was Mr. John Harris of 
the Hath House, who discovered several inches 
of oil on the tank of the spring at six o’clock 
yesterday morning. 
The first well ‘struck’ belongs to Mrs. Rick- 
etts, a widow woman, who has heretofore 
earned her living by washing. It is at the 
depth of sixteen feet, and was only pnmped 
at intervals, but the oil came freely in answer 
to pumping, and would fill a barrel in ten min- 
utes. It was not worked more on account of 
a difficulty iu getting barrels to put the oil In. 
Mrs. Kickett9 was offered at first one thousand 
dollars for it, and then two thousand dollars, 
until at last a gentleman secured the relhsal at 
five thousand dollars until this morning.” 
Mrs. Murrray*s Paintings. 
A Boston correspondent of the Springfield 
Rcpvblican thus describes some of the works 
of Mrs. Murray, formerly of this city, but now 
a resident of Boston: 
In my last letter I spoke of twositiiag char- 
acteristics of Mrs. Elizabeth Murray as an ar- 
tist in water colors, her coloring and power 
of expression. It is impossible to give any ad- 
equate ideas of the richness and waimib of 
the former, but the latter is more easily de- 
scribed. It is not only the face of her subjec ■ 
that are expressive, but the grouping. Mrs. 
Murray has much dramatic power; every one 
of her pictures tells a story, and each figure U 
suggestive. One of her most significant draw- 
ings, which Is however, merely a study, is a 
group around a card table. Four men are 
seated at a table, two are cheating by means 
of a priest standing behind one of the players, 
overlooking his cards and telegraphing to his 
partner. Another player is bending down to 
light his cigarette, by another between tbe lips 
ql a girl sitting at his feet, who raises her dark, 
languishing eyes to his most bewitchly; 
another woman behind the group has just dis- 
covered the cheat and is calling the attention 
of one of the defrauded players to the priest. 
The expression of her face is very fine and 
her mingled scorn and indignation admirably 
rendered. Another sketch, quite a little idyl 
in its way, represents one ol those road-side 
scenes so common in Spain. 
An itinerant vender of milk, an ugly old 
woman with a protruding under lip, ai d 
whose face is expressive of both shrew dcess 
and degradation, is counting her money in her 
hand, while a man standing by, quafisaglasa 
of water. Near them is a family of peasants 
forming a very pretty group. The mother, 
who is iltting down, holds a glass of milk tq 
TO THE PEOPLE OF MAINE. 
Brethren and Sitters:—More than three mil- 
lions of our own people have just been deliver- 
ed from bondage. They are crying to God tor 
help. 
Heretofore the great producing class of the 
South, whose blood and sinews have been 
transmuted into incalculable wealth, the na- 
tion now owes them a debt of gratitude for 
benefits conferred and of justice for wrongs in- 
flicted. which can be discharged only by con- 
tributing to their enlightenment and eleva- 
tion, which will save them from becoming 
helpless outcasts and a public burden. 
What they need now is employment and 
education; such employment as they have 
heretofore been familiar with, and such edu- 
cation as shall fit them for working to greater 
alvantage, not only for themselvgs but tor oth- 
ers. 
Hut how shall this be done ? How shall a 
nation be led lull out of darkness into God’s 
marvellous light ? How fed, unless windows 
are opened in Heaven and tables spread in the 
Wilderness by unseen hands? how clothed, 
unless by miracle? 
The answer is at hand. We have the tri- 
umphant experience of four long years to 
prove that if miracles are needed, even mira- 
cles will be wrought by our Heavenly Father, 
for these poor, suffering, helpless children.— 
Have not the people moved together, as with 
the heart of one man, through a succession of 
terrible disasters and glorious triumphs—not 
in the field of battle only, but on the field of 
death, in hospitals and prison houses, through 
famine, pestilence and appalling dangers for 
the help of suffering humanity; lavishing mi’ 
lion3 of wealth, and many lives at every pest 
of danger, and clothing the naked and feeding 
the hungry without stint or stay ? 
Hoping and believing that if we do not 
faint, our Heavenly Father will not (ail to 
strengthen us, and to work other wonders for 
his people, we, the undersigned, representing 
hundreds of others whose names do not ap- 
pear, and may never appear but in the Lamb’s 
Book of Life, we now appeal to you, our bretl 
ren and sisters, the sons and daughters of 
Maine, and beseech you to hear the cries of a 
nation ready to perish. Will you not come over 
and help them ? 
Our plan is to send them teachers; a great 
body of zealous and earnest Christian men and 
women to prepare the way; and as we would 
not say to the hungry, be ye fed, nor to the 
naked, be ye clothed, to send them such cloth- 
ing and such (bod as may be contributed fiom 
cur aburfdance, or if need be, from our neces- 
sities. Others are doing this all over the land- 
By timely co-operation we may now do with 
little comparative matter, what, if the oppor- 
tunity be overlooked, It may soon be impossi- 
ble to do at any cost. 
But how shall the funds be raised ? We 
propose to do it by a Fbeedmen’s Fare to be 
opened in Portland on Monday the twenty- 
sixth of this month; and to be continued night 
and day for a whole week. 
We ask your contributions in peace, as we 
have hitherto asked for (hem in war, and nev- 
er in vain. And we ask not only your contri- 
butions in merchandise and farm-produce; but 
for your personal presence and co-operation— 
your presence and that of your families here, 
and your co-operation with your neighbors and 
(Mends everywhere. Perhaps the following 
extract from a circular published Jan. 20th, 
may be of use in guiding the charity we solic- 
it: 
“Any saleable articles wdl be accepted and 
those of.prime use of course will be preferred. 
Merchandise, wares, and manufactured goods 
of every desciiptiou; all farm produce, such as 
grain, apples, potatoes, and vegetables of all 
kinds will be acceptable, and meet a ready 
sale. To families in the city, as well as in the 
adjoining towns, the committee appeal with 
confidence for meats and poultry, cooked or 
uncooked, milk and cream, eggs, cake, pastry, 
bread, butter, cheese, and fruit, prepared or 
otherwise.” 
And now, we have only to add that all arti- 
cles intended for the Fair should be addressed 
“Ficedmen’s Fair, City Building, Portland, 
care of the Mayor,” and to ask for your pray- 
ers that we may be prospered in this great un- 
dertaking, and that you may be abundantly 
rewarded here and hereafter. 
Executive Committee. 
Miss HarHet Howe, Alfred Woodman, 
Mrs. F. O. Libby, F. E. Pray, 
Mrs. H. X. Jose, Jacob Me Llellan, 
Mrs. Chas. Holden, Jonas H. Perley, 
Mrs. L. D. Shepley, X. A. Foster. 
The Late Walking Match. 
The morning papers of the city agree in the 
opinion that this late exhibition of mere brh- 
tality was a perfect humbug, designed to dupe 
the unsuspecting by taking their “quarters” at 
the door; the money thus raised being the on- 
ly source of revenue. An evening paper com- 
plains of this, says the morning papers did not 
report the match while it was in progress, and 
adds: 
We reported the matter fully, as we intend 
to everything of public interest. 
Ahd is it true that such a miserable attempt 
to exhibit the mere brute power of a human be- 
ing is a thing of public interestt If so, the 
more is the pity. We place all such exhibitions 
on a level so low that we should feel that we 
libeled the “public” by intimating that they 
could feel interested in them. Prize fighting, 
dog fighting, horse racing, walking matches, 
wrestling games, boxing, and all sorts of 
sports (I) of thi^kind, are deserving only of 
public execration, and we envy not the feel- 
ings of any man who can see in any of 
them aught to praise or to commend. They 
are of a pie :e with Cock and Bull fighting, 
which are but a few grades above the old glad- 
iatorial shows, and tbe brutal exhibitions in 
tbe old Roman amphitheatres. We trust the 
Press will never feel called upon to “report” 
such things for tbe “public interest.” 
TnohiniMis. 
The oew disease called Trichiuiasis, which 
has caused so much excitement and conster- 
nation in Germany, is produced by a minute 
worm introduced into the system from the 
eating of pork infested with this parasite.— 
1 h; order Nematoidea, to which this worm 
bdongs, should interest the physician, as it in- 
cludes nearly ail the internal parasites of the 
human subject. The various species occur iu 
diflerent parts of the body; thus, one species, 
confined to the inhabitants of tropical Asia 
and Africa, is found in the lower extremities 
just beneath the skin. 
Three species have been found in the eye.— 
Another' species has been detected in the en- 
larged bronchial tubes of a man. The bladder 
has been found to contain a species. Still an- 
other species, fortunately very rare,has been 
found in the human kidney, where it often 
produces suppuration and absorption of that 
organ. This species is not confined to the 
human subject, but is found in the dog and 
several other animals. 
The round worm, so common with children, 
belongs to this group. The Trichina spiralis, 
which causes the disease named at the head of 
this article, was first described by Prof. Rich- 
ard Owen, of England, in the year 1835, though 
the peculiar appearance of the flesh contain- 
ing these worms was noticed in 1833. Each 
of these worms Is enclosed in a cell or cyst 
about 1-50 inch in length. These cysts are 
eaaijy detected by compressing a very thin 
slice of the infected muscle between two pieces 
of glass. A longitudinal section of the mus- 
cle is necessary, as the cysts lie in that direc- 
tion. These cysts are elliptical in shape and 
opake, the central portion, however, being 
translucent enough to show the colled worm 
within. This worm, when uncoiled, is about 
1-30 inch in length. 
Little is known regarding their develop, 
ment. We only know that they are introduc- 
ed into the body by eating pork infested with 
them. The tenacity of life possessed b» allied 
species, Mid probably by Trichina also, is very 
remarkable and should be known, since a 
-=--—-—--—--- 
knowledge of this property is necessary to 
those who Would guard'against them. 
One species was immersed in turpentine 
three weeks, and yet brought forth living ova! 
Another species, common to the codfish, sur- 
vived, after being subjected to boiling water 
for one hour. A species peculiar to the her- 
ring was found alive in herring which had 
been frozen and packed in ice. It is obvious, 
then, that hasty cooking or smoking of pork 
will in no wise affect the vitality of the worm 
in questiou. What shall we say of those who 
habitually eat raw bacon and pork, or under- 
done sausage ? “An ounce of prevention Is 
worth a pound of cure,” and if we cannot 
cook our pork properly we had better do with- 
out it. E- s- M' 
Veto of the Freedmen’s Bureau Bill. 
The dispatches to last evening’s papers an- 
nounced that the President had vetoed the 
Freedmen’s Bureau Bill; that he objects to it 
because it gives too much power to the Execu- 
tive, is too experimental [probably expeu ive] 
and is unnecessary. 
In the absence of the President’s reasons in 
full—which are probably given in our latest 
despatches—we shall refrain from comments 
but if they are correctly reported we can only 
hope there will be found firmness enough 
among the people’s representatives, to satisfy 
the President that Congress is as competent as 
the Executive to decide upon the necessities 
of the nation. 
We fear this is not the only great needful 
measure of progress, demanded by the people, 
that is destined to meet with a similar rebuff 
Our hopes still cling to Congress. 
ITEMS OF STATE MEWS. 
By The Ellsworth American Bays that Mr. 
G. P. Osgood of that village while at work in 
the logging swamp last week, and exerting 
himself beyond the bounds of prndence, burst 
a varicose vein in the leg, and before medical 
assistance could be obtained came near bleed- 
ing to death. 
BUT"An attempt is being made in Skowlie- 
gan to organize a Brass Band. 
B8T* The Municipal election in this city takes 
place March 5th, one week from next Monday. 
On the surface the waters are remarkably 
quiet; how they may be below the surface we 
know not. 
BST“Capt. Wm. H. Smyth, of Brunswick, 
has been mode Major by brevet by recommen- 
dation of Gen. Grant, for meritorious services 
at the battle of Chlckamauga. 
A committee of the Lumbermen’s State 
Convention held recently in Bangor reported 
that the amount of lumber of every descrip- 
tion annually cut and manufactured in this 
State is about eleven hundred and fifty mil- 
lions, valued at about $20,000,000. An interest 
surely sufficiently large to demand equal pro- 
tection with other interest of American labor. 
By A movement is being made to establish 
a Soldiers’ Orphans’ House in Bath, and a 
committee has been chosen to memorialize the 
legislature on the subject of endowing a Home 
for Soldiers’ Orphans, and asking an appropri- 
ation of $20,000 for the purpose, the same to be 
located in that city, on condition of its citizens 
raising $10,000 for the institution. 
By Some of onr state exchanges are just 
learning from the Anson Advocate, that Mr. 
McCulloch, the able Secretary of the Treasu- 
ry, is a native of Maine. A communication 
from Judge Bourne of Kennebunk^published 
in the Prest six or eight months ago, stated the 
facts, and gave quite a history of the man; of 
his edneation, studying of a profession, going 
west, &c., with anecdotes of his family and of 
his early life. 
fcy The Bangor Whig says a very sudden 
death occurred iu Lebec ou Friday morning 
last. Mrs. Sarah Lee took breakfast as usual. 
Shortly after she spoke to her son A. J. Lee, 
Esq., saying, I believe 1 am dying, and instantly 
fell into his arms and expired. Mrs. Lee was a 
very estimable lady, and her loss will be deeply 
felt among her friends. 
At tne Levee by tne Ladies of High 
Street Congregational Church in Lewiston, 
Friday evening, a Silver Tea Service was to be 
awarded to the resident clergyman having] the 
largest number of votes. Tbe friends of the 
different clergymen were allowed to vote as 
early and as often as they saw fit paying the 
fee required for so doing, and tbe result showed 
that Father Lucey, the Catholic Priest, had 
borne away the prize. The three leading can- 
didates stood as follows : Father Lucey, 1160; 
Rev. Mr. Balkam, pastor of High Street Socie- 
ty, 1075, and Rev. Mr. Steefe, Universalist, 235. 
The proceeds of the Levee were about $1,000. 
ty The Bangor House has recently been 
enlarged and improved. The Dwinal House 
in the same city, is undergoing extensive alter- 
ations and repairs. 
(y*The Dover Observer learns that Hon. 
Charles A. Everett has resigned the office of 
Judge of Probate of Piseataquis County, and 
that he intends to remo ve from the State. 
ISTThe ladies of the Universalist Society, 
Bangor, held a levee Thursday evening. The 
The Bangor Times says it was a grand suc- 
cess. A handsome silver tea service was set up 
for bestowal upon the clergyman who should 
have a plurality of the votes cast for such pur- 
pose. Rev. Mr. Battles received the service. 
ORIOI NAD AND SELECTED. 
|yin the Texas State Convention Mr. 
Throckmorton is elected president; he was a 
strong opponent of secession. 
63T*Capt. Speke, who has been enjoying the 
glory of having discovered the long hidden 
fountains of the mysterious Nile, is in danger 
of losing his laurels. Mr. Baker has been mak- 
ing explorations, and the conclusions of tbe 
two do not' agree. The sum of the whole mat- 
ter seems to be that Capt. Sp^ke discovered the 
great lake Victoria Nyanza, and a ^ivor issu- 
ing from it. This river, it has been ascertained, 
with several others equally large, fall into 
another great lake, the Albert Nyanza. The 
outlet of the last lake may be the beginning of 
the Nile, but it is not yet known to be so. 
ty The humau body falls asleep by degrees, 
according to M. Cabi nis, a French physiologist. 
The muscles of the legs and arms lose their, 
power before those which support the head, and 
these last sooner than the muscles which support 
the back; and he illustrates this by the cases 
of persons who sleep on horseback, or while 
they are standing or walking. He conceives 
that sense of light sleeps first, then the sense 
of taste, next smell, and, lastly, that of touch. 
(yin the passages from Hawthorne’s Note 
Book, published in the Atlantic Monthly, he 
speaks'of the Marshal of Maine—“a corpulent 
jolly fellow, famed for humor.” The Marshal, 
whom Hawthorne saw a quarter of a oentury 
since, survives the brilliant author, and though 
less corpulent, is quite as jolly. Albert Smith, 
little less celebrated than tbe Albert of Mont 
Blene. is a resident of Boston. 
By new processes of extracting the gold 
from the quartz, the “dust,” or “tailings,” hith- 
erto thrown away, is now made to pay forty 
dollars per ton. The gleaners after the miners 
will do better than the miners themselves in 
many instances. 
m~A sensitive Dutchman committed sui- 
cide at New York, a few days ago, because he 
was bo mortified that his cousin had come to 
this country and gone into business as a mule 
driver. 
63?"*The oldest man In the country is now 
Jose Penns, a native of Lower Canada, who is 
living at Kansas City, Mo. He is 120 years old, 
and hasn’t growu old apparently In the last 80 
years. 
t3T*The best anthracite coal contains 98 per 
cent of carbon. Favre and Silberman found 
that if all the heat is utilized, one pound of 
carbon in burning will generate sufficient heat 
to raise the temperature of 8,080 pounds one de- 
gree of the eentigrade scale; and according to 
Andrews, it will heat 7,900 pounds one degree. 
|y Under the bead of stationery, tbe tjta(e 
of Connecticut paid last year $300 tor liquor 
dispensed to members in the ante-room of the 
State House. An extraordinary consumption 
of ink 1 
t3f*"The house painters of New York have 
resolved tq strike for $3.50 tfnd eight hours. 
65?” A Southern paper says that if two- 
thirds of the editors whose stosk in trade con- 
sisted of a crucible of invective, a case of pis- 
tols and a keg of whiskey had been drowned in 
the latter ten years before the war, the country 
would have been saved the disgraceful soene's 
pf brawl that introduced a resort to arms. 
--—-'-l r" 
t5/"Korthora capitalists have been investing 
quite largely in. Southern saw mills. 
Harper Brothers arc about to publish 
the “War of the Rebellion,” by H. S. Foote, of 
Mississippi. Some of the principal rebels; iu 
his sketches, are not only drawn hut quartered. 
£3T*A call is out for a mass convention iu 
Tennessee to demonstrate the perfect fitness of 
that State Ibr tmmediato rcadmission. It is 
signed by 10 members of the Legislatuae. 
Eight of them voted against the bill to allow 
negro testimony iu the Courts. One of them, 
in a speech last week, described the Congress 
of the United States as “a band of infamous 
and traitorous scoundrels, headed by Sumner 
and Stevens." When such meu say Tennessee 
ought to be admitted, who will venture to say 
she ought not ?—[N. Y. Tribune. 
Eleven men were frozen to death in the 
vicinity of Hamilton, Fillmore county, Minn., 
on the night of the 20th ult. Six of them were 
frozen in a sleigh while passing along the road. 
Another man was found trozen in a standing 
posture, with his hands over his face, and only 
three or four rods from a house. 
ByThe Fall River New* says that Mr. 
Charles Durfee of that city saw the fall of an 
embaukment which covered the Old Colony 
Bailroad track a few days ago, and immei^itely 
gave information to the authorities of the road, 
enabling them to clear the track in season to 
prevent accident or delay. In return for the 
timely and important information the company 
has presented Mr. Durfee with a free ticket for 
life. 
gy Mr. Louis A Godey, the veteran pub- 
lisher of the Philadelphia Lady’) Boole, is about 
to visit Europe for purposes of business relax- 
ation. 
(f"Mr. Sumner counts upon 19 votes in the 
senate against the Reconstruction Committee’s 
proposed amendment to the Constitution, 
which wi)l defeat it. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
Westbrook. 
The Union voters of Westbrook are requested to 
meet at Brackett’s Hall, Saccaiappa, on SATUR- 
DAY, February 24th, at 2J o’clock P. M., to nomi- 
nate town officers, and make other arrangements for 
spring election. 
Per Order of Town Committee. 
Feb 20—SKdtd * 
ty Dr. Tibbetts’ Physiological Hair Re- 
generator. This article is unequalled In INTRIN- 
SIC MERIT. 
It will not soil the finest fabric. 
Is neat, clean, and highly perfumed. 
It will positively restore Ure whitest or grayest hair 
to ils orignal color. 
Will purify the head from humors and dandruff. 
As a dressing ishewitchingly desirable. 
Every bottle is warranted or money refunded. 
TEBBETTS BROTHERS, Proprietors, Manches- 
ter, N. H. 
SoldbyW.W. WHIPPLE and W.F. PHILLIPS, Portland, and by all Druggists. ja22SN3m* 
THE 
“Daily Press” Printing Office 
Is propelled by steam power, and is famished with 
improved and costly preffl^s-^Cylinder and Pla- ten—from the most celebrated makers. 
We have in constant use one of 
HOE’S LARGE CYLINDER PRESSES, 
Capable of throwing off 2500 sheets an hour; one of 
Adams’ Power Presses, 
The best Book Press In the world; 
Adams' & Potter's Fast Machine Job Presses / 
Haggles' Superior Card Press ; Adams' & 
'Union large Hand Presses, Standing 
Presses, and all the Machinery nec- 
essary for a well appointed office. 
We have just added to our former stock over Two 
Thousand Dollars worth of 
New Type, Borders, Ornaments, &c., 
Of the latest styles, which renders this department 
of our business complete, and unsurpassed by any 
other oflice in the City or State. 
We execute all orders for every description of 
Printing in the shortest possible time, and in the 
neatest and best manner. Those sending orders from 
the country may rely on receiving prompt attention. 
The Job Oflice Is under the personal supervision of 
the senior proprietor, who is the City Printer, and 
is himself an experienced practical workman, and 
employs only well-skilled mechanics iu this depart- 
ment of his work. 
T I 1ST TY TJ JE S ! 
LOOK l LOOK ! ! 
86 Ti.-T,,c> far 60 cent.. 
26 Geu» Ambrotypcu, 60 cents. 
-AT THE-— 
PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC) GALLERY 
No. 80 Middle Street. 
jalUNdtf A. S. DAVIS. 
HORSEMEN, ATTENTION. 
Just published, a book containing the 
experience of a lifetime in the treatment ol 
Disease* of Horses, by the distinguished Veterinary 
Surgeon, Dr. TRIDBALL, giving directions for the 
successful treatment ol all the diseases this most val- 
uable animal is lieir to, together with numerous 
tricks practiced by jockeys, and how to tell the age 
of horses. Every man owning a horse phould have 
it. Sent by mail to any address for only 50 cts. 
Address GEO. S. MELLEN, Lewiston, Maine. 
Jan 30—sn <13w&wlt* 
New Spring Goods! 
JUST OPENED! 
IS. I. MITCHELL’S, 
127 Middle Street, 
COMPRISING an elegant assortment of DRESS GOODS adapted to the season, such as Alpaccas, 
Black and Colored Mohairs, Poplins, Plaids, and a 
nice lot of 
SUPERIOR BLACK SILKS, 
All to be sold at the BREAK-DOWN' PRICES of the 
last few weeks. _ 
HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS, 
Embracing Bleached and Brown COTTONS, TICKS, 
1 CRASH, DIAPER,TOWEL*, LINEN DAMASKS, Linen and Woolen TABLE COVERS, NAPKINS, 
Doylies, QUILTS, with a full line of WHITE LIN- 
ENS, CAMBRICS, MUSLINS, are all offered at ex- 
tremely LOW PRICES, at 
JT. I. MITCHELL’S. 
_m Middle St. 
BROADCLOTHS, DOESKINS, CASSIMERES, 
SATINETTS, and any kind of cloths for Gents’ or 
Boys’ wear can be bought at 
>» N. I.. MITCHELL’S, 
Cheaper than at any otber store In town, as we have the largest stock, at the lowest prices, and will not be undersold. 
1ST. X. MITCHELL, 
127 Middle Street. 
Feb. 15,18GC—Slflw 
Dr. W. R. Johnson, 
DENTIST, 
Has Removed his Office to 13 1-2 Free Si. 
Second House from H. H. Hay’s Apothecary Store. jalSSHeodtf 
Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry! 
Stili maintains ita long established reputation as 
A RELIABLE REMEDY 
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore Throat, 
Influenza, Whooping Cough, Croup, 
And every affection of 
The Throat, Lungs, and Chest! 
Including even CONSUMPTION. 
UNSOLICITED TESTIMONY. 
The following explains itself. It is but one among the many letters of like Import constantly being re- ceived by the proprietors: 
Fairfield. Me., April 28, 1861. Messrs. Seth W. Fowle & Co. 
Gentlemen: Seeing numerous certificates in the 
Maine Farmer endorsing the merits of that Great 
Lung Remedy, WISTAR’S BALSAM OF WILD 
CHERRY, I am induced and take great pleasure in 
giving publicity to the great cure it accomplished in 
my fiunily in the year 1856, During the summer of 
that year my son, Henry A. Archer, now Postmaster 
at Fairfield, Somerset County, Maine, was attack- 
ed with spitting of blood, cough, weakness of 
lungs, and general debility, so much so that our fiuni- 
ly physician declared him to have a “Seated Con- 
sumption.” He was under medical treatment for a number of months, but received no benefit from it,^ 
At length, from the solicitation of himself and othors, 
I was induced to purchase one bottle of Wistar’s Bal- 
sam of Wild Cherry, which benefited him so much I 
obtained another bottle, whioli in a short time restor- 
ed him to his usual lioal'b, Ithinklcan safcy re- 
commend this remedy to others in like condition, tor 
it is, I think, all it purports to be—Ike great Lung 
honedy Jar the timet! 
The above statement, gcnlleiuen, is my voluntary 
otforing to you in favor of your Balsam,and is at your 
disposal. As ever, yours, 
ANDREW ARCHER. 
Pamphlets containing testimonials from many well 
known and reliable persous, will be sent free to any 
address. 
PRICK ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE. 
PREPABED BY 
gETH W. FOWLE & SON, 
IS Tremont Street, Bottom. 
And for sale by all Druggists. foll’GtisNeodAeowlyg 
SKINNER'S I*XTLMONALES 
Cure Coughs, Colds, and Influenza. 
SKINNER’S PULM ONALES 
Cure Sore Tliroat and Hoarseness 
SKINNER’S PULMONALES 
Relieve difficult Breathing. 
SKINNER’S FULMONAtES 
Cure Whooping Cough In Children. 
Public Speakers and Singers find them effectual for 
clearing the voice. Prepared by E. M. SKINNER, 
M. D., 27 Tremont Street, Boston. 
Sold by H. H. HAY, Druggist, Portland- 
Jauuary 31,1865. eod&woow 3m 
SPXCIJ& NOTICES. 
Chilblains Can Be Cured! 
JJbe CHARLES’ LfcJIMENT. Follow the Diree 
turn* strictly and we warrant a care. \ 
For sale, Wholesale and Retail, by 
BURGESS, FOBES & CO., 
G£K££iX Agents, 
80 Commercial Street,(Thomas Block,) 
dec27dtf»N Portland, Mo. 
For Sale. 
A Business that will pay a larger per cent, of profit 
on the amount Invested than any ever offered in this 
city. Apply to DANIEL CAREY, 
No. 80 Federal St. 
Portland, ^eb. 14. SNdlw*- 
dr* A Physiological View of Marriage: 
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 fine Plates 
and Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Or- 
gans in a state of Health and Disease, with a Trea- 
tice on Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequences 
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of 
Treatment—the only rational and successful mode of 
cure, as shown by the report of cases treated. A 
truthful adviser to the married, and those contem- 
plating marriage, who entertain doubts at thoir phys- 
ical condition. Sent free of postage to any address, 
on receipt of 25 cents, in stamps or postal currency, 
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane, 
Albany, N. Y. 
The author may be consulted upon any of the dis- 
eases upon which his book treats either personally or 
by mail, and medicine sent to auy part of the world 
Oct 6—s N d&wGin y 
Perry’s Molh and Freckle Lotion* 
Chloasma, or Mothpalch, (also called Liverspot,) 
and Lentigo, or Freckles, are often very annoying, 
particularly to ladies of light complexion, for the dis- 
colored spots show more plainly on the face of a 
blonde than of a brunette; but they greatly mar the 
beauty of either; and any preparation tdat will ef- fectually remove them without injuring the texture or 
color qf the skin, is certainly a desideratum. Dr. B. 
C. Perry, who has made diseases of the skin a Snetet- 
iiity, has discovered a remedy for these discolora- 
tions, which is at once prompt, infallible, and harm- 
less. 
Prepared only byB. C. PERRY,^Dermatologist. 
No. 4.» Bond Street, New-York, and for sale by all 
druggists; price$2 per bottle. Call for PJ&RRY’S 
MOTH AND FRECKLE LOTION. 
W. F. Phillips <& Co., and H. EL Hay, Wholesale 
Agents, Portland, Maine. oct31sn mw&fGiu 
Colgate's Aromatic Vegetable Soap. 
A superior Teilet Soap, prepared from refined 
Vegetable Oils in combination with Glycerine, 
and especially designed for the nsc of Ladies and 
for the Nursery* Its perfume is exquisite, and its 
*4 
washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all Dr u g- 
gists. fel0'66sndly 
Photograph Notice. 
J. U. P. BURNHAM has returned to his Rooms, 
No. 90 Middle Street, where he is ready to wait up- 
on his friends and the public. All kinds of pictures 
taken, including Tin-Types, Amhrotypes, Curds, 
Vignettes, large Photographs,old picturet copied and 
enlarged to any tize, finished plain or in color. 
Also, the PORCELAIN PICTURE; this is the 
(Host beautiful picture yet seen—does not show 
freckles. Ladies and Gentlemen are invited to call at 
BURNHAM’S, 06 Middle Street, and look at Speci- 
mens. 
By Remember the No., 06 Middle Street, OPPO- 
SITE CASCO BANK. foll8Nd2w 
Portland, Jan. 23d, 1866. 
I have used JOHNSON’S REPRODUCTOR for 
ten weeks and have strictly lollowed the directions 
contained in his circular, and I now have a fine 
growth of hair where I was entirely bald. 
I have no hesitation in recommending it to any 
one who may have occasion to nse it. 
J. M. MULLALY. 
Jan 30—BNdtf 
That Cough 
CAN BE CURED by going down to Jin. 15 Mid- 
die Street, and getting a Bottle of 
DR. BASCOMB’S 
Cou*rh and. Croup Syrup, 
And taking according to directions. 
Jon 18—SNd2mos 
HASHEESH CANDY I 
The attention of the public is invited to Hasheesh 
Candy, which is recommended to them as the best 
medicine known for the cure ot all diseases of tho 
Throat, "Lungs and Nervous System. The proprie- 
tors, in thus offering it, feel confident that a trial will 
fully sustain the high rcputatiou it has already ac- 
quired in various parts of the United States. To those 
who always let their prejudices blind their judgment 
it is useless to present facts or arguments, but to oth- 
i ers we feel that it will be sufficient to say that we offer 
| no new discovery or experiment; our goods are stand- 
ard. In the East, Hasheesh is the beginning and 
the end of Medicine; it is used for numberless dis- 
eases, and that it is used with success we need only 
refer our readers to the unlimited testimony of trav- 
elers in all ages. That it should so long have escap- 
ed the practical science of tho Western World, is an 
astonishing fact; but now that it is prepared in such 
a form as to make it pleasant, safe, and above all, ef- 
fective, there can be no doubt that it is destined to 
obtain the confidence of the public, and especially of 
those for whose relief it is prepared. Invalids can 
be assured that it contains not a particle of opium, 
or anything else that is in any way injurious to the 
sy.-tem, bat that it is an agreeable and permanent 
tonic. 
Sent to any address on receipt of price and stamps. 
Price—Large Box $1.00, postage 15 cents; Small 
Box 50 cents, postage 6 cents. For sale by all Drug- 
I gists and Apothecaries, or Patent Medicine Dealers. 
Imported and maim tact ured solely by the SYL- 
VAN ORIENT COMPANY, 151 Washington St., 
(opposite the Old South Church,) Boston, Mass. 




Has been found by experience to be the 
BEST REMEDY 
For the various diseases of the Lungs and Throat, 
such as 
DIPHTHERIA, 
Aitkaao, Bronchitis, Consumption, Croup, 
Influenza, Pleurisy, Pneumonia, or 
Inflammation of the Lusfa, 
and Whooping Cough, 
In these complaints this Medicine has NO SUPE- 
RIOR, and while thus efficacious it is perfectly safe to 
administer to persons of all eges. 
The Cough Balsam possesses the two-fold advan- 
tage of being at once valuable as a curative and in- 
valuable as a preventative of all the diseases of the 
Throat, Lungs and Bronchia. 
The world is challenged to produce a compound of 
equal efficacy and safety. 
'»*# Prepared and sold by AMBROSE WARREN, 
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market 
Square, Bangor, Me. uol4sKd&ww6m 
ITCH! ITCH! ITCH! 
Scratch, Scratch, Scratch! 
Wheaton’s Ointment 
Will Cure the Itch in Forty-Eight Hour.. 
Also cores SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains, 
and all Eruptions qf the Skin. Price BO cents. For 
sale by all druggists. 
By sending CO cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole 
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will be lor- 
warded by mail, free oi postage, to any part ot the 
United States. 
Oct 25.1865.—s N diwlyr 
CANADA OIL LANDS! 
All persons wbo think of going Into 
The Oil Speculation in Canada! 
Will do well to call on 
L. DRESSES, 99 Exchange Street, 
Feb 7—BNd2w* PORTLAND. 
GRACE’S SALVE 
Works like magic in cases of 
CUTS, SCALDS, BURNS, WOUNDS, BRUISES, 
SPRAINS, BOILS, CHAPPED HANDS, 
FELONS, CHILBLAINS, &c. 
GRACE’S CELEBRATED SALVE 
Is prompt in action, removes pain at once, and re- 
duces the most angry looking swellings and inhu- 
mations iu a very snort time. 
ONLY TWENTY-FIVE CENTS A BOX. 
(Sent by mail post paid for 35 cts.) 
SETH W.EOWLE & SON, EllOFBlETOItS, 
18 Themont St., Boston. 
ty Sold by Druggists and dealers generally. Feb 17, 1806—SNcod&eowly8 
-A- Clean Mnuth 
AND u4 SWEET BREATH! 
Eu Aromatique is a fragrant Mouth and Tooth 
Wash, composed of Aromatic Gums and Balsams.— 
It communicates a delightful fragrance to the breath 
a cooling and delicious taste to the mouth, hardens 
the gums, allays a sensitive condition of the nerves 
of tho teeth, stops toothache, and arreBts decay of 
the teeth. Sole manuiacturers, 
CASWELL, MACK & CO., New Yolk. 
Sold by 
CROSMAW It CO., 75 Middle St. 
Jan 12—tt& aim 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
Clofck’s Excelsior Hair Restorer! 
The only Hair Restorer in the world possessing all 
the merits claimed for it. 
Clock's Excelsior Hair Restorer! 
The only perfect Hair Restorer and Hair Dressing 
combined. 
Clock's Excelsior Hair Restorer! 
Tho money refunded, after a fair trial, if it foils to 
give perfect gatiaiiu tiou. 
Clock's Excelsior Haii Restorer! 
Used and recommended by the Clergy and the 
faculty. 
Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer! 
Warranted to restore gray hair to its original col- 
or, stop hair from Jailing of and restore hair on bald 
heads where the disease is not hereditary. 
Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer! 
Will not stain the finest linen or the nicest bonnet. 
Clock's Excelsior Hair Restorer! 
Stands above comparison with all other preparations. 
Clock's Excelsior Hair Restorer! 
A sintjle trial convince^ the most sceptical of its value. 
Clock's Excelsior Hair Restorer! 
Once use it and you will always use It. 
Clock s Excelsior Hair Restorer! 
Is sold by Druggists everywhere at 1.00 per bottle, 
I0* 6-°°- Call for 1)R. CLOCK’S EX- CELSIOR HAIR RESTORER, and take no other. 
Dr. F. B. CLOCK, Proprietor. 
.. a „_ Manchester. N. H. H. H. IlAY, Wholesale Agent, Jutland, Me. Dec 21—SNeod&w3m 
i Barber Shop for Sale Cheap, 
It applied lor soon. Doing a good business. Rent 
I low and the best stand in Portland. The proprietor 
being about to engage in another business. 
Address, for three weeks, 
fe6eod3wsN BARBER, Box 2001 Portland. Me. 
Boston Stock List. 
Sales at the Brokers Board, Feb 19. 
American Gold. 1371 
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,. MBl 
United States 7 3-lOths Loan, 1st series. 99$ do small. £9* 
do 2d series. 99# 
do 3d senes. 99# 
United States Five-twenties, 1802. 103] do small. 103 
United States Debt Certificates, June. v9\ 
U nited Slates Ten-lorties... 94] 
Ogdensburg First Mortgage Bonds... 75 
Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds. 75 
Vermont Central First Mortgage Bonds. 84 
Vermont Central 2d Mortgage Bonds. 251 Laconia Manufacturing Company.1200 
Ogdensburg Second Mortgage Bonds. 37 
Western Railroad. 138 
_MARRIED. 
In Madison, Feb 6, M Littlefield, Esq, ol Skowhe- 
gan, and Pauline Dinsmore, of M. 
In Skowliegan, Feb 6, Calvin Eaton and Rose H 
Green. 
In del fast, Thomas Rogers, of Topsham, and Susan 
P Fisher, of Winterport. 
In Llncolnville, Feb 6, F Coulombe, of L, and M E Linsey, of North port; also, G W Iliggins and Mrs L E Snow. 
In Union, Jan 13, Leander Martin and Mrs N E 
Little. 
FOREIGN PORTS. 
At Greenock 30th ult, ship Statesman, Pendleton, 
fbr Shanghai;. 
At Nevassa 25th nit, brig O C Clary, Bryant, Ibr New York, ldg: sch Yankee Blade, Coombs, for do. 
At Barbadues 1st inst, brig Milwaukee, Brown, fin New York, disg. 
Ar at Trinidad 3d inst, brig L M Merritt, Berry, Boston. 
Sid fin Cienfucgos 7th Inst, brig Julia E Arey. 
Weeks, New York. 
Ar at Havana 10th inst, barque Sbarpsburg, Sta- 
ples, Cardiff; brig Stockton, Griffin, Liverpool. Ar at do 8th inst, brig Snow Bird, (Br) Bacon, from Portland. 
Cld 10th, barquo L W Itlch, Parsons, Clenfiifgos; brig Moonlight. Small, Cardenas, (and sailed 11th.) Sid 10th, brigs Timothy Field, and Walter Howes, lor Cardenas; sch Mary Catharine, iorlSagua; 11th, 
brig Almon Rowell, Morton, Key West. Chartered—Barque Lovana. Remedios and North 
of Hattoras, 700 hlids sugar, at $0 each. 
Ar at Matanzas 8th lust, barque A Barker, Kllbv, New York; brigs Abby Ellen, Patterson, Portland; 
Abby Watson, Watson, Wilmington. 
Slit 2d, brig Minnie Miller. Anderson, Portland; sch Kate Carlton, Bowdoin, Boston; 7th, brig J & it 
Crowley, Drisko, Falmouth E. 
Ar at Cardenas 6th inst, brig Frank E Allen, Mer- rill, Havana; 7th, barque Winslow. Davis, Portland; brig P I Nevins, (Br) Stanwood, Sierra Morena. (and 
sailed 7th lor Portland.) Sid 6th, brig D O Castner, Schwartz, New York; 
**5';,Klla Hob,-, Philadelphia; 7th. brig Robin, Kilhnan. Boston. * 
Ar at St John NB 12th Inst,sch Island Belle, Lake, Portland, 
(Per City of London, at New York.] 
Cld at Liverpool 30th ult, Zephyr, West, New Or- leans. 
In the river 30th, St Louis, Ballard, for Calcutta. Ar at London 30th, Union, Palmer, New York, (and ent out for do); 31st, Southern Chief Higgins, Mauritius. 
Sid lm Dover 30th, City of Bangor, Williams, for Newport, 
Sill fin Cardiff 29th, Assyria, Delano, Bio Janeiro. Put into Queenstown 30th, Nettie Merriman, from Liverpool fbr New Orleans. 
Sid ftn Palermo 18th ult, Mira, Dix, for NYork. 
SPOKEN* 
Dec t6, lat 65 04 S. Ion 62 40 W, ship Ceres, Hum- phrey, from Callao for England. No date, off Antonio, barque M B Stetson, from Quaitoe^os far Boston. 
H *
IVb 10, 8Wo/Charleston 18 miles, sch StephenQ Hart, frotn New York for Charleston, 
New Avertisements. 
CALL AND EXAMINE 
THE NEW IMPROVED 
Leavitt Sewing Machine, 
SUITABLE FOB 
Leathery Clothiug, Carriage Trimming, 
and Family Sewing* 
It will carry the largest thread with a smallor 
ieedle than any other machine in the world. 
Union Button-Hole Machine 
Twelve Second-Hand Machines, 
In good order for sale at low prices. 
All kinds Machine Trimmings, at 
137$ Middle Street, up One Flight Stall's. 
Feb20—eodlm W. S. DYER. 
NEW MOLASSES! 
250 HHDS. PRIME CLAYED. 
108 HHDS MUSCOVADO, 
07 TIERCES, 
NEW MOLASSES, 
Now landing from Sell. “Warren Blake,” Central 
Wharf, tor sale t y 
GEORGE S. HUNT, 
_ 111 Commercial Street. Feb 20— d3w 
i-""” ■ _ 
$B WANTED! $7 
A*eal«, Latin or Gentlemen. 
IN each county, to canvass for “Lincoln & Son,” “Tho Volnnteer'3 Return,” Woman’s Mission,” 
(a Held hospital scene,) President Lincoln and Fam- 
ily," an I other engravings. Agents make from f 1 
to $7 per day with them. They say eeevyiodj, tit*. them.*' Card pictures furnished, album size. Write 
distinctly your county, town and name. 
WM. I. RICE, General Agent, 
P. O. Bo* 780. Springfield, Mass. 
February 20, I860. d2w 
~WOOD!WOOD ! WOOD! 
EDWIN 33. COX, 
SEALER IS 
HARD AND SOFT WOOD, 
198 Cemmercial Street, 
At the Office of James H. Baker, Goal Dealer. 
Feb 20—d3w* 
Bbls. Muscovado Molasses. 
KKA BBLS. SUPERIOR MUSCOVADO MO- 
fjtjyj LASSES, uow landing from brig “J. Pol- 
ledo,” for sale by 
H. I. ROBINSON, 
No. 1 Portland Pier. 
Feb 20—dlmis 
PORK AND HAM! 
200 UHLS. NO. 1 CLEAR PORK. 
SOOO LBS. CHOICE HAMS, 
-FOB SALE BE- 
JOHN Ps DAVIS, 
Feb 19-dlw» 135 Commercial Street. 
Wanted. 
A WET NURSE, to whom good wages will be paid. 
Apply at 28 York street. 
Feb 19—dlw* 
Girls’ Grammar School. 
CANDIDATES for admission to the Grammar Schools for Girls, will be examined at the Willis 
School Room, on Chestnut Street, on WEDNES- 
DAY, February 21st, at 9 o'clock A. M. 
Feb 19-d3t 
Medical Boards 
For the Examination of Candidates for Ad- 
mission into the Navy as Assistant 
Surgeons. 
BOARDS of Medical Officers will convene at the Naval Hospital, Chelsea, Mass., Naval Hospital, 
Brooklyn, N. Y., and Naval Asylum, Philadelphia, 
Pa., on MONDAY, March 12,1889. tor the examina- 
tion of candidates for admission into the Medical 
Corps of the Navy. 
Gentlemen desirous of appearing before either 
Board must make application to the Honorable Se j- 
r:taryot the Navy, or to the undersigued, stating 
residence, place and date qf birth, and Delore which 
Board they desire to present themselves. Applica- 
tion to be accompanied by respeo table testimonials oi 
character. 
Candidates must not be less than twenty-one, nor 
more than twenty-six years of age. 
No expense is allowed by the Government to can- 
didates attending the sessions of the Board, as a 
successful examination is a legal pre-requisite for 
appointment in the Navy. 
P. J. HORWITZ, 
Chief of Buroau. 
Bureau qf Medicine, and Surgery, ) 
Navy Department, { 
Washington, D. C.) 
Feb 19—M,W&F, till marl6 
Montreal Ocean Steamship Co, 
Carrying the Canadian and U. S. Mails. 
is Booked to 
and Liverpool. 
Return Tioketa Granted at Reduced Ratei 
The [Steamship Belgian, Capt. Ballantine, will 
sail from this port for Liverpool, SATURDAY, 24tb 
February, I860, Immediately alter the arrival ol the 
train of the previous day from Montreal. 
To be followed by the Moravian, March 3d. 
Passage to Londondery and Liverpool: 
Cabin (according to accommodations) (70 to (80 
Steerage, (28 
Payable in Gold or its equivalent. 
For freight or passage apply to R. & A. ALLAN, 
8 G. T. R. Passenger Depot. 
Portland, Dec. 11th, 1666. felOdtd 
New Advertisements. 
JUST OUT ! 
_ 
YOUNG MEN’S 
Broadway Spring Style 
SILK HATS! 
HARRIS’ 
OPPOSITE POST OFFICE. 
Feb 20—d2urlg 
Copartnership Notice. 
THE undersigned hare thin day formed a copart- nership under the linn name of 
Ross JSc Roundy, 
for the purpose of carrying on the SHIP BROKER- 
AGE, SHIP CHANDLERY and GROCERY BUSI- 
NESS, audhave taken the stand of ROSS BROTH- 
ERS, 73 Commercial Street. 
WM. ROSS, JB., 
ALVAN ROUNDY. 
Portland, Fob 19, I860. fe2ud3w 
Dissolution of Copartnership. 
THE copartnership heretofore existing between tlae undersigned under the firm name of 
A. P. MORGAN h CO., 
was dissolved E'eb 13th, I860, by mutual consent. AU 
business of the late firm will be settled by A. P. 
MORGAN. 
A. P. MORGAN, 
1. E. HANNAFORI). 
Portland, Feb’y 19, 1868. Ie23dtf 
For Sale. 
THE Stock and Fixtures of a long established first class Grocery and Provision Store, new doing a 
successful business and une of the best stands In the 
City. Apply to 
A. P. MORGAN, 
290 Congress St., opposite the Preblo House. 
Feb 20, 1888—dtf 
Wanted. 
A CARRIAGE SMITH wanted. Apply at E. U. LKMONT’S Carriage Manufactory, Preble St. 
Feb 20—dtf 
Board Wanted. 
BY a gentleman and wife, in a private fluidly in the vicinity of Market Square. 
Address through P. O, 
Feb 20—d3t* A. S., Portland, Mi. 
For Sale. 
tA 
two story frame House, and about 3000 
ibet of Land, on the corner of Pearl and Cum* 
beiland Streets. Plenty of hard and soil wli- 




Have Ju«t received an entlri new lot ot 
Rich Dress Goods! 
DeLaines and Ginghams, 
Fine, Medium and Heavy Brown and Bleached 
COTTONS! 
LINEN DAMASK and 
TABLE COVERS—Every Variety. 
A NEW LINE OF 
WOOLEN GOODS, for Spring Wear. 
BEAUTIFUL STYLES 
American Prints, 15 to 25 Cents. 
White ALL WOOL FLANNEL 35 Cents. 
A tew more of those all Linen Army Sheets lor 
1.40. Pillow Slips 35 eta. _ 
A complete and general assortment of HOUSE- 
KEEPING GOODS at the lowest market prices. 
120 Middle Street. 
fe!4dtf EASTMAN BROTHERS. 
HOUSE KEEPING 
DRY GOODS ! 
Edwin A. Marrett, 
Coilman Block, Temple St., 
0FFEX8 FOX SALE AT THE LOWEST PRICES 
line 4-4,9*8, and 5-4 Bleached Cottons. 
6-4,8-4,9-4 and 10-4 Bleached Sheetings, 
{Beet Makes. 
10-4 Linen Sheetings. 
White English Quilts. 
Table Linens. 
Napkins and Doylies. 
Pillow Linens. 
Bttssia Orash. 
Scotch Huckabuok, for Towels. 
Scotoh Diaper. 
Flannels, Ticking, &o., Ac. 
Feb 10—<12wia 
House to Let 
To a small genteel family. Inquire of 
DR. W. R. JOHNSON! Dentist, 




ACCIDENTAL INSURANCE CO., 
INSURES AGAINST 
ACCIDENTS! 
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 
Traveling or Otherwise 
1.-1 .. -r, |„ *:• iv 't.. in ftf.-i .. 
--
CASH CAPITAL, 350,000 DOLLARS. 
GENERAL ACCIDENT POLICIES, 
FOR ANY LENGTH OF TIME, 
FROM ONE MONTH TO ONE TEAR, 
Covering all forms of Dislocations, Broken Boues, Ruptured Tendons, 
Sprains, Concussions, Crushings, Bruises, Cuts, Stabs, Gunshot Wounds, 
Burns and Scalds, Bites of Dogs, Unprovoked Assaults by Burglars 
or Murderers—the action of Lightning or Sun Stroke, the effects of 
Explosions, Chemicals, Floods and Earthquakes, Suffocation by Drown- 
ing or Choking; when such accidental injury is the cause of Death 
within three months of the happening of the iqjury, or of total disabili- 
ty to follow his usual avocations 
The Rate3 Vary from $3.00 to $50.00 
r INSURING 
FROM $500 TO $10,000 IN CASE OF DEATH, 
-AND- 
$3 to $50 Weakly Compensation for any Disabling Injury. 
-»»» ——. 
GENERAL ACCIDENT TICKETS, 
FOR ONE TO SIX DAYS. 
23 Cents Per Day, Insuring $3,000.00! 
And $25 Weekly Compensation. 
Sea Voyage Policies to all parts of the World, Insured at Low 
Rates. 
WM. A. BAYLEY, President. 
EDWARD GREENE, Seorotary. 
FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN, State Agents, 
23 Exchange St., Portland. 
Feb SO—dlawSw ^ 
—————————— 
Tuesday Morning, February 20, 1806. 
PORTLAND AND VICINITY. 
«y Advertisers will benefit themselves, as well at 
accommodate us, by sending in their advertisements 
4 an early hour in the day. 
New AdverliKemeatt To-Day 
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN. 




Auction Sales—E. M. ratten. 
NEW ADYEBTIBEMENT COLUMN. 
Accidental insurance Co-Fuye, Coflta & Swan. Dissolution—A. 1*. Morgan & Co. 
W anted—Carriage Smith. 
Wanted—Board. 
Sewing Machines—W. S. Dyer. Silk Hats—Harris. 
Molasses—H. I. Itobinsou. a 
Molasses—Ueo. S. Hunt. 
WimmI—Edwin it. Cox. 
W anted—Agents. 
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT. 
JANUARY TERM—TAPLEY, J., PRESIDING. 
Monday.—No. 984.—Caroline A. MeNab v. 
George W. Parker. Replevin of a piano forte, 
&c., attached by defendant as Sheriff. Action 
dismissed with costa tor defendant and prop- 
erty ordered to be restored to defendant. 
J. H. Williams for plaintiff; George B. Em- 
ery for defendant. 
No. 240.—Harrison B. Brown v. H. J. D. 
Larrabee & aJs. Assumpsit to recover bill 
for photographs of the blowing up of the Rev- 
enue Cutter Caleb Cushing, to the amount of 
$76, and for a marine view of Grand Menan, 
valued at $75. The defense is that no such 
photographs or picture were evor ordered f 
plaintiff' by defendants. 
The case was tried by Juijge Tapley, with- 
out the intervention of *• jury. 
H. P. Deane conducted the case on the part 
of plaintiff, and Messrs. Vinton & Dennett 
for defendants. Judge Tapley decided that 
the plaintiff had made out his case as to the 
photographs, but as to the picture it did not 
appear to him that deiendant had made a con- 
tract to pay $76 for it, whether he liked it or 
not. He onlerd judgment to he entered for 
plaintiff for $76, less $30,which defondants had 
paid Mr. Smith, the photographer, on account 
of Mr. Brown, with interest from the date of 
the writ 
Adjourned to 91-2 o’clock Tuesday morn- 
ing. 
Accidental Insurance.—The New York 
Accidental Insurance Company, which is ad- 
vertised in our columns this morning, is one 
of the best institutions that has been started. 
For a comparatively small sum the merchant, 
mechanic and laborer can be secured the com- 
pensation of from $8 to $50 per week for any 
disabling injury, and from $500 to $10,000 in 
case of death. 
The benefits resulting from thus insuring 
against accidents, have been abundant. In 
the case of the late accident on the Morris & 
Essex Railroad, one of the victims, Mr. Milton 
B. Holt, sensible of the dally dangers to which 
he was exposed, had secured, for the benefit of 
his mother, a policy in this company for $10,- 
000—it costs but $50. 
The liability to accidents seems greater now 
than It ever was before, and every prudent 
man will do well to prepare for them. How 
can he better invest from three to ten or twen- 
ty dollars, than by taking out a policy in this 
office. Messrs. Foye, Coffin & Swan, No. 23 
Exchange Street, are the agents for this State, 
and will gladly fVirnlsh all information to en- 
quirers. 
The Humbug Walking Match.—The 
Star of yesterday makes a lame defense of tbe 
“pedestrians,” Lambert and Seaver, from in- 
formation derived from the humbuggers them- 
selves. Our information was derived from 
persons who had closely watched the two men, 
night and day. There Is evidence onough to 
satisfy any fair minded person, that the whole 
affair was a complete humbug, from beginning 
to end, and that the editor of the Star had tbe 
wool pulled over his eyes as completely as it 
was over the eyes of{some others. 
If the editor of the Star wishes to obtain 
reliable information about the “walking match” 
we can refer him to parties who wili cheerftil- 
ly furnish it to him, and he will be convinced 
that he has been grossly imposed upon by the 
humbuggers. 
An elegant variety of fragrant satchel pow- 
der, such as Heliotrope, Verbena, Boquet, 
Jockey Club, Musk, Ac., can be found at Cros- 
man A Co.’s Drug Store. 
Tcbnvebein Exhibition.—The Chiamese 
Twins have arrived, and will be at tbe City 
Hall this evening, to take part in the exhibi- 
tion to be given by the Portland Tumverem. 
They will perform many new feats never be- 
fore attempted on any stage. Their agent will 
accompany them, aud explain many tacts con- 
nected with their history, which have before 
been unknown. 
The managers are hgppy to announce that 
they have secured the services of the Belgian 
Giantess, nine feet eighteen inches high, who 
has arrived per steamer Belgian, and will make 
her first appearance in this country. 
No postponement on account ot weather.— 
As the prospects are that there will be a large 
and fashionable audience, those who intend to 
witness the interesting performance should se- 
cure their tickets in season. 
Habeas Corpus Case — Yesterday, in 
pirsuance of a writ of habeas corpus, issued 
by Judge Ware, of the United States District 
Court, the six men concerned in the larceny 
of sugar from the United States bonded ware- 
house, and who had been committed to jail 
for their appearance at the Supreme Jodlpial 
Court, were placed in custody of the Upted 
States authorities, and were delivered over to 
United States Commissioner Wm. H. Clifford, 
Esq., before whom they will have an examin- 
ation, and until which they were remanded to 
jail. 
__ 
Levee.—The Levee given by the Sumner 
Street Sabbath School last evening, was a 
handsome affair, and was well attended, tak- 
ing into consideration the storm. The speak- 
ing was good, and the singiug sweet, and eve- 
rything was carried out in exceeding good 
style and with much taste. 
Mr. Sumneb’s Speech.—As a communica- 
tion signed “Out,” having reference to Mr. 
Sumner’s recent ^ech, and appearing in last 
week’s Press, might be supposed to allude to 
our regular Washington correspondent “T. S. 
P.,” it may be proper to say that the allusion 
of “Out” was Jo cur occasional Washington 
correspondent who signs “T.” 
Robbery.—Deputy Marshal Irish and Offi- 
cer Sterling yesterday arrested a young woman, 
named Annie McKenney, for robbery of a 
watch from a man who visited her at the El 
Dorado Saloon, corner of Fore and Franklin 
streets, on Sunday night The girl undertook, 
at first to deny the charge, but auother girl 
who was arrested at the same place let out so 
much about the transaction that Annie finally 
owned up, and told where the watch was con- 
cealed. 
Theatre.—The drama of Streets In New 
York will be repeated this evening at Deering 
Hall, by the Boston Theatre Company. This 
play has created great sensation in those cities 
where it has been performed. 
Periodicals.—The Atlantic Monthly, and 
Our Young Folks, for March, have been re- 
ceived at tbe bookstores of Messrs. Bailey & 
Noyes, Davis Brothers, and Short & Loring, 
Exchange street. 
Biddeford.—The great minstrel troupe of 
Burgess, Prendergast, Hughes A La Rue, give 
their last entertainment in Biddeford to-night. 
C2P“Hon. Lewis Cass, who lives in Detroit 
and at last accounts was very feeble with but 
small hope of improvement, is about eighty- 
two years of age. 
CITY AFFAIRS. 
An adjourned meeting of the City Council 
was held last evening. 
IN BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN. 
The Joint Standing Committee on Laying 
out New Streets, reported reference to the 
next City Council on petition of Charles Al- 
den and others that Cedar Street may be laid 
out and opened to Kennebec street; also on 
petition of St. John Smith & als., relative to 
the P. S. & P. Depot, and the road leadir g from Canal street to the bridge; also, on peti- 
t ion ot Eben Steele & als., tor Hanover street 
to be located and opened from its present ter- minus to Kennebec street; also, on petition of 
A. Dunyon & als., to have Henry court laid 
out and opened to Congress street. The re- 
ports were accepted. 
Thu same Committee reported leave to with- 
draw on petition ot Orin B. Whitten & als., 
for the laying out of a street or streets on 
Peaks Island; also, on petition of Irene L. 
Bragdon & als., to Lay out Spruce street to 
Thomas street. The reports were accepted. 
The resignation of Dr. S. L. Goodale, City 
Physician, on account of ill health was receiv- 
ed and accepted. 
Petition of Charles W. Johnson for remu- 
neration for damages done to his hack bj run- 
ning against a rock on Canal street, was re- ferred to the Committee on Highways, &c. Report of the Engineers of the Fire Depart- 
ment was received, in relation to the election 
of officers for Cumberland Steam Engine No. 
3. The Engineers aee of opinion that Messrs. 
Bowker and Cloyes are legally elected Foreman 
and Clerk. The Board of Aldermen accepted 
the report, and confirmed the election of 
Messrs. Bowker and Cloyes. 
A petition from Alfred Wiggin and eight 
others, that a new election for officers of the 
Cumberland Company, No. 3, was read, and 
leave to withdraw was voted. 
Jurors.— The following gentlemen were 
drawn as jurors for the March term (criminal) 
of the Supreme Judicial Court, which com- 
mences its session on the first Tuesday of March. These jurors do not come in until the 
third Tuesday: 
Charles Staples, Jr., James M. Lunt, Joseph A. Means, Major Fickett, John W. Rand, Ed- 
win Dow, F. W. Kaler, John F. Leavitt. 
Petition of the Portland Railroad Company for permission to lay a double track from Con- 
gress to Exchange Street, and a single track 
through Exchange or Lime Street; also peti- tion of H. H. Hay and sixty-five others, in aid 
of same, were read, and after some discussion 
were laid upon the table to be acted upon at a 
meeting next Monday evening, when those 
opposed to the petition will be heard. 
Petition of S. Hodgdon for pay as a fireman, 
was referred to Committee on Fire Depart- 
ment. 
The Committee on Lamps, Ac., reported 
that it was inexpedient to place a lamp in Fox 
court. Report accepted. 
The Committee on Streets, Ac., reported ref- 
erence to the next City Council on petition of 
Rufus Dunham and als., for sidewalk on St. 
Lawrence and Fore Streets. Accepted. 
Same Committee, on petition of Charles 
Fobes A als., for relaying the sidewalk in 
front of the 1st Univerealist Church, also for 
a crosswalk at the head of High street, report- 
ed in favor of the saint provided the owners 
or Parish Committee agree to pay one-third of 
the expense of repairing said sidewalk. Ac- 
cepted. 
The same Committee, on petition of Moses 
Gould A als., to establish the grade of Turner 
and Quebec streets; petition of Henry Triek- 
ey A als., for sidewalk on Portland street, and 
petition of K. T. Rice, for sidewalk on Com- 
mercial and Canal streets, reported that it is 
inexpedient to grant any of the above requests 
at present. Accepted. 
The order establishing tbe salaries of police- 
men at $700, came Up, the other Board non- 
concurring in the action of this lloard and 
passing the order unanimously. This Board 
resisted on its vote refusing the order a pas- 
sage. 
Orders passed.—Directing the several sub- 
ordinate city ollicers.to make their reports on 
or before tbe 1st Monday in March; to pay 
John F. Anderson $307.50, damages sustained 
by him in the relaying out of Poplar street; that C. H. Bowker and G. H. Cloyes be con- 
firmed as foreman and clerk of Cumberland 
Engine Co., No. 3. 
Petition of H. R. Stickney A als., for the 
widening of Willow street, was referred to the 
next City Council. 
Aldermen Donnell and Morgan were joined 
as Committee ot Conference ou the order rela- 
tive to keeping the harbor free from ice. 
Petition ot H. H. Furbish tor the exemption 
by the City Government of the tax on $50,000, 
capital proposed to be invested in the manu- 
facture ot the *■ Furlong Wrench,” was refer- 
red to the next City Council. 
S. B. Brewster was licensed as an innholder. 
Adjourned to Monday evening, Feb. 26, at 
7 1-2 o’clock. 
BY TELEGRAPH; 
TO THE DAILY PRESS. 
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Tuesday Morning, February 20,1866. 
_____ 
FIVE DAYS 
LATER FROM EUROPE. 
Arrival of the Steamship Moravian. 
The steamship Moravian, Capt. Aiton, from 
Liverpool Sth and Londonderry 0th, arrived at 
this poi’t about eleven o’clock last evening. 
The Moravian brings forty-seven cabin and 
two hundred and twenty-six steerage pajsen- 
gers. 
GREAT BRITAIN. 
Parliamentary proceedings were unimpor- 
tant. 
Mr. Potter, in the House of Commons, 
moved for a copy of the correspondence rela- 
tive to the removal of Mr. Gordon from the 
Magistracy of Jamaica, and the circumstances 
connected with the Morant Bay loek-up case. 
The motion was agreed to. 
Lord Dufferin remains in the ministry, and 
succeeds Marquis Hartington as Under Secre- 
tary of War. 
Loi-d Stanfield accepts the Under Secretary- 
ship of India. 
The Dublin police discovered a Fenian ar- 
mory in that city. 
The circular of Guion & Co., Liverpool, shows the exports of British textile fabrics 
from that port for New York during the past 
year to he greatly in excess of any pre- 
vious year. Deferring to this statement the 
Times says it is stated thus far, during 
February there is considerable decrease in 
shipments, aud that decrease is expected to 
continue, owing to the fulfilment of contracts 
and the absence of fresh orders coming for- ward. 
aattertnwaite's Circular states that 5-20’s 
have heed in fair demand. 
Queen Victoria opened Parliament in per- 
son. The speech was read by the Lord Chan- 
cellor. It opens by announcing the approach- 
ing marriage of Princess Heleua, and regret- 
ting the death of the King of the Belgians. 
It says foreign relations are satisfactory, and 
the recent meeting of the French and English fleets tended to confirm existing friendship!— 
Rejoices that the American civil war has been 
successfully terminated, and that the people 
arc wisely repairing the ravages of war. The 
abolition of slavery calls for their cordial sym- 
pathies and congratulations. It is also satis- 
factory to state that the slave trade on the Af- 
rican coast is reduced to very narrow limits. 
The correspondence relative to injuries’to 
American commerce by cruisers under the 
Confederate flag, will be laid before Parlia- 
ment. 
Satisfaction is expressed at the renewal of 
diplomatic relations with Brazil, and regret at 
the Spanish Chilian difficulty, but the good of- 
fices of England and France have been accept- 
ed. 
Treaties with Japan and Austria are refer- 
red to with satisfaction. The deplorable events 
in Jamaica are referred to with regret, and the 
measures taken in the matter are detailed._ 
The proceedings still in progress in British 
North America lor confederation are watched 
with interest, and great importance is attach- 
ed to the object. 
The Fenian conspiracy is referred to as ad- 
verse alike to authority, property and religion. 
The authority of law has been firmly and im- partially vindicated. 
A warm debate ensued in both Houses in 
relation to the course of government on the cattle plague. An amendment censuring gov- ernment was moved in the House of Lords, but was withdrawn and the address in reply to the speech was passed. 
FHANCE. 
The address in the French Senate in reply to the Emperor’s speech, expresses satisfaction 
that the mission of fhe French troops to Mex- ico approaches its completion. It says the firm communication made by the Emperor to the United States, has demonstrated that 
haughty and menacing language will not de- 
cide France to withdraw. France is accus- 
tomed to move only at her own time, hut she nevertheless wishes to remember ancient 
friensliip with America. What is asked of the 
United States is neutrality and the observance 
of international law. 
SPAIN AND CHILI. 
The Times publishes the translation of a 
letter from the late Admiral Pareja, written 
just before his suicide to a friend in Europe.— It shows that he was overwhelmed with the 
idea of having inflicted the calamity of war 
upon two friendly nations. He says: “This 
letter will convey to you news of my death.— 
The errors of judgment, and not of will with 
which 1 have, unfortunately, misguided the Government of my Queen, cannot have any other expiation. I have been prejudiced and 
unjust towards Tavira. Request him to par- 
don me. He did know this republic better 
than anybody else, and his advice and pro- 
ceedings were ever safe and sound. It is the 
interest of our country to embrace the first 
moment to make peace with Chili.” 
A telegram from Rotterdam says the Chili- 
an privateer “Independence” remained at Fer-i 
nensef closely watched by a Dutch frigate. In the Spanish Senate, during the debate on 
the address in response to the Queen’s speech, 
the Minister of State said the recognition of 
Italy by Spain, had no signification beyond the 
renewal of diplomatic intercourse between the' 
two countries. 
An amendment which had been proposed, 
regretting the recognition of the Italian King- 
don, was rejected, 100 to 65 votes. 
The Governor of Cadiz has been notified of 
two vessels having leftthe Mersey under the Fenian flag, but destined for privateering against Spain. Other vessels were being fitted out on the Clyde for the same object. 
BUB8IA AND AJIEBICA. 
A grand entertainment was given Gen. Clay, 
the American Minister, by the corporation of 
merchants at Moscow. Gen. Clay, and his 
Secretary of Legation, Mr. Oui'ten, were re- ceived with the greatest enthusiasm. Toasts 
were given at the.banquet to the Emperor of Russia, the President of the United States, and to the guests of the evening, which evoked 
protracted cheering. The speeches on both sides were most fraternal. 
The London Times devotes an editorial 
to the above demonstration, and says:— 
“Strange as the sympathy of feeling of the 
two Governments so opposite may appear, there is nothing paradoxical in it.— 
Each nation in its own way entertainins 
certain aspirations so like those of the other, that they are content to sink all minor differ- 
ences irridentity of overruling views.” These 
aspirations, the Times says, are “destiny, ag- 
grandizement and protection,” 
Latent via Londonderry. 
The Austrian Government is about to send 
an answer to the Prussian Government, firm- ly refusing the demands of the latter with re- 
spect to the question of the Duchies, 
London discount market is without altera- 
tion. the demand being steady both at the 
Bank and elsewhere. In the Stock Exchange 
money was in rather better supply at 6 1-2 to 
7 per cent. 
XXXIX CONGRESS—1st Session. 
SENATE. 
Waghington, Feb. 18. 
The credentials of Mr. Sherman, of Ohio, 
were presented. 
A joint resolution was introduced to disarm 
and disband the militia of the rebellious States. 
Mr. Saulsbury objected and the resolution 
was laid over. 
An amendment was offered to the Repre- 
sentation biH, giving the right of suffrage to 
all citizens of African descent who have been 
enrolled in the army and navy who can read 
and write, and all who possess $g50 worth of 
property. 
Mr. Yates took the floor on the Constitu- 
tional amendment. 
Mr. Yates argued that Congress has the 
Power to fix the conditions on which the late rebellious States might he restored to the Un- 
ion. The States were not out of the Union in 
law, although they might he In tact, but be did not consider them in a condition for restora- tion. He thought all the Constitutional 
amendments impracticable, and argued in fa- vor of a bill presented by himself a lew days 
ago, prohibiting the enforcement of any law 
recognizing in any State or territory, any dis- tinction on account of race or color or previous 
condition.—Ac(joumed. 
HOUSE. 
Several hills were introduced. One making 
eight hours 4 days work for all government 
mechanics, was referred to the Judiciary Com- 
mittee. 
A bill reducing the duty on unsized paper 
was referred to the Ways and Means Commit- 
tee. 
A resolution was offered concluding with 
‘“^,e?Pr6sslon that the House desires that a sufficient number ol the lead ;rs of the rebel- 
lion may be punished in order to sustain the 
national character, and be a warning for the 
future, 0 
A debate arising the resolution was laid over. 
A bill (directing that the Secretary of the 
Navy to place a steamer at the disposal of Col. Charles e>. Bulklev, engineer of the Russian 
and American telegraph fine now building 
was passed. *” 
A resolution was offered declaring that the results of the war bad left the people of the 
South without civil government, and hence it 
became the duty of Congress to authorize the people to erect a State Government, guaran- 
teeing to each State a Bepublican form of gov- 
ernment, and expressing the sense of the 
House that the President is justified in keep- 
ing an army in the rebel States, and is entitl- 
ed to the thanks of Congress for protecting 
loyal citizens and freed men. 
Bills were introduoed providing bounties to 
soldiers of 1801 and 1802, to repeal all laws ex- 
empting government bonds and securities from 
taxation; empowering States to tax them and 
imposing a government tax of quarter of one 
per cent, upon them; giving bounties to the 
100 days men for the protection of persons 
from illegal prosecution for acting under mili- 
tary authority. 
The Committee on Commerce reported a 
bill which passed, amending the biil prohibits 
mg the importation of cattle, by giving the 
Secretary ot the Treasury power to suspend 
its operation in cases where it will not tend to 
the introduction of infective diseases among cattle. The President is also authorized to 
declare the act in operation whenever in his 
judgment the importation of cattle will not be 
injurious. Punishment is also provided for 
offenders against this law. 
Mr. Dawes, from the Committee on Elec- 
tions, reported that Mr. Washburne and not 
Mr. Voorhees is entitled to a seat Com the 7th 
District of Indiana. 
Objection was made to the introduction of 
a resolution of inquiry of the President rela- 
tive to the introduction of a loan in this coun- 
try by the republican Government of Mexico. 
The House considered the Pennsylvania 
contested election case of Coffrath vs. Eootz, 
and awarded the seat to Mr. Cofiroth. He was 
sworn in.—Adjourned. 
President’s Veto Message. 
Washington, Feb. 19. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I have examined with care the bill which 
originated in the Senate, and has been passed 
by the two Houses of Congress, to amend an 
act entitled “ An act to establish a Bureau for 
the Relief of Freedmen and Refugees, and for 
other purposes.” 
Having, with much regret, oome to the con- 
clusion that it would not be consistent with 
the public welfare to give my approval to the 
measure, I return the bill to the Senate, with 
my objections to its becoming a law. I might 
call to mind in advance these objections, “that 
there is no immediate necessity for the pro- 
posed measure.” The act to establish a Bu- 
reau for Freedmen and Refugees, which was 
approved in the month of March last, has not 
ye?'expired. It was-thought stringent and 
extensive enough for the purpose in view.— 
Before it ceases to have its effect, further ex- 
perience may assist to guide us to a wise con- 
clusion as to the policy to be adopted in time 
of peace. I have with Congress the strongest 
desire to secure to Freedmen the lull enjoy- 
ment of their freedom, and their propertyund 
their er.tire independence and equality in 
making contracts for their labor, but the bill 
before me contains provisions which, in my 
opinion, are not warranted by tlie Constitu- 
tion, and are not well suited to accomplish the 
end in view. 
The bill proposes to establish by authority of Congress over all parts of the United States 
containing refugees and freedmen. It would, 
by its very nature, apply with the most force 
to those parts of the United States in which 
freedmen most abound, and it expressly ex- tends the existing temporary jurisdiction of 
the Freeilmen’s Bureau, with greatly enlarged 
powers, oyer those States in which the ordi- 
nary course of judicial proceedings has been 
Interrupted by the rebellion. The source from 
which this military jurisdiction is to emanate 
is none other than the President of the Unit- 
ed States, acting through the War Depart- 
ment, and the Commissioners of the Freed- 
men’s Bureau. The agents to carry out this 
military jurisdiction are to be selected either 
from the army or from civil life. The country 
is to be divided into districts and sub districts, 
and the number of salaried agents to be em- 
ployed may equal to the number of counties 
or parishes in all the United States where 
freedmen and refugees are to be found. The 
subjects over which this military jurisdiction 
is to extend in every part of the United States, 
includes protection to all employees, agents, 
and officers of this Bureau in the exercise of 
the duties imposed upon them by the bill in 
eleven States. It Is further to extend over all' 
cases affecting freedmen and refugees, discrim- 
inated against by local law, custom or preju- 
dice. 
In the eleven States the bill subfocts any 
white person Who may be charged'with de- 
pressing a freedman of any civil rights or im- 
munities belonging to white persons, to impris- 
onment or fine, or both, without ever defining 
the civil lights and immunities which are thus 
to be secured to the freedmen by military law. 
This military jurisdiction also extends to all 
questions that may arise respecting contracts. 
The agents who are thus to exercise the office 
of a military judge may be a stranger, entire- 
ly ignorant of the laws of the place, and ex- 
posed to errors of judgment to which all men 
are liable. The exercise of power over which 
there is no legal supervision but by so vast a 
number of agents as is contemplated by the 
bill, must by the very nature of man, be at- 
tended by acts of caprice, injustice and pas- 
sion. 
The trials having their origin under this bill 
are to take place without the intervention of 
jury, and without any fixed rules of law or ev- 
idence. The rules on which offences are to be 
heard and determined by the numerous agents, 
are such rules and regulations as the Presi- 
dent, through the War Department, shall pre- 
scribe. Ho previous presentiment is required, 
nor any indictment charging the Commission- 
er of a crime against the laws, but the trial 
must proceed on charges and specifications. 
The punishment will be not what the law de- 
clares, but such as the court martial may think 
proper, and from these abutting tribunals there 
lies no appeal, no writ of error to any of the 
courts in which the Constitution of the Unit- 
ed States vests exclusively the judicial power 
of the country, while the territory and the 
class of actions and offences that are made 
subject to this measure are so extensive that 
the bill itself, should it become a law, will have 
no limitation in point of time, but will form a 
part of the permanent legislation of the coun- 
try. 
cannot reconcile a system or military juiv isdiction of this kind with the worth of the 
Constitution, which declares that no person 
shall be held to«answer for a capital or other- 
wise infamous crime, unless a presentment or 
indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases 
arising in the land or naval forces, or in the 
militia when in actual service in time of war 
or public danger, and that in all criminal pro- secutions the accused shall enjoy the right to 
a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the State or District wherein the crime 
shall be committed. The safeguards given by the wisdom and experience of ages, to estab- lish as securities for the protection of the in- 
nocent, the punishment of the guilty, and the- 
equal administration of justice, are to be set 
aside, and for the sake of a more vigorous in- 
terposition in behalf ot justice, we are to take 
the risk of the many acts of Injustice that 
would of necessity follow from an almost 
countless number of agents, established in 
every parish or county in nearly a third of the 
States of the Union, over whose decision there 
is to be no supervision or control by the Fed- 
eral Courts. The power that would be thus 
placed in the hands of the President is such 
as in time of peace certainly ought never to 
be entrusted to any one man. 
If it be asked whether the creation of such 
a tribunal within a State is warranted as a 
measure of war, the question immediately pre- 
sents itself whether we are still engaged in 
war. Let us not unneessarily disturb the 
commerce, and credit, and industry of the 
country by declaring to the American people 
and the world that the United States are still 
in a condition of Qlyll war. At present there 
is no part of our oountry In which the author- 
ity of the United States is disputed. Offences that may be committed by individ- uals should not work a forfeiture of the rights of the same communities, The country has entered, or is returning, to a state of peace,and the rebellion is, in fact, at an end. The meas- 
ure, therefore, seems to be as inconsistent with 
the actual condition of tho country, as it is at 
variance with the Constitution of the United 
States, 
If, passing from general considerations, we 
examine the bill in detail, it is open to weigh- 
ty objections. In time of war it was eminent- 
ly proper that we should provide for those who 
were passing suddenly a condition of bondage 
to a state of freedom. But this bill proposes 
to make the Freedmen’s Bureau, established 
by the act of 1865, as one of many great and 
extraordinary military measures to suppress a 
formidable rebellion, a permanent branch of 
the public administration, with its powers 
greatly enlarged. I have no reason to suppose, 
and I do not understand it to be alleged, that 
the act of March, 1885, has proved deficient 
for the purpose for which it was passed, al- 
though at that time, and for a considerable pe- riod thereafter, the government of the United 
States remained unacknowledged In most of tiie States whose inhabitants had beon involv- 
ed in tlic rebellion, The institution of slavery, for the military destruction of which the Freedmen’s Bureau 
was called into existence as an auxilliary foroe, has been already effectually and finally abro- gated throughout fhe whole oountry, by an amendment Qf the Constitution of the United 
States, and practically, its eradication has re- 
ceived the assent and concurrence of most of 
those States in which at any time it had exist- 
ed, 
I am not, therefore, able to discern in the 
country anything to justify any apprehension that HI3 powers and agencies of the Freed- 
men’s Bureau, which were effective for the 
protection of freedmen and refugees durjng 
the actual continuation of hostilities and of 
African servitude, will now in a time of peace 
and after the abolition of slavery, prove inade- 
quate to the same proper ends. If I am cor- 
rect in these views, there can be no necessity 
for the enlargement of the powers of the bu- 
reau, for which provision is made in the bill. 
The third section of the bill authorizes a 
general and unlimited grant of support to the 
destitute and suffering refugees and freedmen, 
and their wives and children. Succeeding sec- 
tions make provisions for the rent or purchase 
of landed estates, for freedmen, and for the 
creation for their benefit of suitable buildings 
for asylums and schools, the expenses to be 
defrayed from the treasury of the whole people. 
The Congress of the United States has never 
heretofore thought itself competent to estab- 
lish any laws beyond the limits of the District 
of Columbia, except for the benefit of our dis- 
abled soldiers and sailors. It has never found 
schools for any class or for our own people, not 
even for the orphans of those who have fallen 
in the defence of the Union, but has left the 
care of their education to the much more 
competent and efficient control of the States, 
of communities, of private associations, and of 
individuals. It has never been deemed itself 
authorized to expend the public money for the 
rent or purchase of houses for the thousands, 
not to say millions, of the white race who are 
honestly toiling from day to day for their sub- sistence. 
A system for tbe support of indigent per- 
sons in the United States was never contem- 
plated by the authors of the Constitution.— 
Nor can any good reason be advanced why, as 
a permanent establishment,it should be found- 
ed for one class or color of our people more 
than another. Before the war many refugees 
and freedmen received support from the gov- 
ernment, but it was never intended that they should henceforth be fed, clothed, educated 
and sheltered by the United States. The idea 
on which the slaves were assisted to freedom 
was, that on becoming tree, they would be a • 
sell-sustaining population. Any legislation 
that shall imply that they are not expected to attain a self-sustaining condition, must have a 
tendency injurious alike to their character and 
their prosperity. 
Owing to the late hour, (4 1-2 A. M.) we 
arc obliged to defer publishing the balance of 
tbe message. 
The Fenians. 
Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 19. 
A large number ctf delegates to the Fenian 
Congress have arrived. Probably 400 are in 
attendance, and more doming. 
Co). Murphy, Speaker of the House of Rep- 
resentatives, called the C ingress to order. 
R. F. Rainsford was elected Secretary pro 
tcm. 
A Committee on Credentials was appointed when the Congress adjourned until called to- 
gether by the Chairman of the Credential 
Committee. 
There will be a grand pr icession to-night, with speeches by Gen. Sweeney, and others. 
JTeu> York Weekly Bank Statement. 
_ 
New York, Jin. 29. Increase in loans, $409,000: increase in specie, $180,000; Increase In circulation, $740,000: Increase 
in deposits, $1,000,000; decrease In local tenders, $8,630,000. 
Financial. 
_. ... 
New York. Feb. 14. 
Tbe Commercial's money article says money is in 
more active demand. The rate on call is quite firm at 6 per cent. The payment of tlie interest on 7-30’s affords no susceptible relief to the market. 
Discounts are dull. A sharp discrimination is ex- 
ercised respecting paper, ana especially such as is 
supposed to represent speculative transactions. 
Stocks opened quite strong at an advance of i ® D 
per cent, on Saturday's rlseing prices. As the call 
progressed, a strong bearish movement was devel- 
oped; the opening improvement was more than lost, and the board closed with a weak tendency. The shorts in Blocks appear to have recovered their con- 
tracts to a considerable extent, but this morning a large amount of sellers* options were put out. Governments are quite firm. The report ot 0-20’s having been returned by the last steamer, appears to have slender foundation. Quotations are generally the same as Saturday. 
Gold weak; the price touched 136j. The demand for customs Is moderate; the supply is folly adequate. Foreign intelligence, though,cafcufated to strengthen the market, has no perceptible effect. Foreign Ex- change hruier. 
The bank statement exhibits no Important chance 
beyond a decrease of $3,633,033 In legal tenders, a tnm? little anticipated under the circumstances, that the Treasury has paid out a large amount of interest 
on 7-30% The deposits exhibit an increase of over 
$1,075,827. Specie shows a slight increase, which in- dicates that the Sub-Treasury sold gold more freely during the week than was supposed. 
•»u 
New Vork Markets. 
New York, Feb. 19. 
Cotton—steady but quiet; sales BOO bales Middling 
Uplands at 44c. 
Fl>ur-2Jc lower: salesB,ooo bbls. State and West- 
ern; State at 0 70 j Round Hoop Ohio 8 25 @10 75; Western at 6 65 @ 8 15; Southern at 8 66 (o< 10 50; 
Canada at 7 66 @ll 50. 
Wheat—dull, with no sales. 
Corn—quiet; sales 67,000 bushels; Mixed West- 
ern at 74 @ 78c. 
Oats—dull; sales Canada at 54 @ 55. Beef—stead ; now mess 20 50 @ 24 00. 
Pork—steady; sales 5,400 bbls. new mess at 28 621 
@ 28 87}. 
Laid—firmer; gales 1,400 bbls. at 16 @ 18}. 
Whiskey—declining; sales 120 bbls. at 2 20 @ 2 21. Sugars -quiet; Muscovado at 10 @ @ 113. 4 Naval Stores—dull. 
Petroleum—quiet. Freights to Liverpool—quiet. 
Chicago Markets. 
_ Chicago, Feb. 19. 
Flour—dull and nominally lower. 
Wheat—opened at a decline ot } @ lc, hut under a 
good speculative demand rallied, closing at 118} @ 
Com—quiet. 
Oats—dull. 
High Wines—a little more active; sales at 216. 
Provisions—Mess Pork adqOnced 26c; Bales at 26 25 @ 26 50, closing at outside price. 
l^BRlk Meats—quiet; clear sides, loose, 15}; rough turd—firm at 16} ffi 17. 
Live Hogs—active out unchanged; sales at 8 75 ffl 9 25 tor medium to good. 
Dressed Hogs—firm; sales at 1112 @ 11121. Becoipls —2,000 bbls. of flour, 4,900 bushels of wheat, 3,300 bushels of com, 1,100 live hogs, 900 dressed hogs. 
Shipments—1,900 bbls. flour, 1,300 bushels wheat. 
Cincinnati Markets. 
Cincinnati, Feb. 19. 
Flour—dull. 
Wheat—dull. 
Provisions—firmer but nothing doing: Mesa Pork 
closed at 29 00. 
Lard—closed at 18c for prime city. 




New Yobk, Feb. 19. Second Board.—Stocks heavy. Ainei lean Gold.1.137 J 
United States one year Certificates, (new issue).. ,98} New York Central.........7777777.. 92# 
Erie. c. . gif 
Reading. 10lJ 
Michigan Central...1041 
Fort Wayne... 941 
Michigan Southern 70f Chicago and North Western.281 
Chicago and Rock Island.105} 
INTERNATIONAL 
INSURANCE COMFY 
No. 113 Broadway, N. York, 
CASH CAPITAL, 
$1,000,000 
Mil paid in. 
Surplus, 204,188,40 
$1,204,188,40 
Asset* Ju’y 1, 1865. 
This Co. is the FIRST and ONLY Co. ever organ- 
zed on this Continent, with an 
Original Capital 
—OF- 
One Million Dollars ! 
FIRE DEPARTMENT. 
I am prepared to issue policies on Dwelling 
Houses lor a term of years, and also upon EVERY 
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR 
RATES. 
MARINE INSURANCE. 
Marine Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and 
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN 
POLICIES. The public will find it for their interest 
to give us a call. 
CHARLES TAYLOR, President. 
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice—President. 
C. C. HINE, Secretary. 
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary. 
OFFICE, 166 Fore Street, Portland, Me. 
John W. Munger, 
fol9eodly Agent, 
4E3B> C. H. OSGOOD, 
DENTIST, 
No. 8 Clapp’s Block, Market Square. 
PORTLAND, MAINE. 
Artificial Teeth Inserted on GotiL Silver ami Fuf- 
ranite base. Teeth extracted without pain by the Nitrous Oxtdfi Ctap, Ether or Ohloroform. All ipeii! 
Miscellaneous. 
one pmcHP 
AND ONE ONLY! 
HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS, 
LINENS, 
DOMESTICS & WHITE GOODS, 
Just Received 
And now opening at 
ELDEN & WHITMAN’S, 
No. 5 Free Street Block. 
A complete assortment of 
BLEACHED AND BROWN 
Linen Damasks, 
Brown and Bleached Covers, 
In all qualities and sizer. 
A loll line of BUCK and DAMASK TOWELS, 
DIAPERS, HUCKS by thetfard; AMERICAN 
and RUSSIA CRASHES; a very supeilor article of 
SCOTCH CRASHES, at a Decided Bargain.— 
NAPKINS and DOYLIES, In etmunoo, Medium, 




Embossed and Printed 
Wool Covers, Piano Covers. 
I 
QUILTS, 
In all grades irom those Heavy American Quilts to 
the finest FOREIGN GOODS. 
T-8, 4.4, 9-8, 5-4, 9-4 10-4 
Bleached and Brown Cottons! 
Bought before the recent advance at the 
Lowest Prices I 
Our White Goods Department! 
Embraces PLAIN, PLAID and STRIPED CAM- 
BIOS and NAINSOOKS, Plain and Figured 
MUSLINS, TARLETANS, White and 
Chintz Marseilles,—small figured, 
STRIPED and BROCADE 
BRILLIANTS, at 
One Price! and One Only! 
_ 
OUR STOCK OF 
Dress Goods, Silks 
And Shawls l 
^ 1 1.V v Ik 
Is lull and careftilly selected, and marked at prices 
to ensure its IMMEDIATE SALE. 
Handkfs., Hosiery, 
GLOVES AND SMALL WARES, 
IN GREAT VARIETY 




5 Free St. Block. 
N. B.—Found in our store and subject to the 
claims of the owners, One Valuable Breast Pin, Kid 
Gloves, Sun Umbrellas, and a variety of othe arti- 
cles. 
THE GREAT FAIR! 
In behalf of the Portland 
Freedmen’s Aid Association, 





At the Store of 
Leach, Bartlett & Parker, 
WILL COMMENCE 
This Bay, February 19th, 
And continue 
_ 
For Ten Days ! 
_ 
Being desirous of reducing our stock aa much aa 
possible previous to making extensive alterations In 
onv Store, we offer our 
ENTIRE STOCK! 
Including thoao beautiful 
NEW GOODS I 
-■ oi -.i 3,- ..1 ,i(I 
we have recently been opening, at 
Prices that Cannot Fail to Have 
The Desired Effect. 
Below we give prices of a few articles, and guaran- 
tee to sell our entire stock in the same proportion. 
Fine 9-8 Brown Cotton, 25 @ 28 
Heavy 4-4 Brown Cotton, 28 @ 80 
Fine 4-4 Blea. Cotton, 25 @ 33 
Fine 5-4 Blea. Cotton, 40 @ 42 
All wool Gray Bed and Blue Flannels, 37} 
All wool Cassimere. 87} 
All wool Tweed, 85 
Beautiful Figured Cashmere 85o. 
Beautiful Figured DeLaiue, 25o. 
Beautiful Checked and Plaid Dress 
Goods, 25c. 
Good Style and Quality Prints 20c. 
0 
Good Yard Wide Prints 25c, 
: tie., tie. 
PURCHASERS OF DRY GOODS 
Win find It for THEIB INTEREST to call at 






TO BE REPEATED. 
BY BEQUEST. 
The boautiful Pantomime oi 
CINDERELLA! 
Or the Pairy and the GLASS SLIPPEB, 
WUl be "reproduced by 38 Children in ru. 
Costume/, with the wonderful trancfJiLti™”^ PUMPKtN and MICE Into the GOLDENtha w}e 
OT and PRANCING STEEDS, which beu-cinder 
ella to the 
PRINCE'S BALL, 
And with entire New Scenery painted for the occa- 
sion, by Scbvkacuss. at the 
CITY HAL LI 
■ 031 ■■■ 
Wednesday Evening, February 21st, 
AFTER THE PANTOMIME. 
The Gallery of Ancient and Modern Art, 
Which wai before so popular, will be thrown open, 
giving the audience an opportunity to inspect tho 
WO RKS OF ART! 
(To which several additions of great merit have been 
made,) while the Hall is being cleared for a 
PROMENADE CONCERT! 
Hr CHANDLER will Furnish the Music. 
A superior class of REFRESHMENTS will be 
(Urnisbed in the RECEPTION ROOM. 
Admission to Pantomime and Promenade Concert, 
30 cts; two Tickets 60 oents. 
Doors open at 61 o'clock. Pantomime commences 
iat7I o’clock. 
Ttekots for sale at Lowell & Senior’s, ,J. E. Fer- 
nald & Son’s, David Tucker’s. H. H. Hay’s, Gerrish 
St Pearson, and Mrs. J. W. finery’s. 
J. E. Fernald, A. S. Fernald, 
Wm. Senter, Ire Berry. 
Henry Dennis, James S. Lowell, 
Thos Given, William H. Brasler. 
J. S. Bedlow, 
Feb 17—dtd 
THE QREAT ORIGINALS I 
Mechanics’ Mall, 
Thursday Evening, Feb. 22. 
The Great Original and Only 
GEORGIA 
MINSTRELS, 
FROM MACON, GA, 
Composed entirely ol men who,previous to Sherman’s 
Grand March through Georgia, were owned and held 
as Slaves In and about that city. 
THIS IS THE ONLY 
SLAVE TROUPEI 
IN THE WORLD. 
They will appear In their Tbdthful Delinea- 
tions of 
SOUTHERN DARKEY LIFE / 
Depicting in fkitbfiil colors the many peculiarities of 
the Plantation Darkey as he really is. 
The Brass Band! 
Of Twelve Pieces will play through the princi- 
pal Streets at noon. We specially invite the public to 
see and heir n Band composed of colored men who 
never knew a note of musks, but execute some most 
splendid pieces. 
LET THE PUBLIC JUDGE 
By our entertainments whether there Is any talent 
in the colored race. 
TICKETS THIRTY-FIVE CENTS, 
gy A limited number of Reserved Seats can be 
procured In the afternoon, for .’0 cts.each. 
Doors open at Cf—commence at 7] o’clock. 
Feb 30—dSt 
THE GREAT FAIR! 
nr atp or 
THE FREEDMEN! 
WILL OPEN AT 
CITY HALL, 
Monday Evening, Feb’y 26th, 1866, 
At 6 o’clock, 
And continue every attemoon at 1 o’clock and close 
at 5}; open in the vening at 6} o’clock, during week. 
The alacrity with which the people of this City and 
State have responded to the appeals of the Commit- 
tee is the most flattering assurance that the series of 
entertainments proposed, will eclipse in magnitude 
and variety anything ever before offered In ttis city. 
A great variety of 
USEFUL AND FANCY ARTICLES 
have been contributed for sale, to which additions 
will he made during the progress of the Fair. 
REFRESHMENT TABLES, 
Bountifully supplied, will be provided day and even- 
ing by the several religious societies of the city. 
TICKETS: Season $1.M; tor sale at Grosman & 
Co.’s. Bailey & Noyes’, I), vis Bros’, Short & Lov- 
ing's. Paine’s Music Store, by the Executive Commit- 
tee or the Pair, and at the Cl. y Clerk’s Office. Single 
Tickets 25c, at the door and City Clerk’s Office. 
Persons making donations or articles are requested 
to mark their name and the value on a card attached 
to the article. 
Programme of the evening entertainments wi'l 
Sged 
each evening and will be announced here- 
les from Ibe country, intended tor the Fair, 
directed “Freedmen’s Fair, care of the May- 
er, City Hall. Portland.” 





rpHE Portland Tomverein win give an Exhibition 
GYMNASTICS, 
To be followed by a 




Tuesday JEve’ng, Feb. 20, *66. 
MUSIC BT CHANDLER’S QUADRILLE BAND. 
TICKETS FItTT CTS. EACH, or Three for %\. 
to be bad at Davis Brothers'. Croeman & Co.’s, at 
the door, and of the Committe. 
O'-Doors open at 7—Exhibition to commence at 8 
o’clock. 
commTttee. 
JohnL. Sbaw, C. H. Sawyer, 
J. C. Dennis, ThOs. McEwan, 




Valuable Hotel Property 
FOR SALE! 
THAT SPLENDID UNFINISHED 
MARBLE HOTEL, 
On Middle, Willow nndSilver Sts*, 
in the City ot Portland, Maine, belonging in part to 
the Estate of Hon. JOHN M. WOOD, and in|part to 
the undersigned, is offered tor sale and can be pur- 
chased at. a GREAT BARGAIN. 
It occupies about nineteen thousand square feet ot land, with an aggregate frontage of live hundred and 
seventy-five feet. It is Five Stories High, and con- 
tains about too hundred and fifteen apartments f^r 
the use qf guests, besides lour capacious stores,and all 
the most approved modern conveniences for a FIRST 
CLASS HOTEL. 
It was designed by Wm. Washburn, Esq., Archi- 
tect, of Boston. 
Its arrangements for Hotel purposes are pronounc- 
ed bycompetent Judges to be fblly equal to those of 
any Hotellnthe country. Its construction is most 
thorough in all respects; the basement and first 
stories being quite fire-proof, and aU other parti 
nearly so. 
Its original estimated cost was $177,000, exclusive 
of the land; ot this sum about $140,000 have been 
expended to bring it to its present stage of progress, 
and it is believed that notwithstanding the present 
enhanced prices, it con be completed tor occupancy 
for $75,000, according to the original plans. 
Pursuant to License Irom the Court of Probate for 
the County of Cumberland, the above property will 
be offered for sale, at Public Auction, at the Mer- chants’ Exchange, in Portland, Maine, on Saturday, 
the third day of March next, at eleven o’clock in the forenoon. 
The sale will include all the interest, which the 
subscriber has in the same property, in Ids individ- ual capacity, so that the purchaser*will acquire the 
entire estate. Title to be made satisfhetory. 
For terms of salcTand oS^r particulars/ inquire ot 
JOSEPH HALEY. Administrator. 
Jai>. SI, lies. 
Entertainments. 
“Always Ready.” 
EX-AMERICA HOSE CO., NO. I. 
Will give their 4th Annual 
GRAND FIREMEN'S 
Military & Civic Ball! 
On Washington’s Birth Night, 
LANCASTER HALL! 
February 22d, 1866. 
COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS: 
F*ea. Chas. K. Chase, Vice Pres. G. W. Pridham, Sec. John W. Lone, Tr as. F. Hovey, 
S.S. Burnham. 
f! Picket?' Fred. A. Drlnkwater, Jr. e.nckett, W. D. Clark. 
_ _ _ 
Floor Manager*. 
Sec. J. WPrldh*m' 
Claudius Lane, 
luic By Chandler'* Till fcgfcffl, 
D. H. CHANDLER, P,omp,„. 
Floor Tickets $ 1.26. Gallery TlckeU 60c te 
Tickets to be had of the Committee olArraiure. 
ments and at the door. 
g^Clothing Checked Free. Firemen and Military are requested to appear in uniform. 




H« C. JARRETTy.... Leube and Manager* 
POSITIVELY ONE WEEK ONLY, 
Oommenoing Monday, Peb’yl9,1866. 
THE BOSTON THEATRE 
DRAMATIC COMPANY, 
In Dion Boucicault's powerfully drawn Drama, in Five Acts and a 1'rologue, entitled the 
Streets of Mew York! 
The vivid pictures of the scenes portrayed will be easily recognized by all who have visited New York, and will appeal not only to the sympathy, but serve 
as a lesson of humanity to all who witness them, con- 
stituting a perlect representation of 
Life in New York f 
In the course of the Drama will be presented the 
cetebrated pictures: 
The Snow Storm 1 
DiimSgurs hy Moonlight 1 
Aa* the Great Fire Sceme 1 
Prouounced to be one of the most thrilling and lift- 
like representations ever w itnessed on any stage. 
PRICES OF ADMISSION: 
Parquette. BO Cent*. 
Family Circle,.38 Cents. 
Reserved Seats in Parquette,.75 Cents. 
EF~Seats can be secured at the Box Office in the 
Theatre, commencing Saturday, feb. 17, at 10 o’cl’k. 
Doors open at 7—to commence at 71 o’clock. 
Feb 20—d5t 
CHARTER OAK 
Life Insurance Company. 
THE CHARTER OAK Life Insdrance Company 
declares Dividends each year, and pays them at ths 
payment of the second and each succeding premium, 
thus aiding the insured in meeting their payments by 
an 
IMMEDIATE RETURN. 
The advantages of this system over that of divi- 
dends payable after a term <f yean without interest, 
are obvious. No other Company pays dividends In 
this way. 
The Dividends ol the Charter Oak are equal ta 
value to those of any Life Co. 
Dividends without interest payable in four or five 
years, or at death, suffer a remarkable diminution 
when reduced to their present value. 
PROMPTNESS 
In the payment of losses is a distinguishing feature 
ol thie Company, 
IT lEVER HAVING LITIGATED A CLAIM! 
CARE 
Also in the selection ol risks, its losses fbr the last 
six years having been from 30 ta TO pr. cl. lees 
than of any uther Co. of aa long standing. 
As the losses ol a Co. are so are its profits, and as 
its profits so are its dividends. The moral Ib readily 
understood. 
A few competent men wanted as solicitors. 
Office Bo. 25 Exchange Street, 
S. M. Me ALP INK, 
State Agent for- Maine. 
Nov. 15. aug26'6fidly 
General Insurance Agency! 
FOYE. comiT& SWAN, 
No. $3 Exchange St. 
MARINE COMPANIES. 
Washington. of New Yorh. 
Inaarnnee Co. of North America, 
Of Philadelphia. 
FIRE COMPANIES. 
Allas, Of Hartford. 
Royal, Of Liverpool a ad Iwadoa. 
Continental, Of New Yarh. 
Arctic, Of New Yorh. 
Yoahore and New Yorh, Of New Yorh. 
Fallon, Of New Yorh. 
Norwich, Of Norwich. 
People’s, Of Worcester. 
LIFE COMPANIES. 
Connecticut Mutual^ Of Hartford. 
STATE AGENCY OP THE 
Coamootieat General, Of Hartford. 
STATE AGENCY OP THE 
New Yorh Accidental, Of New Yorh. 
The undersigned. Agents and Attorneys of the 
above named reliable Companies with a combined 
capital and surplus of more than 
337.000,000. 
are prepared to carry the largest amounts desired in 
Marine, Inland, Eire, Life and Accidental Insurance. 
Marine and Inland, as well as Fire risks bound at 
once. Losses equitably ail I us ted and promptly paid. 
FOYE, COFFIN A AwanT 
RT Marine Bisks placed In any Boston or Nsw 
York Ofiice desired. 
Portland, Feb. 5,1858—dtf 
CHEAP INSURANCE! 
Insure Against Accidents! 
ALL TRAVELLERS, 
By railroads steamboats, SAILING VESSELS, STAGE COACHES, or other public 
conveyances may insure against loss ol life, or seri- 
ous bodily injury, for $3000 in case of death, 
and weekly benefits in case of bodily injury, 
or the small sum of 
TEN CENTS PEE DAT! 
Thus, 10 ots. will insure to Boo tun or New York: 
30 ots, to Chicago or Milwaukee; 
50 cts. to St. Louis or Cairo; 
TO cts. to New Orleans, and so on to any pari 
of the country, and for any number of days desired. 
Before entering a Rail Car, Steamboat, or other 
conveyance, secure yrurself and fiunlly or Mends 
Three Thousand Dollars in case of death, or 
lloal>£dWeek *D case at l*^UJry’ whereby you may be 
Policies Issued for any sum, covering accidents of of any kind, such as Falling of lee and Snow from buildings, or Falling on the lee Skating, or Broken 
Bones, Bruises, Sprains, Cuts, Bums and Scalds. As- molts bv Burglars. Explosions of Lamps, ^alls, Kicks and Bites of Horses or other animals, nnsst- 
timr of or falls from Carriages, Ac., Ac. Every Person to liable to accidents of some kind, and should therefore Insure without delay. Policies issued and Tickets sold at the 
General Railway Ticket k Insurance Office, 
31 EXCHANGE STREET. 
W. D. LITTLE, Stale Agent. 
Dec 14—dtf 
New Goods I 
A FULL line of WHITE GOODS, together with a good assortment ef other 
dry goods 1 
NOW OFFERING CHEAP, 
AT VICKERY & BOWEN’S, 
No. 8 Free Street Block. felSdSu 
NOTICE. 
THOSE having any claim upon U. T. S. RICE, of Portland, Me., are hereby requested to present the same on or botore the first March next, to 
S. L. CARLETON, Esq., Attorney. Fehl»—eodlw > 
Auction Sales. 
E. M. PATTEN, AUCTIONEER, 18 Exchange St 
Real Estate at Auction. 
rjlHURSDAY, March 1st, at 12 o’cloc ■' M.,cn the J. premises, If not previously Bold, a lot of Land, 
with the Buildings thereon, si tuated on Stetson Lane, 
and running back to Bradley's Lane, The lot con- 
tains 2,350 leut. Building a good story and a half 
wooden dwelling, with high brick basement, and now 
let for $160. 
Eor price and terms call on JAMES BRADLEY, 
corner of India and C\ mmorcial Streets, or on the 
Auctioneer, Exchange Street. 
February 20, 1866. dtd 
EDW'D M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 18 Exchange St. 
Good Luck in Odd Numbers. 
ODD'S and Ends at Auction, on Wedneaday, Feb. xlst, at2|P. M., to close s indry consignments, 
s variety of cut goods and remnants, Alpaccas, Co- Imrgs, Lyonescs, Cashmeres, De Caines, plaids, Flan- uol*, Linens, Woolong, Stripes, Denims, Cottons. 
ALSO, 
Shoes, Gloves, Hosiery, Crsvats, Blankets, Nspkins, Iturs, Hoop Skirts, Collars, Perfumery, Cutlery, with 
s great variety ol other goods—all In small lots lor 
home use. 
HTW111 the Ladles call hi. 
Feb IS—dtd v 
EDWARD M. PATTEN, Auctioneer 
Nu. 18 Exchange St. 
POSITIVE SALE OF 
LINEN AND WOOLEN G000S 
AT AUCTION! 
ARRIVAL OF NEW GOODS! 
SALE WILL COMMENCE 
Tuesday. Feb. 13th, at 10 A. M, & 2 1-2 P. M, 
And continue throughout the week. 
a us2Sb»°I i!1,p,rt of Linen Shirtings of all !“ Sheednsaof mi widths, Erne Pillow 
Covers of*allo JXrit'L'1 Wh’toTable Damasks,Table 
White Towels, Do^Uet i?&Nfp^1“.- Linen Hun,lli .r,.hi.. i i,uper, Ladles' and Gents 
Goods, all of which must be sold to Urn highest bkufi£ without regard to cost. 
The public are Invited to examine this stock on 
Wednesday afternoon previous to sale. Evsrv lot 
warranted perfect. 
Ladies are invited to the examination of goods and 
to the sale. 
Portland, February 5,1885. lelSdtf 
Houses at Auction. 
ON TUESDAY, Feb'v 20th, at 3 o'clock P. M., on the premia©*, we shall seU at public auction,-the Dand having been sold to tho City,—SIX WOODEN HOUSES, with their foundation!*, Ac to be removed 
by the i5th of March next. These Hou.-es are aitua- 
ted on the North Easterly side of Brackett street, ad- joining the Bnck School House and. known as link- ham's Court. 
Ten per cent of the purchase money will be requir- ed to be paid on the day oft.ale. 
HENRY BAILEY A Co., Auctioneers, xeb 7—dtd 
Horse*, Carriages, Sleighs, &c., 
AT AUCTION! 
\V harnesses Carri**e*’ slel«l>», Robes, 
Every Sstsrdsy at 11 o’clock A. M., 
At Forest City Stable, eo>ner Federal and Lime Sts.. where Carriages can be stored and Hortea boarded I t 
desired, previous to or after the sale. 
These sales will be under cover, and held without 
regard to weather. 
HE>iRY BAILEY A Co., Auctioneers. Dec 14—dtf 
MEDICAL ELECTRICITY 
DR. W. N. DEWING, 
Medical Electrician 
174 MIDDLE STREET. 
y««rly Onw.lu (he (Jiiu4 Slate* Betel 
W*S“ *** ,w5uld, vespectlully announce to the VT citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he has 
permanently located in this city. During the three 
yoajs w# have been in this city, we have cured some Ol the worst forms of disease In persons who have tried other forma ol treatment in vain, and curlnz 
patients In so short a time that the question is often asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will doctor the second time without charge. 
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twenty, one years, and is also a regular graduated phvsician. Electricity Is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases in the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia m the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when In ths acute stages or where the lungs are not fully involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula hie diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs 
P«l»y or paralysis, St. Vitas'Dance, deafness, stam^ Bering or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indiges- tion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure 
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchi- 
tis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female 
complaints. 
By Electricity 
The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lazy leap with joy, and move with the agility and elastic- 
ity of youth; the heated brain Is eooled; the frost- bitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities re- moved ; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to strength; the blind made to see, the deal to hear and 
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes of 
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature lile 
prevented; the calamities ol old age obviated and *a active circulation maintained. 
LADIES 
Who have cold hancs and feet; weak stomachs, lam- aad weak backs; nervous and sick headache; dizzi- 
ness and swimming in tho head, with Indigestion and 
constipation of the bowels; pain In the tide and back; 
leocorrhcea, (or whites); felling of the womb with In- 
ternal cancers; tumogs, polypus, and all that long train of diseases will And In Electricity a sure means 
of cure. For painful menstruation, too profuse 
menstruation, and all of those long line of troublei 
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain epeclAc. and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to tho 
rigor of health. 
TEETH I TEETH I TEETH 1 
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Elko- 
thicity without tain. Persons having decayed teeth or stumps they wish to have remoredfor reset- 
ting he would give a polite invitation to call. 
Superior Electro Magnetic M,chines tor sale 
tor fkmily use, with thorough instructions. 
Dr. D. can accommodate a lew patients with board end treatment at his house. 
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12 M.; from 1 
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 in the etening. 
Consultation free. novltt 
NEW GOODS! 
p. m.Ifrost, 
No. -4 Deering Block, 
Congress Street, 
just returned from market with a lull stock 
DRY GOODS! 
purchased at the LOW PRICES, and will sell at the 
^TLOWEST PRICES possible. It would be ad- ▼i sable for all who think of baying any Dry Goods 
soon, to call and look through his stock, tor he can show you bargains. 
R. M. FROST, 
Hu opened this day the but assortment of Light 
and Dark 
AMERICAN PRINTS 
in the city, and will Mil them from 20 to 28 eta pr. yd 
p. m.Trost. 
Will offer groat Bargains in fine Brown yard wide 
COTTON, at 25 cents per yard. 
—-- —— <aee.---_ 
P- M. FROST. 
Hu 100 CLOAKS, CASSOCKS and SACQUES which he will sell .tBargalns. Price.V.mjl0fo #18; former prices #16, #20 and #28. Any one in want of Garments, it will pay to look at them. 




Etna Insurance Co., 
OF HAKTFOKD, CONNECTICUT, 
ON the first day of November, Anno Domini, 1868, u required by the laws of the State of Maine, ap- 
proved April, 1886. 
The Capital Stock Is $2,250,000 
And with the Surplus is invested u follows) 
Real Estate, unencumbered, #84,707 18 
Cuh on hand, on deposit, and in agent’s 
hands, 248,188 48 
United State Securities 681.103 
State and City Stock, and Town Bonds, 907,442 
n.tik and Trust company Stocks, 1,087,900 
Railroad Company Stacks, 260,0!i6 
Mortgage Bonds 639,660 




Amount of Liabilities for losses not due 
or adjusted. #163,063 04 
Amount at risk, estimated #173,867 J90 
Hartford, Nov. 6, 1666. 
THOS. A. ALEXANDER, Frest. 
LUCIUS J. HEN DEE, Secretary. 
State of C.as«llcsl. 
Hartford CoctfTY, as, I 
Hartford, Nov. 6. 1866. J 
Personally appeared before me, Henry Fiewler, a 
Justice of the Peace, duly qualified to administer 
oaths, Thomas A. Alexander, President, and Lucius 
J. Heudee, Secretary, and m*4e solemn oath that 
the foregoing statement of Urn assets and condition 
of the jfctna Insurance Company Is true. 
[Rev. Stamp.) HENRY FOWLER, Justice ol the Peace. 
FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN, AGENTS, 
23 Exchange Street, 
Fob 16—dlw PORTLAND, ME, 
Poetry. 
Only a Look of Han-. 
It is only a lock of hair that lor years 1 have loving- 
Ke,.t in «memb.ince of one who with autumn leaves 
God Called her 'pure^spl’rit away from tills world of 
And alUhaTremains to comfort mo Is only a lock of 
bail'. 
if fa nnlv lock of hnir, enclosed in ft locket bright, 
But fgaxshlifoudly ’by day,and I dream of my 
treasure by night; ^ 
I lovo to recall the nine when I smoothed the soft 
c ir s Irom i er brow— n 
But the past—it can never return, for God has my dar- 
ling now. 
It is only a lock oi hah-, hut to me it is precious and 
dear; 
I love to kiss it and think of the time when the loved 
one was here; 
Oh! I would not part with my treasure—this sweet 
little lock of Drown hair, 
For all that the world cal* lovely, for all that the 
world calls iair. 
When sad and depressed and lonely, and dark seems 
life’s wcarv r~ad 
I pray that I only may follow the pathway my dar- ling trod; .... 
And if trie nits should forsake and leave me, and life 
should prove hard to bear, 
I can fool that I still have one treasure, though only 
a lock of hair. 
Yes, only a lock of hair, but never from it will 
And when I am called to the grave it eltad lie o 
Then perhaps" some friend that 1 love will carefully 
SomcfefmZtrauce of mo-ii onty a lock of 
hair! 
_ 
AOXDBB the ATLAMTIO in h'OUKDAYB. 
Present Condition of the “Cigar Ship.” 
The present condition of the Winans “Ci- 
gar ship,” now building in London, and of 
which accounts were published a long time 
■igh is thus described by the London Morn- 
ing Herald; 
“The general form of the ctear ship has been 
as her name shows, compared with that of a 
cigar pointed off at both ends instead of one. 
A more homely, but, perhaps, more effective 
illustration is that of the unpleasant but favor- 
ite plaything of street boys, the ‘tipcat’. Most 
of our landsmen readers will lie more or less 
familiar with tiiis simple but ingenious instru- 
ment of annoyance, and if they will tanev a 
Brobdignag ‘eat’ of slender make and taper- 
ing to an absolute needle-point at either end, 
they will have belbre their eyes the exact rep- 
resentation of the bull of the cigar ship. This 
hull, which is, oi' course, hoilow. and is form- 
ed ofiron, presenting a perfectly smooth and 
even surface, supports upon the upper side a 
small deck, occupying about half, or some- 
thing less, of theexireme length, the taperiug 
extremities projecting beyond it at either end. 
Unlike the bull itself, this deck is not exactly 
the same at each end, presenting a wedge 
shaped front towards the bow, while at the 
stern it is rounded off American clipper fash- 
ion. Above the dock are to he seen lire iun- 
neis, companion-houses, &c., bat neither mast 
nor rigging of any kind whatever, the oniy 
means of locomotion possessed by the cigar 
ship being her engines, for which she can, ac- 
cording to estimate, carry coal enough for live 
days’ consumption. Her extreme length is 
about two hundred and fifty feet, and great- 
est diameter about sixteen feet, tapering grad- 
ually, as we have said, to a poiut almost as 
fine'as that of a needle. The amount of ac- 
commodation is therefore extremely limited; 
and we believe it is not proposed to make any 
attempt at carrying '’a.rgo of any description,, 
tut to confine the vessel strictly to the passen- 
ger trade. Kven then it is difficult to imagine, 
after due allowance lor saloon and sleeping 
apartments, stores, berths lor crew, &e., what 
space can be left for engines estimated to work' 
up to two thousand horse power. 
"1 ue means OT propuiMou cuipiuyeu are iwo 
large screws, one at either end • of the vessel, 
and placed within a very short distance of the 
extreme points, or at a distance of about oue 
hundred and twenty feet from the machinery. 
These propellers are to be of great diameter 
and sharp pitch—the one pushing the other 
pulling the vessel, and each showing half of its 
surface above the water. The estimated ex- 
treme is about twenty-seten miles per hour.— 
A short distance from the propeller, and near- 
er to the centre ol the vessel, is the rudder— 
one at each end—a broad iron plate like the 
rudder, or rather steering paddle, of the an- 
cient galleys. The e arc also rather more 
than one huudred feet from the steering appar 
rat us. 
“Such is the general external appeara-.co of 
th's remarkable vessel, now almost ready for 
la inching. In the water her line of flotation, 
aicordiug to the model of which we have he- 
Jore spoken, is exactly parallel with her longi- 
tudinal axis, the sharp point at cither end be- 
ing just level with the surface. Allowing 
sixteen teet as her extreme diameter, she 
will thus 1x5 raised in the centre eight feet 
above the water’s edge; or with two feet more 
of bulwark, ten lcet in all. We are free to 
contess that, with every possible desire to be- 
lieve in the good qualities of a vessel which 
promises to bring us our American news in 
some three or four days, aud to limit that 
dreadful channel business to within the hour, 
w e are at loss to understand how, under^hese 
conditions, the cigar shift purposes to 'keep 
afloat. In perfectly smooth water we can im- 
agine that she might, if successfully ballasted 
against, the chance ot rolling over and over, 
as would he of course her. natural tendency, 
make something very like the estimated speed, 
though with what degree' of comfort to the 
passengers, deprived by the construction of the 
vessel of all light or ventilation except such 
as can be obtained from the deck by means c f 
skylights and windsails, and with two enor- 
mous propellers of severe pitch lashing the 
water at either end, is another question. The 
advantages, too, of being cooped up in such 
extremely close quarters, with an engine of 
thi3 enormous power, may also be open to 
question, even under the most favorable cir- 
stances. 
“But the real difficulties of the qigar ship, 
as of most others, must commence with the 
first symptoms of a breeze. Imagine a vessel 
of this construction travelling at the rate of 
five-and-twenty miles an hour—the minimum 
rati, be it remembered, for the New York pas- 
sage, on account of the consumption of coal 
—meeting in mid-ocean one of the westerly 
gales now careering across the Atlantic. In 
front of her is a wall of water twenty feet 
high, travelling at the rate ot a dozen miles an 
hour. Between them they meet at the speed 
of lorty miles. There id no ‘bow’ to lift her 
over the obstacle, ltight into it she plunges, 
life a harpoon into a whale’s back, the whole 
force of the blow being met by the propeller, 
which, however severe may be jts pitch,can- 
not present anything very much better than 
an almost flat surface to the shock. What 
chance the blades would have of surviving any 
very long succession of such shocks is a mat- 
ter of simple calculation, and one into which 
the engineers have no doubt fully entered.” 
&fiT“A Now York lady with a fortune of 
SlC‘0,000, recently took a fancy to a poor but 
handsome barber, and married him. 
HUMPHREYS’ 
HOMOEOPATHIC SPECIFICS, 
HAVE FT/J'/ET), from the most ample experi- ence, invent ire success; Simple—Prompt—Effi- 
cient, and Reliable. 'Fiiey are the only Medicines 
perfectly adapted to popular use—so simple that mistakes cannot lie mane in using them; so harmless 
as to be free from danger, amt .so efficient as to be al- 
ways reliable. Tney have raised the kitflieat com- 
mendation trow ail, and will always render satlsfac 
tiou. 
Cts 
No. 1 Cures AVrer*, Congestion, Inflauiafcions. 25 
2 War ins, Worm-Fever Womi-Colic,- 25 
3 Cryin'i Colic or Teething of iufaubs, 25 
** 1 Dior* a of children or miults 25 
it 5 Dysentery, Griping. Billions Colic, 25 
*• 0 •* Chuhru-Morbus, Nausea, Vumltiug 25 
** 7 Coughs. Colds, llioin-kitis, 25 
a g Neuralgia Toothache, Faceache, 25 
it •• ** Headjui-.ies, $ick-lic;ulachc, Vertigo. 25 
*• i,) Dyspesia, Billions Stomach, 125 
a j| Suppressed or paipikl Periods, 25 
u 12 44 Whites, too profuse Periods, 25 
n |3 *• Croup. Cough, difficult Breathing. 2.5 
“14 44 Salt Ithruin. Erysipelns, Erupt ons, 25 
“15 Rheumatism, Rheumatic Pains, 25 
“16 44 Fever and Ague, Oblll Fever, Aguij 60 
22 Ear Discharges, impaired flea ring, 60 
*« 93 ti scrofula enlarged Clauds, Swellings, 50 
17 44 Piles, blind or bleeding, 50 
|g Ophthahny, and sore or weak eyes, 6o 
“10 44 Catarrh acute or chronic. 1 ntluen/a, fti 
20 44 Whooping-Cough, violent Coughs, 50 
44 21 *4 Asthma, oppressed Breathing, So 
“.31 Diphtheria ulcerated Sore Throat, 60 
*'34 44 Sufferings nt Change, of Life, *1 00 
44 33 44 Epilepsy, Spasms, St. Vitus’ Dance, 1 On 
4* 21 44 General Debility Physical Weakness, ft I 
44 25 4* Dropsy, and scanty Secretions ft) 
“26 Sea-Sickness, sickness from riding, 50 41 27 *4 Kilne.y Diseaxe, liravel, 60 
44 28 44 Nervous Debility Seminal Emissions, 
involuntary Discharges, 100 
44 29 44 Sere Mouth, Canker, 50 
“.’10 44 Urinara Incontinence, wetting bed, ft) •4 31 44 Painful Periods, even with ttpasiu3, ft) 
FAMILY CASES 
1 
35 Vials, Morocco Ca8e, and Book, $10 00 
20 large Vials, in Morocco, and Book, 6 00 
20 large Vials, plain ease, and Rook, 5 00 
15 Boxes (Nos. 1 to 16) aitd Book, 3 00 
VETERINARY SPECIFICS. 
Mahogany Case 10 Vials, $10 00 
Single Vials, with directions, 1 00 
65f~Thcse Remedies, by the Case or single Box, are sent to any part of the country, by Mail or. Ex- press, free of charge on receipt of the price. Address, 
HUMPHREY'S SPECIFIC 
HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICINE COMPANY. 
Oflico and Depot, No. 562 Broad wav New Vork Dr. Hum pbubts is consulted daily atliis Office, personal^ or by letter, as above, for all forms of 
il, II, HAY, Agent, Portland. july‘26’65eodly 
Miscellaneous. 
STATEMENT OF THE 
HOME INSURANCE COMPANY, 
OF NEW HAVEN, JANUARY 1st, 1866. 
Capital Stock,.TTTTT.$500,000 00 
Surplus,..... 375,886 10 
ASSETS. 
Market Value. 
United States 7-30 Bonds, $203,402 50 
United Stales 5 20 Bonds, 57,750 00 
United States Certilicatea of In- M 
debtedness. 29,700 06—390,913 60 
30 Missouri State Bonds, Cpcr 
cent. 23,700 00 
20TenneiMee State Bonds, 6 per 
Cent. 18,000 00 
12 Wisconsin State Bonds, 6 per 
cent. 1‘LOOO 00 _ 
1 New Haven Town Bond. 5,000 00—58,700 uo 
321 Sliaies 2d National Bank, 
New Haven, 33,804 00 
165 Shares Tale National Bank, 
New Haven, 18-810 00 
159 Shares Merchants’ National 
Bank, New Haven, 
02 Shares National Tradesmen s 
Bank, New Haven, 7,mu uu 
587 Shares New Haven County 
National Bank, New Haven, 6,016 75—80,338 75 
Loans on Bank Stocks, 1,000 00 — 1,000 00 
Loans on Railroad Bonds, 6,000 00-4,150 00 
Loans on Mori gage on property 
in New Haven County, 67,900 00—£4,660 00 
Loans on other property, 1,808 34 
Amount invested in Real Estate, 75,000 00 
Amount of Cash in Banks, 27,365 37 
Amount of Cash on hand and 
Loans on ehll, 19,664 76 
Amount of Cash in the hands 
ol Agents, 80,000 00 
Interest accrued, 27,606 21 
Bills Receivable received for 
Premiums, 12,290 69 
Premiums unpaid, W,772 72 
Due for Rents, ®?3 34 
U. S. Revenue Stamps on hand, iS 
Office Furniture and Sales, 6,073 65 
Insurance Scrip owned by tho e,_ 
Company, 2,585 78 
$775,886 10 
LIABILITIES. 
Losses unadjusted, 865,977 72 
Twelfih Semi-Annual Dividend. 
HOME INSURANCE COMB’Y, 
NEW HAVEN, JAN. 11, 1866. 
The Board of Directors have declared* Semi-An- 
nual Cash Dividend of TEN PER GENT, free from 
Government tax, payable on and after the 15th inst. 
Also, a Scrip Dividend of Sixty Per Gent, on the 
earned premium of polioies entitled to I^-rtlcipate lit 
the profits of the year ending January 1st, 18M>, lor 
which certificates will he issued on the 1st day ot 
And an Interest Dividend of Six Per t'ent. oli the 
out-standing Scrip of the Company, payable in cash 
on and alter April 1st. ,, 
The Board of Directors have voted to increase (he 
CaoitaUSteck ot the Company to One Million of Dol- 
lars. Books will be opened at the office of the Com- 
pany,on the 13th .lay ol Jauuary inst., for the sub- 
scription ot ail additional amount ot 8500,000, and tn- staitnients will be payable as follows: fforty Per 
Cent, on the 15th day ol January; Twenty Per Cent, 
on the 15th day ol February; Ten Per Cent, on the 
15th day ol .March; Twenty Per Cent, on the 16th 
day of April; and Ten Per Cent, on the 15th day of 
May. The privilege ol subscription will be confined 
exclusively to theold stockholders. 
D. It. SATTERLEE, Prest. 
C1IAS. WILSON, Secretary. 
J. W. Milliner, Affcnt, i-oriiaiiu, 
Office 106 Fore Street. 
Feb 9—eod3w 
Seizure of Goods. 
NOTICE \a hereby given that the following 
de- 
scribed goods were seized at this port, on the 
days hereinafter mentioned, ior a violation of the 
Revenue Lnws:— 
Nov. 15,1SC5, on board Scb. “Larone,” 21 doz. pairs 
Mitten*; 21 doz. ms. Stockings. Nov. 17, on board 
Str. “New York,” 1 Pkg. Broadcloth, marked "S. 
Austin.” Nov. 24, on board Str. “New York, 1 
Bundle Clothing, marked “Rose M. Hanson, New 
Yarl;” 1 Box marked “Miss K. Woodman, Boston, 
containing 1 Larlv’s Cloak. Nov. 28, on board Str. 
“NewBrunswick.” lCliest containing 2 Chests lea: 
1 Trunk containing 1, Bag Tea; 1 Box containing 1 
pr. Boots, 2 prs. Woolen Drawers, 2 prs. Woden 
Tacts, and sundry other articles of wearing apparel. 
Dec. 1, on board Str. “New York,” 1 Roll Clotli mark- 
ed “\v. Quinnegan, Brooklyn”. l)oc.7, cn board Str. 
“New York,” 2 Cassocks marked “Mrs. Alwou Hav- 
erstock, Lowiston;” 12 Bottle* Porter; 8 yds. Home- 
spun Clotli marked “O. N. Swett. Boston”; 23 Bot- 
tles Spirituous liquors; 20 yds Canada Cray Cloth, 5 
lbs. Tea; 49 lbs. Sugar: 1 small pkg. oachCoffee and 
Cocrda. Jan. 3, on board Brig “Jane Bell,” 1 Bag 
(about 100 lbs.) Sugar. 
Any person or persons claiming the same are re- 
quested to appearand make such claim within nine- 
ty days trom the date hereof; otherwise the said 
goods will be disposed oi in accordance with the act 
oi Congress approved April ?, 1844. 
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr., 
Collector. 
Jan. 26,1SC6.—dlaw3w 
TV O TICE. 
THE copartnership heretofore existing under the firm of J. W. MUNGER & CO., is this day dis- 
solved by mutual consent. 
J. W. HUNGER, 
i HAS. D. HUNGER, 
WM. W. COLBY. 
The undersl Tncd would respectfully inform the 
public that he .fill continue the business of Marine, 
Fire and Lite Insurance, at the old stand No. ICC 
Fore Street, and avails himself of this opportunity 
to tender to the citizens of Portland and vicinity his 
grateful acknowledgements for their former patron- 
age, and trust* by strict attention to business to 
merit a continuance of the same. 
J. W. MUNGER, 
Portland. Office 1G6 Fore St. 
FebC, 18'C6. fc-7 3taw2w 
S. D. & H. W. Smith’s 
AMERICAN ORGANS! 
MANUFACTORY, 
Tremont, opposite Waltham Street, 
BOSTON, MASS. 
Tlie most perfect and beautiful Musical Instrument 
in the world for the American Homo Circle. 
THE AMERICAN ORGAN makes Home Attract- 
ive,and refines and wlovates the minds of all. Beauti- 
ful iu its appearance and effects. 
Seventeen—17—First Premiums were 
awarded to tl&e American Orgaiu in the 
Mom la of October, 1805, over all compet- 
itors, at different State and County Fairs, 
First Premium awarded to the American Organs at 
the Groat New York State Agricultural Fair at 
Rochester, September, 1864, over the whole catalogue 
exhibited by the most celebrated makers. 
THE AMERICAN QJIGANS are the ONLY 
REAL REED ORGANS now before the public. The 
only Organ having a REVERBERATING SOUND 
BOX or WIND CHEST—which lias the same impor- 
tant part to perform as the Sounding Board has in a 
Piano Forte (to give body and resonance of tone) and 
without which the Organ becomes merely a Mclode- 
ou man Organ Case. The American Organs not on- 
ly have the Wind-C'host or Sound Box but hare the 
large Organ Bellows, giving power and great steadi- 
ness ol tone. These with their extreme line voicing 
of the Reeds and perfecting of the tone, make them 
the MOST PERFECT ORGAN KNOWN. Then, in 
fineness of workmanship, finish of action, and case, 
they excel all others. These great improvements 
ami superiority of tone and wormanship of the Amer 
can Organs pi ace them in the front rank as the best 
and command a higher price than any other reed in- 
strument in the market. A careful examination of 
them, in comparison with others, will quickly show 
their superiority. 
Special attention is called to the style of the Amer- 
ica* Organ, No. IT, containing jthe Super-Octave 
Coupler and Sub-Bass. FOR CHURCHES in want 
ol a powerful instruineut, whose means are limited, 
its price renders it very desirable. 
Every Organ ii Warranted to Prove 
Satisfactory* 
THE AMERICAN ORGANS all have the Reverb- 
erating Sound Bor, or Wind Chest, and are finished 
in the highest style of art, in Rosewood, Jet, Walnut, 
and Oak finish, richly varnished and Polished, or in 
smoo'h Oil feini..~, forming elegant pieces of furniture 
tor the Paiioror Boudoir; and the Oak and Walnut 
especially adapted for Churches, Lecture and Lodge 
Rooms. 
THE AMERICAN ORGANS are all finished with 
our new PATENT improvements, containing the 
improved Knee Swell,Double Bellows,two Blow Ped- 
als, and TREMOLO found in no other instrument. 
New Styles of Cases, 
Richly Finished aud Highly Ornamented. 
» 
jITTllitstrated Catalogues, containing cuts taken 
from Photographs, showing their relative sizoto each 
other, sent tree. 
Sold only by 
WM. PAINE, 163 Middle Street 
Jan 12—eod3n> PORTLAND. 
For Sale. 
SOLELY on account ol sickness of tlio Proprietress, the Stock and fixture, of one ol the best located 
MILLINERY AND FANCY GOODS STORES 
in the City. ;, j 
Good* Ne,v and desirable. 
For particulars apply at 





SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME, 
Manufactured by Win. L. Bradley, 
BOSTON. 
Warranted Genuine* 
PATENTED APRIL 1, 1803. 
MADE of the best materials, in the most improv- ed manner, tt is commended to the public as su- perior to any other in the market. AU who have 
used it speak of it in the highest terms ol praise: and 
the manulaclurer will continue his best endeavors to 
advance the reputation which it hits already acquir- 
ed, on its merit alone. 
SOLD BY 
KENDALL & WHITNEY, 
Wholesale and Betail Doalers in 
Agricultural Implements, Seeds, 
Wooden Ware, &o., 
Ciiy Hull Building, Market Square, 
PORTLAND, MB., 
AT MANUFACTURER'S PRICES. 
Five JtLunarea Dollars! 
Ih Premium., oftereil to NEW ENGLAND FARM- 
ERS for the best experiments with my 
SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME. 
And Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer 1n growing 
Corn, Potatoes, Turnips, Oats, Grass, and Tobaceo, 
en not less than one acre of land each. 
For the best experiment on Indian Corn with my 
Super Phosphate cf Lime, $00 
For the second best experiment on Corn, do., 30 44 third do. do. do;, 20 For the best experiment on Potatoes, 50 
44 second best experiment on Potatoes, 30 
third do. do. 20 
For the best experiment on Turnips, 30 44 second best do. 20 
For the best experiment on Oats, 30 
44 second best do. 20 
Fort the best experiment on Grass, either Pasture 
or Meadow, 50 
44 second best experiment on Grass, do. 30 
*4 third do. do. 20 
For the best experiment on Tobacco with Bract* 
ley's Patent Tobacco Fertilizer, 60 
41 second best experiment on Tobacco, do. 40 
Reports to be sent in on or before the 1st day oi De- 
cember, 1BG6, to Willi «m L. Bradley, Boston, con- taining description ot soil, mode of cultivation, quan- 
tity of Super-Pho phate ot Lime used, ef whom pur- 
chased, and whether with or without barnyard ma- 
nure ; every report to be certified to by some citizen 
ol integrity in the town where made: these reports 
when in, will be referred to a Committee of three 
competent, dh interested gentlemen,, whose duty lit shall be to award said premiums after examining the 
reports; the premiums tube paid on the 1st day of 
January, 1867. To avoid any poss*blc chemical error m the manu- 
focture of my Fertilizers, 1 have made arrangements 
with the highest chemical talent, to aid me in this 
important department, and not a single ton of Phos- phate or Tobacco Fertilizer will be allowed to go to 
market until it has been sampled and passed inspec- tion by actual any sis. 
EP^The above-named Fertilizers can bo purchas- 
ed Jrom reliable dealers throughout New England. 
Pamphlets containing testimonials and directions for using Super-Phosphate oi Lime can be had, free 
01 charge, by addressing the manufacturer or deal- 
ers: also Bradley’s Manual tor growing Tobacco will be sent free to any grower oi the weed, by asking for 
It by mail. 
WM. L. BRADLEY, 
Manufacturer of Coe’s Bradley's Patent Super-Phos- 
phate ol Lime; Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fer- 
tilize; Fine and Extra-Fine Ground Bone; 
Powdered Raw Bone, &c. 
24 Broad Street, Boston. 
Jan 27—d4m 
State Fair. 
WHEREAS, certain parties Lave expressed a de- sire to have a Show and Fair under the aus- 
gices of the MAINE STATE AGRICULTURAL OCIETY, during the coming season, and whereas, 
tlw Socictv is n d in the enjoyment of an allowance 
from the State, tho Trustees have Agreed to appoint 
an Exhibition, provided, in tbeir opinion, suliicient 
inducements or proper guarantees ore offered on or 
before the first day of April nixl. 
SEWARI) DILL, President. 
S. L. BOARDMAN, Secretaiy. 
Russell Eaton, Samuel Wasson, E. R. French, Trustees State Societv. 
Augusta, Jan. 27, ISCG. 
N. B.—Communications to be addressed to the 
President at Phillips. fcld3w 
Boots, Shoes & Rubbers! 
AT the old Ftaxul No. 88 Middle Street, can be found an extensive assortment of 
Fashionable Boots and Shoesf 
For Gents’, Ladies’, Ilisses* and Children’s wear. 
Also, 
Boots and Shoes Made to Measure 
Wp solicit the former patrons and the public in gen- 
eral to call and examine our stock and styles, guar- 
anteeing our prices—qualities considered—as low as 
the lowest. 
The stare will be under the direction of Mr. 
Lothrop, who will give his personal attention in part 
to this branch of the business. 
Wo are also Agents for the Howe Sewiug Machine. 
W. W. LOTHROP & CO., 88 Middle St. 
Wholesale Store, Union St. 
R. L. Morse, W. w. Lothrop, S. K. Dyer. 
Feb 3—eod8m 
HILTON & co.9 
DEALERS IN 
Groceries, Ship Stores, 
AND PRODUCE, 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, 
Cor. of Milk and Lime Sts., 
0. K. HILTON, ) 
J. P. PERKINS, [ PORTLAND, ME. 
C. 8. P. lULTON, ) 
kfr"Produce Sold on Commission. iebld3m 
CHEROKEE CURE, 
TUX GREAT ( 
INDIAN MEDICINE, 
Cures all diseases caused by 
self-abuse, viz.*£* 
Memory, Universal 
tude, Pains in the Back, Dim- 
:ness of Vision, Premature 
1 Old Age, Weak Nerves, Diffi- 
\cu-lt Breathing, Pale Counts- 9 nance. Insanity, Consump- 
tion, and all diseases that fol- 
low as a sequence or youthlul indiscretions. 
The Cherokee Cure will restore health and vigor, 
•top the emissions, and effect a permanent cure 
after all other medicines have failed. Thirty-two 
page pamphlet sent in a sealed envelope, free to any address. • 
Price $2 per bottle, dr three bottles for $5. Sold 
by all druggists; or will be sent by express to any 
portion of the world, on receipt of price, by the 
sole proprietor, 
Dr. W. B. KEBWIN, 37 Walker St., N. Y. 
Cherokee Remedy, 
Cures all Urinary Com- 
plaints, viz: Gravel, Inflam- 
mation of the Bladder and 
{Kidneys, Detention of 
| Urine, Strictures of Vie 
i Urethra, Dropsical Swell- 
rings, Brick Dust Deposits, 
and all diseases that require 
a diuretic,and when used in 
conjunction with the 
CHEROKEE INJECTION, 
does not fail to cure Gleet and all 3/u* 
cous Discharges in Male or Female, curing recent 
cases in from one to three days, and is especially recommended in those cases of Fluor Albus or 
Whites in Females. The two medicines used la 
conjunction will not fail to remove this disagreeable 
complaint, and in those cases where other medicines 
havo been used without success. 
Price, Remedy, One Bottle, $2, Three Bottles, $5. 
44 Injection, 44 44 $2, 44 $5. 
The Cherokee 44 Cure? 44 Remedy? and 44 Injec- 
tion" are to be found in all well regulated drug 
stores, and are recommended by physicians and 
druggists all over.ihe world, for their intrinsic worth 
and merit. Borne unprincipled dealers, however, 
try to deceive their customers, by selling cheap and. 
worthless compounds,—in order to make money— 
in place of these. Re not deceived. If the drug- 
gists .will not buy them for yon, write to us, and wo 
will send them to you by express, securely packed 
and free from observation. We treat all diseases to 
which the human system Is subject, and will bo pleased to receive full and explicit statements from 
those who have filled to receive relief heretofore. 
Ladies or gentlemen can address Os in perfect con- 
fidence. We desire to send our thirty-two pago 
pamphlet free to every lady and gentleman in the 
land. Address all letters for pamphlets, medicines, 
or advice, to the solo proprietor, 





Sures are Positive ! 
SURE 
Relief from all Rheumatic Affections. 
SURE 
OF NO INJURY TO THE SYSTEM. 
SURE 
Of An Agreeable Application in its use! 
An invaluable remedy for Sciatica, Gout, Neural- 
gia, Lame Back, Side or Stomach; Strains, Sprains, 
and all joint affections; Chilblains, Cramp; and wiU 
take the eorenj^f from Cute, Burns and Bruises. 
H. U. MAY, Druggist, Portland, 
Agent for the State of Mnino* 
Jan 1C—ood3moi 
Medical. 
■"" DR. LAROOKAH'S 
Sarsaparilla Compound! 
For the Cure of Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia 
Scrofula, Dropsy, Neuralgia, Epilepsy, Ery- 
sipelas, Boils, Tumors, Salt Rheum, Ul- 
cers and Sores, Rheumatism, Fain 
in the Stomach, Side and Bowels, 
Debility, and all Complaints 
arising from Impurities 
of the Blood. 
It will cure Nervous Affections, and Palsy arising 
from the use of Mercury or Lead. It is a tonic 
as well as an alterative, restoring the tone ol the sys- 
tem, thus curing Dropsy and General Debility, tend- 
ing to Consumption. It is a great protection from at- 
tacks that originate in change of climate, season and 
life. 
Liver Complaints and their combined symptoms 
such as Lumbaso. Jaundice, Rheumatism, Bilious 
Eruptions, &c. When caused by Scrofula taint, this 
Compound is a most effectual remedy. 
Dyspepsia or Indigestion, is oiten caused by Scrot- 
ula, which deranges the stomach, and renders it un- 
healthy. Indigestion is not always caused by Scrof- 
ula, when it is, this Sarsaparilla Compound is a ready 
cure. 
Scrofula is a taint or Infection in the human organ- 
sin. Acting like a latent poison,it reduces the vitality 
of the blood. Constitutions affected with Scrofula 
are moro than any other subjected to'disegses, and 
have less power to withstand or recover from them. 
Hie Scrofula taint or infection is herhlitary in the 
constitution, “descending from parents to children, 
until the third generation,”—and should be attended 
to in season; and we honestly believe by the timely 
use of DR. LAROOKAH’S SARSAPARILLA COM- 
POUND that this most loathsome disease can be 
checked and in the majority ot cases cured. Dropsy 
and Dropsical swellings are frequently cured by this 
great alterative medicine. 
For Syphilis, or Venereal Disease, and tor Mercu- 
rial Disease, which is sometimes complicated with It, 
the SARSAPARILLA should be taken freely and 
constantly until the disorder is expelled from the sys- 
tem. 
Neuralgia, Headache, and various disorders of the 
nervous sy tern frequently arise from a low state of 
the constitutional health, and are much relieved and 
often cured by this powerful remedy. 
Erysipelas, Boils, Tumors, or Salt Rheum, Ulcers, 
Sores &c. Moderate doses three times a day will 
usually effect the cure of the above complaints, but 
often requires considerable time. 
Por Purifying the JUood, there is nothing now be- 
fore the public which can excel Larookah’s S&rsapa- 
illa Compound. By using this Compound, multi- 
tudes are saved from the endurance of foul erup- 
tions through,which the system strives to purify it- 
self. Nature should be assisted to do this through 
its own channels by this great alterative medicine. 
The theory of its operations is, that it cleanses the 
system of all foul distemper which breeds and festers 
in it; penetrating into every part of the body, it ox- 
pels all diseases that inha it it; commonly speaking, 
it purifies the blood, driving out all the corruption 
that ScrQ/fcZa breeds in it. Purifying, it renovates 
the blood, giving it a renewed vitality and force as in 
youth again. Hence those cured by this great alter- 
ative medicine, will ieel younger and stronger, as 
well as freer from the infirmities of age. 
Being composed entirely of vegetable products, 
this Sarsaparilla Compound is perfectly harmless as 
well as very effectual—a fact of vast importance to all 
those who have occasion to use it; for many of the 
alteratives in the market have mercury or arsenic as 
their bases—although they may sometimes effect 
cures, still they are very liable to entail a vast train 
of evils upon their victims, often worse than the ori- 
ginal disease. 
Price $100 Per Bottle; Six Bottles for $5 
IPliE PARED BJ 
DR. E. R. KNIGHTS, Chemist, 
MELROSE. MASS. 




Indian Vegetable Pulmonic Syrup! 
The best preparation ever made tor the following 
complaints: 
Colds, Coughs, Whooping Cough, Croup, Asthma 
Catarrh, Bronchitis, Spitting Blood, Pain in the 
Side, Night Sweats, Humors, General Debil- 
ity, and the various Throat Affections, and 
Hoarseness to wliich Public Speakers 
and Singers, are liable, and all 
other Complaints tending to 
CONSUMPTION. 
This remedy is too well known and too highly es- 
teemed to require commendation here. It is regarded 
a necessity in every household, and is heartily en 
dorsed by the medical faculty, clcrgymeu of every de- 
nomination, authors, editors, members of Congress, 
and many of our most distinguished men in public 
and private life. 
Pbice $1.00 Pee Bottle. 
DE. E. E. KNIGHTS, Proprietor, 
MELROSE, MASS. 
DR. KNIGHTS’ 
ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER. 
V 
______ 
After a long series ol experiments, this article, a 
it is now offered to the public, is believed to be tho 
most perfect of its kind w hich science has ever de- 
vised. No pains have been spared to produce what 
has so long been demanded by thousands, who, from 
sickness or other causes, have become prematurely 
gray; and others, who in the sere and yellow leaf of 
life, would retain, so for as possible, the semblance of 
youth. 
Such an article is now made available to the pub- 
lic in DR. KNIGHTS* ORIENTAL HAIR RE- 
STORER, which, after a few applications, restores 
gray or faded hair to its original color, and is the only 
preparation of the kind upon which the public can 
place any reliance. It has never been known to foil 
in a single instance, and is totally unlike- the thou- 
sand and one so-called Hair Restorers, by which so 
many have been egregiously deceived. 
It is delightfully perfumed, gives the hair a rich 
and glossy appearanoe, promotes its luxuriant growth 
and will not soil the skin, scalp or any article of ap- 
parel. 
After the use of one bottle, in daily applications, or 
after the natural color of the hair is restored, its oc- 
casional use should be continued, in conjunction with 
Db. KNIGHT’S HAIR DRESSING, which, as a pre- 
server and beauiifier of the hair, is without a rival in 
the estimation of the public. 
Price 75 Cents Per Bottle. 
PKSPABED BT 
Dr. E. E. KNIGHTS, Chemist, Melrose,Mass. 
DR. KNIGHTS’ 
Hair Dressing ! 
This article has been jirepared with a view to su- 
persede the pernicious oils and pomades so common 
in the market, the use of which has been almost in- 
variably detrimental to the growth and beauty of the 
hair. It has long been a matter of regret that no re- 
liable preparation for dressing the hair was generally 
available, most, ol the compounds used for that pur- 
pose being worthless, and many absolutely worse. As 
a people, it is notorious that we become prematurely 
gray or bald. In no country aro there so mauy gray 
and bald heads on young shoulders as in this. For 
this phenomenon many canscs are assigned. By 
some it is attributed to our mode ol life; by others, to 
the restless activity ol the American mind; but we 
trace this public misfortune—for misfortune It is—to 
the inordinate use of oil as a dressing, which diseases 
the scalp, and alcoholic preparations which dry up or 
burn out the roots of the hair. DR. KNIGHTS* 
HAIR DRESSING contains neither oil nor alcohol, 
and is unquestionably the oniy article before the pub- 
lic that deserves the name. Its use prevonts the hair 
from falling off or turning gray; it removes dandruff, 
cleanses the scalp, and cures nervous headache. Its 
invigorating properties insure luxuriant locks, Inclin- 
ed to curl, and its delightful fragrance, and the rich 
and glossy appearance which it imparts, render it 
the favorite Hair Dressing of the most fastidious. 
PRICE 75 CENTS PER BOTTLE. 
PREPARED BY 
Dr. E. R. Knights, Chemist, 
MELROSE, MASS. 
SOLD AT WHOLESALE BT 
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO, 
AM) 
J. W. PERKINS & CO. 
PORTLAND... 
And at retail by Druggists and Merchants through- 
out the Country, 
Dec 25—eod3tu 
Railroads. 
MAINE CENTRAL R. R. CO. 
ANNUAL' MEETING 
On Wednesday, Feb. 28th, 1866, 
At: Wntervllle. 
The Stockholders are hereby notified 
■ -ya*—“WPrtbat the Annual Meeting of the Stock- 
holders ol tho .Maine Centra) Railroad Company will 
be held at the TOWN HALL, In WATERVILLE. 
on WEDNESDAY,February 28th, IsOfi, at 11 o’clock 
In the forenoon, to act upon the following articles, 
viz:— 
1st—To hear the Reports of the Directors and 
Treasurer ol said Company, and act thereon. 
2d—To make choice of a Board of Directors for the 
ensuing year. 
EDWARD T. LITTLE, Clerk. 
Watervlll?, January 31, 1888. fel4dtd 
P O K T L A N D 
SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R. 
F""E" 
Leave Portland for Boston at 8 46 a. m. and 2 20 p 
if. 
Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 A. h. and 2 30 p 
n 
Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily. 
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt. Portland, Nov. 0,1865—dtl 
PORTLANDS ROCHESTER R.R. 
WINTER ARRANGEMENT. 
L adAAAAJ On and after Monday, Oct. 30, 1805, wfqr'VSEgi rains will leave as follows, until further 
UOtlOAJ — 
Leave Saco River for Portland at 6 30 and 9 40 A. u. 
and 3 40 p. a. 
Leave Portland for Saco River at 800 A. if, and 2 00 
and 5 30 p if. 
The940 A. n and 200 p. u. trains will be freight 
trains, with passenger cars attached. 
OJr’Stages connect at Gorham for West Gorham, Blandish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sohago Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryebnrg, Conway, Bartlett,Jackson Limington. OorniahJ’or- 
ter. Freedom, Madison, and Eaton. N. H. 
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eagle, South Limington. Limington, Limerick, Newfield, Parsonstleld and Ossipee 
AtSaecarnppa for South Windham, Windham Hill, 
and North Windham, daily. 
DAN CARPENTER, Supt. Portland, Oct 26,1865—dtf r 
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY, 
Ot Canada. 
WINTER ARRANGEMENT. 
I M n On and after Monday, Not. 6M.1865, g^S^tnUos will ran as follows:- 
Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and 
Auburn, at 7 35 ▲ M. 
Mail Train for Waterville, Bangor, Gorham, Island ond, Montreal and Quebec at 110 p. u 
This train connects with Express train for Toronto 
etroitaud Chicago. Bleeping Cars attached from 
land Pond to Quebec aud Montreal. 
No Baggage can be received or oheoked after the 
me above stated. 
Trains will arrive os follows:— 
Prom So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn, 8 10 a. it 
Prom Montreal, Quebec &c. 145 p, m. 
The Company are not responsible for baggage to 
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that person- al) unless notice is given and paid*for at the rate of 
one passenger lor every $500 additional value. 
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director, 
H BAILEY, Local Superintendent. 
Portland, Nov. 1,1865 nov2dtt 
PORTLAND&KENNEBEC R. R. 
Portland to Sltowhejgnu via Waterville 
aud Kendall** Mill* 
WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 18C5-GG. 
Commencing December, 11,1865. 
Trains leave Portland dally (Sundays 
excepted) for Bath, Lewiston via An- 
droscoggin R. R.), Augusta, Waterville, Kendall’s 
Mills, Skowhegan, and intermediate Stations, at 
t.00 P. M. 
Portland for Bath daily (Sundays excepted) 
at5.15 P.M. (Mixed Train.) 
Leave Skowhegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30 
A M., Augusta 10.35 and Bath at 11.55. 
This is the only route east without break of gauge 
at Portland. Through tickets for all Stations on this 
line, also on the Maine Central R. R., can be pur- 
chased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine 
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east 
will change cars at the first depot they arrive at in 
Portland, where ample time is there allowed to dine 
(43 minutes) at a first class e&ting house. Superior 
and well ventilated cars are run with the through 
trains. 
Fare as Low by this Route as any other. 
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Bel- 
fast at Augusta, and for Solon, Anson. Norridge- 
wockj Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan, 
and tor China, East aud North Vassal boro’ at Vas- 
salboro’, and for Unity at Kendall’s Mill's. 
W. HATCH, Train Manager. Doc. U, 1865—dtf 
MAINE CENTRAL R. R. 
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.! 
aaggl Trains leave Portland daily (Grand 
&^jraaflgigNfrTi uiik Depot) Sundays excepted,(or Au- burn and Lewiston at 7.30 A. M., and for Bangor and 
all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. M. Returning, 
trains trom Auburn and Lewiston are due at 8.30 A. 
M., and from Bangor and all intermediate stations, 
at P. M., to connect trains for Boston. 
Ur* Freight trains leave daily at 8 A. M. 
EDWIN NOYES, Sunt. 
Dec 15.1863. dc22tf 
To the Public. 
Having been engaged for more than 
twenty years in the Hair-Dressing Busi- 
ness, and knowing as I do all the prepa- 
rations that are. offered for the restora- 
tion of the Hair, and how t hey are made and wliat composed of, and knowing 
most of them to be useless and some in- 
jurious, and feeling the great need for 
some preparation free from injurious 
substances, Buch as Oils, Alcohol, and 
Sugar of Lead, Lac Sulphur, (a most poi- 
sonous preparation) ip) uric us to the health of the hair and body. I have en- 
deavored to supply the want by preparing an article that is free from oils of all kinds, and all substances 
known to be injurious. It will keep the hair moist 
and glossy longer than any oil. cures all humors of 
the scalp, stops the itching of the uead, prevents the 
hair from tilling off in tho worst cases of fever or oth- 
er diseases, and will not soil the nicest silk. My 
Balm is not a Dye, hut purely a Dressing for the Hair 
and a Medicine for the Head. I here offer the names 
of a tew persons who have used my Balm. Let them 
speak for themselves. 
I am permitted to refer to the following gentlemen: 
Capt. A. P. Harris, Geo. W. Parker, J. Duun.Esq., 
D. Drinkwater, H. C. Hastings, R. C, Hanson, A. Thornes, H. Lewis. 
Mr. Todd:— 
1 feel it due to you. as a public benefactor, to state 
that my hair was falling off very badly, and I was troubled with a disease of the head known in the 
medical world as Porigo, which causes severs itching 
of the head. I tried your Hungarian Balm, and to 
my surprise and pleasure my hair stopped falling oft", 
and humor ha** entirely left the head. 
C. R. PACKARD, M. D., 
Boston, Mass. 
I have tried Todd's Hungarian Balm, and I con- 
sider it the best article in use tor the hair. 
J. B. WEBB, Gorham, Me. 
I*have used Todd's Hungarian Balm, and can say 
that it is tlie best dressing Tor the hair in use. My 
hair was falling off very fast, and by the use of half a bottle of the Balm is lias stopped falling oft en- 
tirely, aud is fast thickening up, and is in fine condi- 
tion. 1\ H. 8TROUT, Portland, Me. 
Sold wholesale and retail by 
JOHN Mo TODD, 
No. 74 Middle, cor. of Exchange St., Portland, Me. 
And by Crosinan & Co, 75 Middle St. 
{ p=*None genuine except the name is blown in the 
glass. 
TO AGENTS. 
I take this opportunity to answer the many inqui- 
eries made to me, I appoint but ono agent lor each 
town. I scant an agent in every town in the State. 
Would like to hear lrom Biddelord, Saco, Lewiston, Brunswick and Bath. 
Wholesale Agents, J. W. PERKINS, PHILLIPS 
& CO., and W. W. WIIIPPLE, Portland, Me. 
M. J. WHITTIER, F. SWEETSIR. and CHAS. 
E. BECKETT corner or Congress and Franklin Sts., 
Portland. 
Mv Hungarian Balm is for sale at 
J. BENNETT’S. Denmark, 
S. M. HAYDEN’S, Bridgton, 
A. 0. l.IBBk’S, Limerick, 
Samuel Hanson, Buxton. 
A. O. Noj ce, Norway. 
J. R. LUNT, 108 Middle St. 
U. P. BRANCH and J. A. JACKSON, Gardiner’ 
A. H. CLARK, Pittston. 
A. BAKER <& CO., Gardiner, will supply 
agents for Kennebec and Somerset Counties. 
I will supply agents as last as possible. 
J. M. TODD, 74 Middle Street, 
Portland. 
January 23, 18C6.—dim 
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam! 
For Cough*, Colds aud Consumption J 
ESTABLISHED in 1832, and still the best known remedy for all affections of the Lungs, Throat ana 
Chest. lie caret ul to get the genuine. 
REED, CUTLER dc CO., Boston, Proprietors 
Large Bottles,$ 1.00. Small, 50 cents. 
J?\ir© Cod. I-ilver Oil 
Bottled expressly for Medicinal use by REED. 
CUTLER & CO., who have facilities for obtaining oil 
ot the most reliable quality. Large Bottles, $1,00. 
Nov 10—d&wGm 
A RARE CHANCE! 
Millinery Stock and Fixtures 
FOR SALE. 
SIT. HERSAM & CO., wishing to close up busl- ness oiler at a great bargain their choice assorted 
Stock uf Millinery Goods, aud Store fixtures, witl: 
Store Rent reasonable, at their well-known and lout established stand. 
Corner of Main and Lisbon Street*. 
Lewiston, Feb. 1,18 88. lc3aod*w2w 
Not a Hotel. 
Furnished and unfurnished rooms to Jet with good 
board at No. 27 Willow Street. 
People visiting Portland can have all the conven- 
iences of a Hotel at much less prices, at a retired anti 
gen!eel place. Also permanent board lor families and 
gentlemen. 
£1^*Remember the place, opposite Wood’s Hotel 
corner ol Middle and Willow Sts. felOdtl 
Read Dr. Hughes’ advertisement, in another 
column. In his specialty Dr. Hughes is unequalled 
byanyphysicianm this country. 
_Medical. 
Notice to the Public !\ 
In the year 1846, the writer embarked in the Drug 
Business in the city of Philadelphia, and while thus 
engaged, made several experiments in regard to the 
most desirable mode of preparing Fluid Extracts.— 
My efforts being successful—the articles being approv- 
ed and used by the Medical Faculty—I was desirous 
ol placing them before the public, but hesitated lor 
some time before concluding to resort to newspaper 
advertis ng, knowing the prejudices that existed in 
the minds of many against using advertised Medi- 
cines or Nostrums, but through the advice of friends 
and those who had used them this objection was 
overcome. 
Alter 18 yoars* exertions, commencing in a small 
way, the popularity ot my articles has extended to all 
parts of the United States, and widely throughout 
foreign countries—and this in the &ce of much oppo- 
sition. Every means has been resorted to by un- 
pricipled dealers since their merit and success have 
been known—such as advertising larger bottles at less 
price, censuring all other preparations, and even 
copying my advertisements—but I am happy to state 
that out of the many who have resorted to this, none 
have been sucessfril. 
MY OBJECT 
in this notice is to make facts known to the public 
and respectable dealers, believing, after so many 
years’exertions, that the Druggists will discounte- 
nance such proceedings, and that the reputation of 
my articles may not be damaged by use ofinferior or 
spurious ones. 
Knowing that many may read this article who are 
unacquainted with me, I append a few remarks from 
those of my native city, and whoso names are known 
in all parts of the world: 
“Being personally acquainted with Mr. H. T. Helm- 
bold, it affords me pleasure in slating I have been 
most favorably impressed with his energy and integ- 
rity, and gratified at his success.” 
WM. WEIGHTMAN, 
Firm of Powers & Weightman, 
Ninth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia. 
[Evening Bulletin, Philadelphia.] 
“When on a visit to the city of New York a few 
days since, I was induced to call on our old friend 
and townsman, Mr. H. T. Helmbold, Druggist, 504 
Broadway, New York. His store is a Model—a per- 
fect Gem—the handsomest of any kind we have ever 
had the pleasure of viewing, and so extensive, being 
34 feet front, five stories in height, and over 200 feet 
deep. It indeed affords ns much pleasure to know 
that he has been so successful, and it is ajp- 
ple evidence of the merits of his articles—as in oua* 
whole business experience we have not known ot the 
success of any articles without Merit—advertising 
merely bringing the name before the people.” 
[Boston Herald.] 
“We do not like to advertise worthless wares, or ar- 
ticles calculated to deceive our readers; and when we 
see an advertiser like Mr. Helmbold, whom we have 
known for years, gradually extend liis advertising 
from year to year until he becomes the largest adver- 
tiser in the United States, we are satisfied that the 
statements in regard to his articles must be correct.” 
The writer reluctantly inserts the above, and would 
not do so were he not a stranger to many; and con- 
cludes by stating the names of his articles, and the 
diseases for which they have been used by many 
thousands with complete success. 
[ADVERTISEMENT.] 
HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT OF BUCHU 
Will cure all diseases of the Kidneys and Bladdor.— Cur68 Pain or Weakness in the Back, Strictures, <£c.; 
Cures Weak Nerves, Loss of Memory, Trembling, 
Dimness of V ision. 
Helmbold’s Fluid Extract of Buchu 
Is apuro fitiid extract, and nota weak teaor infusion 
Is the one t hing needful for all complaints incident to 
Females. For particulars send for Circular. 
HELMBOLD’S FLUID EXT. BUCHU 
Cures Gravel and Dropsical Swelling existing in Men, 
Women or Children; in fhet, all diseases requiring 5 the aid of a Diuretic. It is tho greatest Tonic and 
Diuretic known—perfectly sale, pleasant in taste and 
odor, and immediate in its action. 
'HELMBOLD’S 
FLUID EXTRACT OF SARSAPARILLA 
HIGHLY CONCENTRATED. 
One bottle equivalent in strength to one gallon of the 
Syrup ot Degoction. It reaclieafhe seat of the disease immediately, ex- 
pelling all HUMOUS ol tho BLOOD, 
AND BEAUTIFYING THE COMPLEXION. 
These arteles, being of such strength, the dose is 
exceedingly small. From this fact, it is used in the 
United States A rmy Hospitals and public Sanitary Institutions throughout the land. 
£fr*Sold by all Druggists everywhere. 
C^*Ask for Helmboid’s. Take no other! 
GT-jP'Cul out the advertisement and send for it, and 
by this means avoid Counterfeit. 
Dec 30—cod f 







Electr ic Physician l 
From 618 Broadway, Now York, lias returned to 
Portland, and can be consulted at her office, No, 11 
Clapp’s block. 
A Clear Cask of Clairvoyant Sight. 
Dear Madam .’—Permit me to tender you my sin- 
cere thanks for the cure ’you have effcctod on my 
child. My daughter, ten years old, was taken sick 
last January in a very singular manner. We called 
in six of the best Physicians in the city; they said the 
case was a very singular one—they never saw one like 
it—and came to tbo conclusion they could not tell 
what the disease was. Some friends advised that we 
should call on a Clairvoyant; there being none in 
Providence that we could rely on, we wrote to Mrs. 
MANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symp- 
toms. She immediately examined her case and told 
that she had a Snakein her stomach, told where she 
drank it, and that it has been growing, and from the 
best of her judgement she should think it ten or 
twelve inches long. I gave the child her prescription 
and in a few hours the child ejected the snake alive 
from the stomach; it was measured and found to be 
eleven and a half inches long. We have it preserved, 
that all may see for themselves that this statement is 
really so. I am confident that the child could not 
have lived) had it not been for Mrs. Manchester, and 




GEORGE W. RAY. 
Providence, R. I., Nov. 10,18C6. dcl2tt 
Whitt Lead. 
Atlantic VT.hite Lead 
and Linseed Oil Co., 
of New Y It, 
Manufacturers of PU IE WHITE 
LEAD, Dry and in Oil, IED LEAD, 
LITHARGE, Glass-ma: ers’ Red 
Lead, etc. 
Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav.-, Boiled 
and Refined. 
For sale by Druggists & Dealers 
gent, ally, and by 
ROBERT COLGATE & Co., 
General Agents, 
287 Pearl St., NEW YORK. 
PORTLAND ACADEMY 
Union Hall, Free Street. 
Winter Term Began November 27lb. 
Pnpils Received at anytime in the Term. 
PARTICULAR attention paid to voung men pre- paring themselves tor College. Excellent oppor- 
tunities ottered for young Ladies or young gentlemen 
wishing to study French. German, Mathematics. Book-Keep,ng, &C. Pupils of both sexes received in all branches usually taught in a first class school. 
The services of Miss E. JONES have been secur- 
ed as Teacher of Pencil and Crayon Drawing, Ac. 
C. O. FILES, Principal, 
28 Hanover Si. 
V. O. Box 103. 
Jan 8—dBw* 
Steamers. 
United States Mail Line 
RIO DeIaNEIRO, 
CALLING AT 
St. Tliomaa, Para, Pernam- 
buco and lia/tia, Every Trip. 
THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL 
STEAMSHIP COMPANY 
■kWjjglSCwm dispatch regularly, on tho 
22d ol each month, at 3 P. M., from Tier 43 North 
River, 
ONE of tlielr NEW FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS. 
The South America, 
E. L. TINKELPAUGH,.Commander. 
WILL LEAVE 
On Thursday, the 22d ot February. 
An experienced Surgeon is attached to each Steam- 
ship. 
All letters must post through the Post Office. 
C3f^L*rge lots of heavy freight at low rates. 
For freigli t or passage apply to 
THOMAS ASENCIO & CO., 
17 Broadway, N. Y. 
Or, THOMAS ASEXCIO 4c CO.f 
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF 
Feb 10—dtd Portland, Me. 
FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST. 
Boston and Philadelphia 
team8hip Line. 
The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, an<l ARIES 
now form the line, and a steamer leave* each port 
EYEKY FIVE DAYS. 
From Long Whar Boston,.at 12 M. 
From Pine St. Wharf, Philadelphia,.at 10 A.M. 
Freight for the West forwarded by the Pennsylva- nia Railroad, and to Baltimore and Washington by 
Canal or Railroad, free of commissions. 
For freight, apply to 
SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO., Nov 22—dlyr 9 T Wharf, Boston. 
PORTLAND AND BOSTON L1NE1 
Summer Arrangement l 
THE STEAMERS 
Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal, 
Will, until further notice, run as follows— 
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland, 
every Monday, Tuesday, Wodues- 
.-'day, Thursday, Friday and 8atur- day, at 7 o’clock P. M ; and India Wharf, Horton, 
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday .Thursday, Fri- day and Saturday, at 6 o’clock P. M, Fare in Cabin. $2.00. 
JEST" Freight taken as usual The Company aro not responsible for baggage to 
any amount exceeding $30 in value and that person- al, unless notice*is given and paid tor at the rat* of 
one p&sseuger for every $300 additional value. 
L. BILLINGS, Agent Aug 6, 1865. ibb.18,1863.—dtf 
New England Screw Steamship Co 
SEMI-WEEKLY LINE. 
The splendid and fast Steam- 
ships D1KIUO, Oapt H. Sherwood, 
and FtiAKCUNiA, Capt. W. W, 
iKxnwooD, will until further no; 
ioe. rnn as follows: 
Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland, every WEDNES- 
DAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier 
38 EiBt lliver, New York, every WEDNESDAY 
and SATURDAY, at 4 o’clock p. M. 
These resseio are fitted op with One accommoda- 
tions for passengers, making this the most speedy, 
sate and comfortable route for travellers between 
New York and Maine. Passage, in State Room, 
•8.90. Cabin passage $6.00. Meals extra. 
Goods torwtrded by this lice to'and from Mon- 
treal, Quebeo, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and 
St.John. 
Shippers aro requested to send the'r freight to the 
steamers as early as * P. M. on the day tout they 
lessee Portland. 
F or freight or passage apply to 
EMERY fc FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland. 
H. B. CROMWELL fc CO., No. 88 West 8treet, 
New York. 
Mav 30. 1865. dtf 
BOSTON AND CUBA 
STEAMSHIP COMPANY. 
FOK HAVANA. 
Carrying the United States Mails. The 
STEAMER TONAWANDA,” 
John Berry, Commander, 
WILL sail from the end of Long Wharf.on Thurs- day. February 15tb, I860, at 3 P. M., to be fol- 
lowed by the .Steamer CORTEZ,** sailing Thurs- 
day, March 1st, 1866, at 3 P. M. 
These steamers are first class, and will sail semi- 
monthly. Having very superior Cabin accommoda- 
tions, they offer unusual facilities for those wishing 
to visit the Island of Cuba. 
Price of passage, $6 * in currcrcy. 
For freight or passage, apply to 
WAL H. KINSMAN & CO., 
209 State Street, 
Or to BRIDGE, LORD * CO., 
_ 6 India Street. 
Boston, Feb. 3d, 1SC6. fob7dtf 
Important to Travelers 
TO TB* 
West, South, North-West and the Canadas. 
W. D. LITTLE 
IS Agent f6r alltlie great Leading Routes to Chica- go. Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee, 
Galena, Oshkosh, Bt. Paul, Lacrosse, Mreen Bay, 
Quiacy, Bt, Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo, 
i^to., and is prepared to furnish Through Tickets 
from Portland to all tho principal Cities and Towns 
In tho lovnl States and the Canadas, at the 
LOWEST RATES OF FARE, 
And all needful information cheerfully furuishod. 
Ta aTULLEM will dnd it grantly to their advantage 
to proeuie Through Ticket* at tho 
Por'Jaii)! Railway Ticket Office, 31 Ex- 
change Street, (up stairs.) 
W. D. LITTLE, Agent* 
Passage Tickets for California, by tbe Old Line 
Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad way be secured 
by early appi (cation at this office. 




Walter’s Anti-Freezing Force Pump 
No Excuse now lor Frozen I’ninpi, or 
Bursted Pipes in Mid-Winler* 
THE subscriber offers for sale the right to manu- facture ai^d sell this unequalled pump in the un- sold Counties in this State at a low t*gure. 
This pump cannot freeze as no water remains in 
the pump when the pump is not in motion. 
A capital chance is offered to anv enterprising man 
to make money. Messrs. Libby, Lidback & Co., 3d 
•tory. No. ‘4 Manufacturer’s Block, Union Street, 
poprietors of Cumberland Countv, will put up sin- 
gle pumps in said County, and will ftirnish them at 
short notice to owners of other counties. 
The Counties unsold are Androscoggin, Franklin, Kennebec, Lincoln, Oxford. Penobscot, Piscataquis, 
Sagadahoc. Somerset, and York. Call on them for particulars. 
THOMAS WHITTEMOKE. 
Feb 2—dim 
To restore Grey or Diseased Hair 
to its natural condition and color. 
Eradicates all Humors and Dan- 
druff from the Head. WUl prevent 
and cure Nervous Headache. Will 
cause the Hair to grow, giving it 
the natural color and beauty of 
youth. It will not stain the shin, 
or soil the finest linen. 
AUSTIN B. FRENCH, 
Proprietor, 
PORTLAND, * MAINE. 
Price 81. For Sale by all Draggl.la. 
Jan 12—eod&wlyr 
J. W. SYKES, 
PURCHASER KOU EASTERN ACCOUNT, 
OF 
PLOUR, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUT- 
TER, and WESTERN PRODUCE generally. 
Particular attention given to shipping by quickest and obcapest routes. No. IKS Smith Water St., 
Chicago. Illinois. 
P. O. Bo* 4T1. 1 
References—Messrs. 8. G. Bewdiear ft Co; Mayn- 
ard ft Bone; H. ft W. Chlukerlrg; C. 11. Cumm'ngs 
ft Co; Chas. H. Stone; llaLott, Davis ft C-t; Boston. 
I. N. Baoon, Esq, President Newton National Bank, VewtOB,KeseTC.B. Coffin,Ksq.N.Y.City, fcWSdly 
Medical. 
Dll. J. D. HUGHES 
CAN BE FOUND AT HIS 
PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS, 
JVo. 5 Temple Street, 
WHERE lie can be consulted i»rlvatcly, and witli the utmost conlidence by the miifetuj. at ail noura rally, and lrom 8 A. M. to si r. M. 
l»r. H. addresses those who are suffering under the affliction oi private diseases, whether nrii.ing from 
impure connection or the terrible vice of selt-abiue 
Devoting his eurire lime to that particular branch oi 
the medical profession. he feels warranted in (Juab- 
ltANTEElNG A CUBE IN ALL CASUS, Whether Of lung standing or recently contracted, entirely removing the dregs of disuse from the system, and making a 
perfect and PERM AN ENT C U kE. 
lie would call the attention ot the atlllctcd to the 
fact of his long standing and well-earned reputation 
furnishing suilicient assurance ol his slJU and suc- 
cess. 
CAUTION 'IV THE PUBLIC. 
Every intelligent and thinking ]»erson must know 
relneiRes handed out for general Use should have tneir etlicoey established by well tested exjieiiciiee in tnc hands of u regularly educated physician, whose 
J,r.eI,.s*ratc,*y Ktudie» tits him for all the dutieb lie must luinii; yet the country is Hooded with poor ncstiuiiib and cure-alls, purporting to be tlie best in the world. 
?r-L»but alway» injurieus. The un- fortunate should be pabjicll.vu in selecting bis physician, us it is a lamentable yet incor.trovcrt- abie fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by malir* atment Bum Inexperienced physician. In ifcncial pnetke: lor it is a point generally conceded by the best syphii- ographers, that the study and management of these 
complaints should engross the whole time ol those 
who would be competent and successful in tl.cir treat- 
ment and cure. The inexperienced general practit- 
ioner, having neither opuirtunity nor time to make him«eli acquainted with their pathology, commonly 
fiursues one system of treatment, in most cases mak- g an Indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dan- 
gerous weapon, the Mercury. 
HAVE CONFIDENCE. 
All who have committed an excess oi any kind, whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the sting- 
iug rebuke of mibplaccd conlidence in malurcr \ cars, 
SEEK FOB AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON. 
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous 
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are the Barometer to the whole system. 
Do not wait for the consummation that Is sure to fol- 
low: do not wait tor Unsightly Ulcers, lor Disabled Limbs, for Isms of Beauty and Complexion. 
HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO 
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE! 
Young men troubled with emissions in sfeep,—a complaint generally the result of a bad hubit in 
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure war- ranted or no charge made. 
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by ono 
or more young man with the above disease, some o» 
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had 
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to 
have it. All such cases yield to the projier amt only 
correct course oi treatment, and in a short time aiu 
mode to rqjoice in perfect health. 
MIDDLE-AGED MEN. 
There are many men at the age ol thirty who arc 
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the blad- 
der, olten accompanied by a slight smarting or burn- ing sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account lor. On examining the 
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be ibund, aud sometimes small particles of semen or albumen 
will appear, or the color will be of a thin mUkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbkl appearance. There are many men who die at this difficulty, ignor- 
ant of the cause, which is the 
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS. 
1 can warrant a perfect ciuje in such cases, and a lull and healthy restoration^! the urinary organs. Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr., 
can do so by writing, in a plain manner, a description 
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will 
be forwarded immediately. 
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be 
returned, it desired. 
Address: Db. J. B. HUGHES, 
No. 5 Temple Street (comer of Middle 
Street!, Portland. Me 
ESr Send a Stamp for Circular. 
Hectic Medical Infirmary, 
TO THE LADIES. 
DR. HUGHES particularly nvites all ladies, who 
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No. 5 
Temple Street, which they wifi find arranged for thoii 
especial accommodation. br. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrival- 
led in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all Fomale Irregularities. Their action is specific and certain ol*producing relief in at short time. 
LADIES will find it invaluable in all eases of oh 
structions alter all other remedies have been tried in 
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in the least Injurious to the health, ami may be taken with perfect safety at all times. Sent to any part of the country, with Ail! directions 
by addressing Dft. HUGHES, No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland. 
N. B.— Ladles desiring may consult one of theii 
own sex. A lady of experience in constant attend 
*nce. janM866d&wly 
LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY. 
Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s 
Hair Restorer and Dress- 
ing invigorate, strengthen 
and lengthen the hair. They 
act directly upon the roots 
of the hair, supplying re- 
quired nourishment, and 
natural color and beauty 
returns, (frey hair disap- 
pears, bald spots are cov- 
ered, hair stops falling, and 
luxuriant growth is the re- 
sult. Ladies and Children 
will appreciate the delight- 
ful fragrance and rich, 
glossy appearance impart- 
ed to the hair, and no fear 
of soiling the skin, scalp, or 
most elegant head-dress. 
8*M hr all Dru^giau. 
Depot 198 & 200 Greenwich St. N. Y. 
W F. PHILLIPS & CO., Genoral Agents llor Maine 
Sept 27,1665—d&wCm 
CuufltMforc 
DR. STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGn 
BALSAM is waranted to core Coughs,Colds, Hoarse- 
neas, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Con- 
sumption, and and all affections oI the throat and 
Lungs. 
For sale by Druggists. 50 cents per bottle. 
GEO C. GOODWIN & CO.. 37 Hanover Street, 
Boston, Sole Agents lor New England. 
DR. STRICKLAND’S PILE REMEDY has cured 
thousands ol the worst cases of Blind and Bleeding Piles. It gives immediate relief, and effects a per- 
manent cure. Try it directly. It is warranted to 
cure. For sale by all Druggists. SO cts. per bottle. 
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover Street, 
Boston, Sole Agents tor N^^England. novl0d6m 
“There to no such Word an Fail.” 
TARRA N T’S 
COMPOUND EXTRACT OP 
Cubebs and Copaiba, 
na Sure, Certain, and Speedy Cure for all rtiseaa- » of tho Bladder. Kidney, and Urinary Organ,, •oner in the male or female, ireqnently performing 
a perfeot onro In the chert apace of three or lour days, and always in lew time than any other nr.ua- ratfon. In the ns* of * v * 
Tarrant's Compound Extract of Cubebt and 
Copaib, 
there Ib no need of e^nUnement or change of d'et.- J* its approved form of a paste. It 1- ontin-lv taste- less, amt causes n« nr,pleas-nt sensation to the tm- 
no »*pe*ore It is now acknowledged by loarwad jtn tho proibsaion that in tho ahovu 
o^e ofdneaeeB, Cnbebi and Copaiba ar. the onl* two ramedlae known that can ho relied upon with any certainty or snocess. 
TarranVt Compound Extract of Cubebt and 
Copaiba NEVER FAILS. 
Manufactured only by 
T AH RANT A CO.. 
878 Greenwich St., New York, 
Sold by Druggists all over the World. 
ma> deadly 
OLEASANT to the palate, cause no pain, act A promptly, never require increase ol dose, do not 
exhaust, and lor eldetiy persons, females and child- 
ren, are just the thing. Two taken at night m«»v- the bowels once tho next morning. Warranted in all cases ol Piles and Falling of tho Rectum. Wo 
promise a cure (or all symptoms of the Dyspepsia 
such as Oppression after eating, Sour Stomach Spit- ting ol lood, Palpitations; also. Headache, 1 H//Yih hs 
Pain in the Back anti Loins, Yellowness ot tho Skin 
and Eye., Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Btllous- 
uef‘1., Liver I omplnlnt Boss ot Appetite. Debility, Monthly rains, and all ImgnlarllW Neuralgia. Faintness, *c. TYareler, find the lozenge, me’ what they need, a, they we so jompaet and inodor,me that they may be canned in the rest poeket. Trice W 
f" ?30 “'■'»• For sale bv J. 3:,} ® CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremunt Temple, Boston. Ilf be mailed to any address on enclosing 80 cents. JulyAdly 
White Oak Ship Timber. 
TONS l*st N. II. White Oak suitable for 
V-rvAS terns, Transoms, Risers, Hooks, and i at- tack** Also 100 ton# Plank stocks, beat oiabtv uni 
▼orylongby L. TAYLOR, 
Jan24-du 01 Commercial St, 
